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PREFATORY NOTE.

The Register commenced in 1764, the year in which the settlement of the Rev. John Thomson as parish minister took place. Mr. Thomson was evidently not a proficient Gaelic scholar, although able to preach in the native tongue. He could not master the spelling of the local popular surnames, but he has preserved in the register a careful and minute phonetic rendering both of the names of persons and of places. His pains to identify persons led him to give the proper and popular cognomens, and in many cases to give the names of the fathers, grandfathers, and great-grandfathers of those seeking to enter the bonds of matrimony, or to have their children baptized.

A perusal of the Register will show how necessary it was to be careful in noting the distinction between persons of the same name in that part of the country. Although the majority of the people bore the name of Mackay, there was a considerable mixture of other names, such as—Morrisons, Munros, Macintyres, Sutherlands, Calders, Campbells, Macleods and Macdonalds.

The Register is particularly valuable in that it contains a detailed account of the Baptisms and Marriages of the parish at a time when registers were hardly kept at all. It also throws a light on the social and moral condition of the people. The various classes are very sharply defined. For example, we find as the very lowest a person designated as residing "sometimes with his father, and sometimes with his father-in-law." The next step in the social grade is a person living in a certain place. Then follows "little tenant," "tenant," "farmer," "tacksman," and some of the tacksmen have the prefix of Mr. or addition Esquire, while the parish minister himself seems to be at the top of the social ladder.

In regard to the condition of morals, one cannot but be struck with the frequency, especially at the beginning of the Register, of notices of baptisms of children not born in lawful wedlock. But when one considers the time and the strictness with which Mr. Murdoch Macdonald, Mr. Thomson's predecessor, held sway over
the people during his ministry, the matter need not cause great surprise. After Mr. Macdonald's death, Rob Donn, the poet, in an elegy to his late minister, speaks of the extremes in moral laxity to which the people had declined since death had deprived the parish of Mr. Macdonald's presence. The percentage of illegitimate children that were brought to baptism is after all not large, and gradually decreases.

The Register also shows that in the parish there were many at that time who plied a trade of some kind or other. There were masons, carpenters, boat builders, shoemakers, tailors and weavers, and it is also interesting to find that Lord Reay employed a chef in his house at Balnakeil.

The Register of Marriages was equally carefully kept. Early marriages were not greatly approved of in Mr. Thomson's day, and now and again when a young man, probably not much out of his teens, marries, he is put down either as a "simple young lad" or a "single young man"; single in this connection signifying that he had little or no responsibility.

Every leaf of the register is attested by "John Thomson, minister," and up to 1811 is in his own handwriting. After that it is in the handwriting of his successor, the Rev. William Findlater, who, although careful to begin with, did not keep the Register nearly so well as his father-in-law. Mr. Findlater's Register had the disadvantage of not being in the same volume as that of Mr. Thomson. Being of inferior paper, and having lain in some damp place, what remains is in a very poor state of preservation.

Altogether, the Register is one which the Editor is glad to have had the opportunity of transcribing and examining, and he has pleasure also in acknowledging the uniform courtsey of the officials of the Registrar General's Department.

HEW MORRISON.

EDINBURGH, June 1911.
PARISH REGISTER OF DURNESS,
1764-1814.

Each page to 1810 is signed "John Thomson, Min."

1764.

1. John MacEnvicnish in Strathmore had a child baptized named Catharine 4 Nov.
2. Angus Munro in Eribol, Catharine 4 Nov.
3. John Bain in Eribol, Murdoch 4 Nov.
5. Alexr. Cormack in Balnacille, Elisabeth 9 Nov.
7. John Miller in Balamhulich, Margaret 11 Nov.
8. Wm. Mackintosh in Balamhulich, Elisabeth 11 Nov.
10. George Henderson in Crosple, Patrick 16 Nov.
11. James Munro in Saingo, Donald 17 Nov.

1765.

1. Donald Mackay, alias Macuillean Macnish, in Mussel, Hugh 18 Jan.
3. Thomas Campbell, alias Grange, Murdoch 3 Mar.
8. Gilbert Calder, alias Down, in Teagisgil, John 14 April
9. John Macleod in Balnloch, Angus 29 April
10. Iye Mackay, alias MacEorish, Kenneth 5 May
11. Charles Campbell in Saingo, Donald 23 June
12. Wni. Morison, alias Macustvanvicachinroy, in Uaibeg, Hugh 8 July
13. Angus Munro Macdthonilicorachy in Eribol, Marion 14 July
15. Donald Macleod in Uaibeg, Mary 19 July
18. George Mackay, alias Macen vicolicuillam, in Clasneach, Margaret 29 Sept.
22. Alexander Cormack in Keoldale, Donald 8 Nov.
23. Donald Mackay, alias Macnuel vicdthonil, in Uaibeg, George [n.b.l.w.] 10 Nov.

n.b.l.w.—Not born in lawful wedlock.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 Nov.</td>
<td>John Macnish victory, in Islanhall, Mary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 Nov.</td>
<td>Neil Mackay in Hope, John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Dec.</td>
<td>James Clarke in Cnockbreack, Hugh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1766.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 Jan.</td>
<td>John Sutherland in Cnockbreack, Mary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Jan.</td>
<td>James MacCulloch in Ceannabin, Donald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 Feb.</td>
<td>Mr. John Thomson, minister of Durness, Janet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 Mar.</td>
<td>Angus Macleod, alias Bain, in Clashneach, George</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 June</td>
<td>Robert Mackay, alias Macuilliam macnish, in Aultcorfraisgil, George</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 July</td>
<td>John Mackay in Sartigrim, Janet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 July</td>
<td>Alexander Mackintosh, alias Mcdhonil, in Sartigrim, Eury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Aug.</td>
<td>John Mackay in Borley, Ann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Oct.</td>
<td>George Campbell, alias Grange, in Ballamhulich, Margaret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Oct.</td>
<td>Iye Campbell, alias Grange, in Durin, Barbara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Nov.</td>
<td>Hugh Macpherson in Saining, Hugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Nov.</td>
<td>Hugh Ross in Borley, Donald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Dec.</td>
<td>Alexander Macdonald in Keoldale, Katharine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Dec.</td>
<td>John White in Achuahainat, George</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Dec.</td>
<td>Alexander Mackaiscail in Crospie, Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Dec.</td>
<td>Mr. John Thomson, minister of Durness, Kenneth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1767.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 Feb.</td>
<td>Neil Mackay, alias Macenvicneil, in Hope, James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Feb.</td>
<td>Donald Mackenzie, alias Machustan, in Strathamore, James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Feb.</td>
<td>Wm. Mackintosh, alias Macneilviein, in Ballamhulich, Ann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Mar.</td>
<td>Donald Mackay, alias Macalister, in Freasgil, Donald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 Mar.</td>
<td>Murdoch Munro, alias Macdhovicorachy, in Eribil, James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Mar.</td>
<td>William Morison in Uaibeg, Isobel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 Mar.</td>
<td>John Bain in Durin, Robert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Mar.</td>
<td>Wm. Mackay, alias Macphatrick, in Braegisgil, James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Apr.</td>
<td>John Ekel, alias Calder, alias Macdholicustan, vic Gilbert in Hunleam, Donald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 May</td>
<td>Charles Campbell in Sainingoe, William</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Aug.</td>
<td>George Aberach, alias Mackay, from Armadale, parish of Farr, George</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 June</td>
<td>Murdoch Douglas, alias Gow, in Eribil, Donald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 July</td>
<td>Alexander Fraser in Achuahainat, William</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 July</td>
<td>Donald Morison Macdholicustan in Lochsuian, Katharine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 Aug.</td>
<td>Donald Mackay, Chelsea Pensioner in Balmacile, Margaret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Sept.</td>
<td>Hector Mackay, alias Macdholicachinskerray, in Islandchoary, Forbes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Sept.</td>
<td>James Clarke in Cnockbreack, Charles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Sept.</td>
<td>David Sutherland in Durin, Ann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Oct.</td>
<td>Donald Mackay, alias Macdholicuilam roy, in Achumore, John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Nov.</td>
<td>George Mackay, alias MacEnvidholicuilam, in Gheodhachreave, Hugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 Dec.</td>
<td>Alexander Cormack in Keoldale, John</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**1768.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 Jan.</td>
<td>John Ekel, alias Calder, alias Machustan Macuillam, in Arnoboll, Hugh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Hector Bain in Dulnaheru, Donald 20 Feb.
4. Wm. Mackay, alias MacEorish, in Durin, Barbara 6 Mar.
5. Angus Sutherland in Saindgo, Mary 20 Mar.
6. Hugh Bain in Eribol, William 1 April
7. Wm. Mackay, alias Machustain Macmhorachie, in Mussel, John 5 April
8. Hector Morison in Durin, George 27 April
9. Niel Mackay, alias MacEmish, in Keoldale, Barbara 16 May
10. Alexander Grange, alias Campbell, in Achunahainat, Barbara 3 June
11. John Mackenzie in Batanheoir, Ann 15 June
12. Donald Mackay, alias Macuillam Macnishvicdthonil, in Uaibeg, George 7 June
13. Angus Munro in Eribol [no name] July
14. John Ross, alias MacEnvicoun, in Achucharaset, Donald [n.b.l.w.] 15 July
15. Iye Campbell, alias Grange, in Durin, Donald 5 Aug.
17. Angus Munro, alias Macdcoholicarachy, in Eribol, Isabella 14 Aug.
22. Mr. John Thomson, minister, Francis 30 Aug.
24. Hugh Ross in Borley, Barbara 25 Sept'
25. Alexander Mackintosh in Crosple, Donald 1 Oct'
27. Mr. James Clarke in Cnockbreack, Mary 18 Oct.
30. John Munro, alias Macnish vicdcoholicarachy, in Freasgil, Catharine 30 Oct.
31. John Sutherland in Crosple, Janet 9 Nov.
32. John Mackay in Sartigrim, Barbara 15 Nov.
33. Richard Denny in Balnaceill, Isobel 16 Nov.
34. Hugh Mackay, alias Macdhalicemishmuillam, in Achucharasait, Barbara 16 Nov.

1769.
3. Donald Mackay, alias Macnish macdcoholicustan, in Dallinarait, James 29 Jan.
4. John Bayn in Durin, Catherine 1 Feb.
5. Rory Sutherland in Clashneach, George 12 April
6. Charles Macalister, alias Campbell, in Saindgoe, Christian 27 April
7. Donald Mackay, alias Macuillam Macnish, in Batnahachlash, John 1 May
8. John Rose in Braegisgil, Angus 1 May
9. John Mackintosh in Balamhulich, Mary 7 May
10. Iye Morison, alias Gairloch, in Crosple, Mary 15 May
11. Donald Mackay, alias Macuillam, in Dalnaheru of Strathmore, Christian 22 July
12. William Calder, alias Francach, in Hunleam, John 23 July
13. Alexander Mackaiscal in Crosple, Margaret 25 July
15. John Macdholicorishskerry, alias Mackay, in Borley, Mary 26 Aug.
20. Murdoch Macleod in Balamhulich, Isobel [n.b.l.w.] 1 Nov.
21. Donald Morison in Lochsuian, Donald 22 Nov.
22. John Munro, alias Macnishi macdholicorachie, in Freasgil, Ephie 22 Nov.

1770.

1. Angus Macleod, alias Macuillam Machustan, in Balamhulich, Mary 17 Jan.
2. Wm. Fraser, alias Macalister vicalister viciuillan, in Balamhulich, Donald [n.b.l.w.] 22 Jan.
5. Lewis Thomson, Mary 13 Feb.
10. Donald Mackay, alias Macdholicustan, in Sartigrim, Donald 11 Apr.
11. Donald Mackay, alias Macuillam machustan, in Strathbeg, Margaret [erased and written as above] 13 Apr.
13. Donald Mackay, alias Macalister, in Freasgil, Alexander 29 Apr.
16. Wm. Munro, alias MacRobmacDholicorachy, in Balamhulich, Janet 14 May.
17. John Mackay, alias Macalister roy in Uaibeg, Alexander 13 May.
18. Angus Sutherland, in Saingo, William 3 June.
24. Wm. Mackay, alias MacEorish macneil, in Clashneach, Kenneth 9 Sept.
27. Donald Campbell, alias Macalister macnish, in Crosple, Eric 7 Oct.

1 Nin is daughter of.
30. Robert Macrobmacrob in Hope, James 4 Nov.
33. Donald Campbell, alias Grange, in Keoldale, Donald 14 Dec.

1771.
1. George Mackay, alias Macencvicdholicuillam, in Geod-
hacheree, George 13 Jan.
2. Iye Grange in Durin, Katharine 26 Jan.
3. Donald Fraser in Eriboll, Donald 3 Feb.
5. Angus Morison in Islandchaorie, John 5 Feb.
8. Hugh Mackay, alias Macdholicemish macuillam, in Achuc-
harasait, Hugh 22 Feb.
10. Barbara MacKay, alias Nin Dholicrishkerray, widow in
11. Angus Munro in Eriboll, Hugh 15 Mar.
13. Hugh Ross in Borley, Donald 7 April
14. Charles Campbell in Sango, Margaret 14 April
15. John Sutherland in Crossep, Margaret 26 May
16. Thomas Grange Campbell in Crossep, Christian 26 May
17. John Mackay in Borley, Donald 28 May
18. Hugh Ekel, alias Macenvichustan, in Arnoboll, Jean 7 June
19. Hector Morison, alias Macdronihil, in Kerruack, Catharine 9 June
20. Lewis Thomson in Cnocbreack, Margaret 13 June
21. Alexander Ross, joiner in Balnaceil, Mary 14 June
22. William Mackay, alias MacDholicuillam Roy, in Clasneach
Donald 5 July
23. Hugh Morison, alias MacEnwichustan, in Balnaceill, Lucie 9 July
24. Mr. John Thomson, minr. of Durness, Margaret Gordon 11 July
25. John Mackay, alias Macuilleam, in Freasgil, Elisabeth 21 July
26. Donald Macleod in Uaibeg, Lucy 28 July
27. John Macpherson in Achnumore, Chatherine 28 July
29. Kenneth Sutherland in Durin, Angus 20 Sept.
30. Barbara Murray in Shinnins, Barbara [n.b.l.w.], nor her
father known.¹
31. Donald Mackay, alias Macnish mhicDholicustan, in
Dalinarait, John 28 Sept.
32. Robert Mackay, alias MacEnmhcuillam mhic neill, in
Uaibeg, Eric 4 Oct
34. Robert Mackay in Aultcorifraisgil, Christian 24 Nov.
35. John Mackay, alias Macen mhicDhol, in Shinins, Mary 1 Dec.
36. Angus Mackay, alias Macen mhicalister, in Mussel, Ephi 18 Dec.

1772.
1. Iye Grange, alias Campbell, in Durin, [Margaret] 15 Jan.
2. [This entry is a repetition of No. 1, but adds “Margaret,”
omitted there.]

¹ Barbara de’ated John Ross, alias M‘En, who strongly denied.
Parish Register of Durness. [1764-1814]

5. Richard Denune in the Farout, Donald 18 Feb.
7. James Mackay, alias Macen mhicDhol, in Sartigrim, Donald 7 Mar.
8. Donald Morison in Lochsuian, Margaret 5 April
9. John Mackay, alias macenvicuillam macneill, in Uaibeg, Isobel 6 April
10. Alexander Campbell in Craigiemhulin, Isobel 8 April
11. Donald Mackay, alias macuillam machustan, in Strathbeg, William 17 May
12. Hector Mackay, alias Macdholicachinskerray, in Island-a-choirie, Betty 30 May
13. Donald Macleod, alias Macneil bhain, in Balnaceill, Hugh 21 June
14. Alexander Munro in Crosple, Barbara 28 June
15. Mr. John Thomson, minister, Robertson 28 June
16. William Mackenzie, alias Macenoig, in Naultan, James 29 June
17. William Munro, alias MacRob macdholicorachy, in Balamhulich, Katharine 2 July
18. John Ekel, alias Macdholicustan macGhilbert, in Hunleam, Donald 5 July
19. Rory Sutherland in Clasneach, Donald, 16 July
23. Lewis Thomson, Crosple, Helen 1 Oct.
25. William Mackintosh in Balamhulich, Margaret 4 Oct.
32. Angus Macleod, alias Maclamuich Machustan in Balamhulich, Katharine 29 Nov.

In the year of our Lord, one thousand seven hundred and seventy-two. Nihil hic Deest.

1773-

7. Robert Munro, surgeon in Rispond, Andrew 27 Jan.
10. Col. Hugh Mackay of Balnaceill, Caroline [not born in lawful marriage] [afterwards written over with mother's name, "Janet Sutherland "] 18 Mar.
12. Gordon Grant in Cnocbreac, Betty (bastard) 21 April
13. William Gordon in Poula, Catharine 8 May
15. Hugh Macpherson in Saingo, John 10 May
16. John Mackay in Borlay, Isobel 4 June
Parish Register of Durness.

1764-1814.

17. Hugh Morison, alias Macuilliam machustan, in Islandhall, 21 June
   Donald

18. Angus Morison, alias Macean vichustan, in Island-a-Choarie, 7 July
   Janet

19. Donald Mackay, alias Macdholastic, in Sartigrim, Donald 21 Sept.

20. Hector Macneil victory, alias Mackay, in Durin, Marion 22 Sept.


22. William Calder, alias Down, in Batnahachlash, Catharine 1 Nov.

23. Donald Macleod, alias Bain, in Achnahamait, Marion 3 Nov.

24. Robert Mackay alias, Macean vicuilleam macneil, in Uaibeg, 5 Nov.
   Christian

25. Donald White in Balamhulich, Hugh 6 Nov.


28. Donald Sutherland in Durin, Mary 26 Dec.

1774.

1. Donald Campbell, alias Grange, in Keoldale, Barbara 1 Jan.
   JAMES


   James

4. John Mackay, alias Macalister, in Uaibeg, Marion 31 Jan.


8. Alexander Fraser in Achnahamait, Janet 27 Mar.

9. Donald Bayne in Hope, James 3 April

10. James Ekel in Achnaharasait, George 30 April

11. John MacEnvicdholicuillam in Shinins, Christian 21 May


13. Angus Macrob macuilliam macnish in Aultcorfraisgil, Elizabeth 13 June
   [n.b.l.w.]

14. Angus Sutherland in Saingo, Robert 15 June

15. Kenneth Sutherland in Durin, Kenneth 18 July

16. Christian Mackenzie in Durin, had Gordon Grant’s child 19 July
   Elizabeth [n.b.l.w.], baptized


22. Donald Macneil vicory in Durin, Neil 18 Nov

   [n.b.l.w.]

1775.

1. Col. Hugh Mackay in Bahnaceill had Mary [n.b.l.w.] 14 Feb.


4. Geo. Mackay in Balnaclil [n.b.l.w.], Mary 7 Mar.

5. Alex. Morison, Crosple, Alexander 8 May

6. Robt. Munro in Eriboll Alexander 14 May

7. Angus Munro in Hope, Joanna 14 May

8. Hugh Ross in Borley, John 16 May

9. John M’Pherson, Achumore, Christian 11 June

10. John Doun in Crosple, John and Mary 11 June

11. John Mackay in Borley, Donald 12 June

12. John Sutherland in Crosple, Robert 18 June

13. Donald Mackay, Esq., Eriboll, and Mrs. Bessie Mackay, 24 June
   his spouse, Barbara
1. Hugh Macustain maculileam macory, alias Mackay, in \[1764-1814\].
2. Wm. Mackay, alias Calder, alias Macdholicustian MacDhol igilbert, Barbara
3. Murdoch Munro, alias mac dholcorachy, in Erriboll, Barbara
4. George Macleod, piper in Sartigrim, John
5. Don. Sutherland, alias Mackenzie, tenent in Durin, Kenneth
6. Angus Bayn in Hunleam, Ann
7. James Macdholicustian, alias Ekel, alias Calder, alias Mackay, tenent in Achuigharasait, Barbara
8. Wm. Macnish mac Dholcustian, alias Mackay, tailor and tenent in Island Choarie, Angus
9. Wm. Munro, tenent and kirk officer in Durin, Hugh

1776.

1. Hugh Macustain maculileam macory, alias Mackay, in \[1764-1814\].
2. Wm. Mackay, alias Calder, alias Macdholicustian MacDhol igilbert, Barbara
3. Murdoch Munro, alias mac dholcorachy, in Erriboll, Barbara
4. George Macleod, piper in Sartigrim, John
5. Don. Sutherland, alias Mackenzie, tenent in Durin, Kenneth
6. Angus Bayn in Hunleam, Ann
7. James Macdholicustian, alias Ekel, alias Calder, alias Mackay, tenent in Achuigharasait, Barbara
8. Wm. Macnish mac Dholcustian, alias Mackay, tailor and tenent in Island Choarie, Angus
9. Wm. Munro, tenent and kirk officer in Durin, Hugh

14. George Macintosh, alias Macnish, carpenter in Rispond, Charles and Mary
15. John Whyte in Achunahanait, Barbara
16. John Mackay, alias Macalister roy, in Uaibeg, Wilhelmina, i.e. Mina
17. Charles Campbell, alias Macalister, in Saindo, Angus
18. John Morison, alias Machustain Macachinskerray, in Crosple, Hugh
19. James Mackay, alias Mac vic dhonil, Bowman, in Balnacille, Ann
20. Hugh Macuilleam Machustain, alias Morison, in Island-a-Choarie, alias Islandhall, Ann
21. Iye Campbell, alias Grange, in Durin, Barbara
22. Donald Grange, alias Campbell, lately in Sartigrim and Clasneach, now in Islandhall and Ceannabin, Caroline
23. John Macdholicen, alias Macintosh in Strathmore (Island ereir), Catherine
24. Hugh Calder, alias Donn, in Crosple, Alexander
25. Hector Mackay, alias Macneil vicrory, in Durin, Kenneth
26. Hugh Murray, carpenter and boatman in Rispond, Isobel
27. John Mackay, alias Macen vicuilleam macneil, in Uaibeg, Barbara
28. George Clarke in Cnocbreac, Barbara [n.b.l.w.]
29. Hugh Mackay, alias Macuilleam Machustain, in Strathbeg, Isobel
30. Robert Macrob macrob in Braegisgil, Neil
31. George Campbell, alias Grange, tenent in Balamhulich, Christian
32. Patrick Brown, single man, in Keoldale, Ann [n.b.l.w.]
33. William Mackay, alias Oag, tenent, in Eriboll, James
34. Neil Mackay, alias Machustain Macneil, in Arnobol, Hugh
35. John Mackay, alias Macachin Macdholicachinskerray, in Achunloch, Isobel
36. James Mackay, alias Macrob mac Emish macuillam, in Island-a-reir of Strathmore, Angus
37. James Mackenzie, alias Macalister, in Strathmore, William
38. Hugh Morison, alias machustain macuilleam, in Strathmore, Patrick
39. John Morison, alias macuilleam machustain, tenent in Islandhall, Donald and Barbara, twins
40. Murdoch Morison, alias machustain Mackachinaro, a servant in Uaibeg, Hugh
41. James Donn in Balnaceill, Francis
10. Mr. James Anderson in Keoldale, James
11. Angus Macleod, alias Macuilliam macustian, tenant in Bal-
lamhulich, George
12. John Bain, tenant in Balamhnulich, Isobel
13. Wm. Mackay, alias Maceoirish Macuilleam mac neil, a poor
lad in Acharn, Margaret
14. Hugh Mackintosh, alias Machustian macuilleam, tenant in
Erribol, Florence
15. John Miller, alias Macenmhicachinmillier, tenant in Achu-
more, George
16. John Bain, alias Macleod, tenant in Achunahanait, Angus
17. Hector Mackenzie, weaver in Erribol, John
18. Hugh Mackay, alias Macen mhic En mhic Dholicuilleam,
tenent in Island Chorio, lately in Shinnins, John
19. John Mackay, alias macenmhicdholicuilleam, tenant in
Island Chorio, lately in Shinnins, father to Hugh, Isobel
20. Donald Mackay, Chelsea pensioner and grieve in Balnaceill,
Alexander
21. John White, tenant in Achunahanait, Alexander
22. Angus Sutherland, tenant in Saingo, George
23. Thomas Campbell, alias Grange, a cottager in Crosple, Angus
24. Donald White, alias macdholicomash, tenant in Balamhul-
ich, Janet
25. Angus Macleod, alias macnish bhain, tenant in Achunahan-
ait, Angus
26. Hugh Mackay, alias Macdholicemish macuilleam, tenant in
Achunahanait, Alexander
27. William Donn in Badnahachlash, John
28. George Ross, alias macenicoun, tenant in Braegisgil, James
29. John Mackay, alias macdholicachin, tenant in Nahaultan,
Donald
30. George Munro, tenant in Erriboll, William
31. Wm. Calder, Charity Schoolmaster in Cambusinduin, John
32. John Mackay, alias macuilleam macnish, tenant in Fraesgil,
Katharine

1777.
1. Colin Calder, alias Donn, alias Ekel and Mackay, in Balnac-
ceill, a single man very young, had a spurious child
baptised Sutherland
2. Hugh Calder in Arnoboll, Katherine
3. James Mackenzie in Hunleam, John
4. David Sutherland, from the Parish of Dornoch in Durin,
Barbara
5. Donald Mackay, alias Macnishi mhic Dholicustian, tenant
and tailor in Hope, Angus
6. Angus MacKenzie, alias Macalisteroig, tenant in Islandareir
in Strathmore, Janet
7. Kenneth Sutherland, alias MacKenzie, tenant in Durin, Geo.
8. Donald MacKay, alias Macdholicustian, tenant in Sartigrim,
Marion
9. Robert Macen macuilleam Miller, a little tenant in Achins
of Cnockbreack, William
10. William Morison, alias Machustian macachin roy, tenant in
Balamhnulich, Catharine
11. James Mackay, alias MacEniconil, herdsman or bowser
in Balnaceill, had John
12. William Mackay, alias Gourdach, weaver in Crosple, Christian

20 April
28 April
5 May
5 May
12 May
26 May
7 June
9 June
13 June
13 June
30 June
2 July
14 Aug.
8 Sept.
22 Sept.
26 Sept.
28 Sept.
23 Sept.
29 Sept.
6 Oct
29 Nov.
30 Nov.
2 Dec.
13. Angus Mackay, alias Macrob macnish Macuilleam, tenant in Cropsle, Mary 9 May
14. John Munro, alias MacNish ic Dholicorachie, a little tenant in Freasgil, Donald 11 May
15. William Mackay, alias Macrory, servant in the mains of Erribol, William 11 May
16. Richard Denoon (or Campbell] this in pencil), herdsman in Shinnins [and Elisabeth Mackay, his wife.] Hugh 14 May
17. John Macleod, alias Macnish bhain, tenant in Achunanahait, Jannet 15 May
18. Alexander Campbell Miller in Craigiemhulin, Margaret 28 May
19. James Down, tenant in Uaibeg, Robert 17 June
20. John Mackay, alias macnac macuilleam macneil, tenant in Saingo, Lucie 22 June
21. Hector Morison, alias Macdhonil, a little tenant in Aultcoire-freasgil, Ann 29 June
22. Neil M'Leod, alias macnismacnen, tenant in Durin, Angus 20 July
25. George M'Leod, pipeur and tenant in Sarttigrim, Barbara 3 Sept.
26. Mr. John Thomson, Sibella 28 Sept.
27. Iye Campbell, alias Grange, tenant in Durin, Isobel 28 Sept.
29. Mr. James Anderson in Keoldale, Alexander 8 Oct.
32. Donald Campbell, alias Grange, tenant in Island Choarie, John 8 Nov.
33. George Morison, alias mac Dholicrory, tenant in Aultcoire-Rory 24 Nov.
34. Donald Mackay, alias macneil macrory, tenant in Durin, Catharine 14 Dec.
35. John Morison, alias Macuilleam machustian, tenant in Island a choarie, George and Margaret (twins) 18 Dec

1778.

2. James Mackay, alias Machustian macnish, i.e. James Gow, tenant in Erriboll, Hugh 9 Feb.
3. William Mackay, alias Macnish macDholicustian taylor, in Port Chamil, Donald 9 Feb.
5. Angus Gunn, weaver, Saingo, Barbara 23 Mar.
7. Donald Aberach, weaver in Erriboll at Inveran, Donald 31 Mar.
9. John Munro, alias Macangus macDholicorachy, tenant in Freasgil, Angus 5 April
10. Donald Mackay, alias Macmhorachie machustian, Chapmain merchant in Hunleam, had a child with Eric Nin Dholicemish [n.b.l.w.], Robert 5 April
11. Said Donald had a child with Jean roy, George [n.b.l.w.] 5 April
12. Said Donald do. do. Mary Buigh, Marion [n.b.l.w.] 5 April
13. Hugh MacKay, alias macuileamachustian, a little tenent in Strathbeg, Christian
14. Hector MacKay, alias Macneil macrory, tenent in Islandhall, Ann
15. Angus MacKay, alias Machustian macrory, miller from Scoury in Eddrachilis, Murdoch
16. John White, tenent, taylor and mason in Auchanahanait, Christian
17. Donald MacKay, alias Macneil macen mhic Dholicein, tenent in Hope, John
18. Angus Munro, alias Macalister macDholicachin, tenent in Hope, Katharine
19. Angus MacKay, alias macen bhain, a little tenent in Poula, John
20. Hugh Ross, alias macenicoun, tenent in Borley, Janet
21. John Mackintosh, alias menmacalistericemish, junior, a very little tenent and post in Balamhulich, Janet
22. William Mackenzie (corrected to Mackay), alias macdholicustian macdholicgilbert, tenent in Mussel, Donald
23. James Mackay, alias macrob macemishmacuileam, tenent in Mussel, James
24. John Mackay, alias Bayne, tenent and mason in Balamhulich, George
25. Hugh Morison, alias macuileamachustian, tenent in Islandhall, Barbara
26. John Mackay, alias macnish macen, a little tenent in Lubain, Strathmore, Hugh
27. Hugh Murray, boatman and little tenent in Rispond, Ann
28. William Munro, alias Macroab mac Dholichmorachy, a little tenent in Durin, Robert
29. Hugh Mackenzie, alias macen Mackenzie, once a soldier, then a merchant, and now little tenent in Eribol, John
[This baptism should have been inserted next 13 Aug.—Note by minister].
30. John Morison, alias machustian macachinroy, tenent in Crosele, Donald
31. Robert Macrory Revach, alias Mackay, shoemaker and soldier in Altnacealich, Strathmore, George
32. Robert Mackay, alias Macroab macrob, tenent in Dalnaheru at Dornadilla tower, Christian
33. James Mackay, alias Macdholicustian macdholigilbert, alias Ecel, taylor in Eribol, John
34. George Mackay, alias machustian macdholicustian, tenent in Hunleam, lately in Port Chamil, George
35. Angus Mackay, alias macconicye, miller in Craigiemhulin, Hugh
36. Charles Campbell, alias macalister, weaver and tenent in Saingoe, Alexr.
37. John Gordon, clerk to Col. Mackay at Balnacealich, Strachan
38. Hugh Mackintosh, alias machustian, macuileam, little tenent in Eribol, Mary
39. John Mackay, alias Macuileamachustian, a single man in Strathbeg, William [n.b.l.w.].
40. James Mackenzie, tenent in Hunleam, Robert
41. Robert Mackay, alias macen macuileam macneil, tenent in Uaibeg, Marion

1779.
1. Patrick Dunn, alias Brown, tenent in Bualbigh of Keoldale, Jean
          10 Jan.
2. Patrick Dunn, alias Brown, tenent in Bualbigh of Keoldale, Jean
          10 Jan.
2. George Munro, tenent in Island Choarie, son of the late Andrew Munro, Margaret 16 Jan.
5. Alexander Fraser in Achunahainat, commonly called Alister Beg, i.e., Little Alexander, Barbara 3 Mar.
6. John Mackay, alias macdholicceilin, tenent in Nahaultan, Christian 5 April
7. Mr. James Anderson, tacksman of Keoldale, George 24 April
8. Murdoch Munro, sometimes in his father's in Durin, and sometimes in his father-in-law's in Balamhulich, George 5 April
9. Donald Sutherland, alias Mackenzie, a little tenent in Durin, Donald 30 Mar.
10. Lieutenant Donald Mackay, of His Grace the Duke of Gordon's North Fencibles and tacksman of Eribol, John 1 May
11. William Sutherland, mason in Straanmeleness in the parish of Tongue, and originally from the parish of Crieich, John 2 May
12. Angus MacLeod, alias Macuilleammachustian, tenent in Ballamhulich, John 9 May
13. John Mackay, alias machustianmacenmhichustian, in Phaolin, Hugh 23 May
15. John Sutherland, alias macemish, weaver and little tenent in Cropsle, Christian 28 May
16. William Roy, little tenent in Hope, Angus 13 June
17. William Mackay, alias macnichmacachinskerray, tenent in Farout, Marion 17 June
18. William Morison, alias machustian macachinroy, a little tenent in Balamhulich, and his wife Mary Munro, Lucie 4 July
19. Adam Ross, a tenent in Keoldale, and . . . Mary Clarke, Alexander 5 July
20. James Mackay, alias macEanmacDhonil, Herdsman or Bowerman in Balnaceil, and Janet Mackay, alias nin Dholiceorishkerray, Hugh 8 July
21. William Mackay, alias Oig, a little tenent in Eribol, and Barbara Mackay, Hector 10 July
23. Donald Ross, late cook in Balnaceil and now in Clasneach, and . . . Mary Mackay, John 31 July
25. Donald Mackay, alias Macrob macEmish macuilamskerray, a young man in Arnoboll, and . . . Elisabeth Mackintosh, alias nin hustian macnish, Angus 30 Aug.
27. Angus Mackay, alias machustian macorymiller in Uaibeg, and . . . Éphie Macleod, alias nin Dholicustian macormaid, Donal 5 Sept.

1 The dots thus . . . after 'and' represent "his wife."
30. William Mackay, alias macnishroy, and . . . Elisabeth Campbell, alias Grange, lately residing in Balnaciel, presently in Keoldale, Caroline 7 Oct.
32. John Mackay, alias maceanmacuilammacneil, tenent in Uaibeg, and . . . Isobel Down, alias Mackay, alias Calder, alias Eckel, John 17 Nov.
34. James Mackay, alias machustian macneil, tenent in Arnoboll, Mary 18 Dec.
35. Isobel Mackay, alias nin Eoinmacrobmacneilicalister, an old woman unmarried had a child a year old baptised, William, 18th Dec. She fathers upon Donald Mackay, alias macmhorachie machustian, late of Hunleam, now a soldier of Lord Macleod's first Battalion in the East Indies, but who had gone there before she delated him.
37. Richard Denoon, herdsman in Farout, and . . . Elisabeth Mackay, Patrick 21 Dec.
38. Angus Sutherland, tenent in Sango, and . . . Christian Fraser, Elisabeth 28 Dec.

1780.
2. Marion Miller, an unmarried woman in Balamhulich guilty formerly of a relapse in fornication with Donald Mackay, Chelsea pensioner and grieve in Balnaciel, and has continued to give said Donald as father of the same for more than three years before the Session and the Presbytery. But he has made his elopement two and a half years ago, John 16 Jan.
3. George Morison, alias MacDholicrory, a little tenent in Achumore, and . . . Marion Sutherland, alias nin Rory macenroy, Donald 24 Jan.
5 Donald Mackay, alias macnish macdholicustian, taylor and tenent in Hope, and . . . Vear Mackay, alias Eury ninalister, Donald 5 Feb.
6. Angus Mackenzie, alias Macenoig, a little tenent in Inver-hopel, Donald 5 Feb.
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11. John Macpherson, tenent in Achumore, and . . . Margaret MacLeod, alias nin hustian machustain, Hugh 23 April
12. Donald Reid and Florence Morison, alias Nin Iye, both in knockbreac, Iye 23 April

[Not in lawful marriage as the man was married, though not the woman.]

13. Hector Mackay, alias macnishicrory, tenent in Islandhall, and . . . Margaret Sutherland, Christian 23 April
14. William Mackay, alias macnish macdholicustian, tailor and soldier in the North Fencibles, and . . . Isobel Mackay, alias nin Dholicustian, in Portchamil, Hugh 29 April
15. Hugh Mackay, alias Macuilleam machustain, in Strathbeg, and . . . Elisabeth Mackay, Bessy 29 April
16. Murdoch Munro, alias macdholicarachie, in Eribol, and . . . Margaret Mackay, Ann 29 April
17. Hugh Calder, alias macenmachustian, tenent in Arnoboll, and . . . Ann Mackenzie, Donald 30 April
18. Robert Miller, alias macenmacuilleam miller, a little tenent in Balamhulich, and . . . Margaret Morison, John 14 May
19. Hector Morison, alias macdholicarachie, a little tenent in Aultcoirefrasigil, and . . . Mary Morison, alias nin uilleam macrory, Barbara 21 May
20. John Mackay, alias Macuilleam machustain, a little tenent in Eribol, and . . . Christian Fraser, Florence 27 May
21. William Mackay, alias Macrer, servant in the Mains of Eribol, and . . . Janet Anderson, Donald 27 May
22. John Bayn, tenent and mason in Balamhulich, and . . . Eury Miller, alias Vear Miller, Ann 3 June
24. John White, alias macuilleam macomash, and . . . Ann Fraser in Achunahainat, William 7 July
25. George Ross, alias MacEoin maceun, tenent in Braegisgil Westmoine, and . . . Elizabeth Mackay, Ann 16 July
33. John Mackintosh, alias Maceanicean macnish, a very little tenent and post in Balamhulich, and . . . Isobel Murray, John 1 Oct.
34. John Mackay, alias macdholicachin, tenent in Auldan, and . . . Barbara Mackay, alias nin uilleam macnish, Christian 1 Oct.
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36. William Ross, alias machustain mac Eunicoun, a very young lad, unmarried, in Borley, and Janet ... alias nin Iye roy, a single woman in Borley, Donald 18 Oct.
37. Donald Macleod, alias Ceannich, shoemaker in Altnacealich, and ... Janet Mackenzie, Christian 1 Nov.
38. Hector Mackintosh, alias Macicrory, tenant in Durin, and ... Elisabeth Murray, George 17 Nov.
39. Donald Mackay, alias macneilicrory, tenant in Durin, and ... Janet MacLeod, Marion 20 Nov.
40. Angus Gunn, weaver in Sainingo, and ... Joanna MacLeod, alias nin Nish macean, Janet 20 Nov.
41. Neil MacLeod, alias macnisch macEan, tenant in Durin, and ... Jane Campbell, alias nin Nish, Alexander 30 Nov.
42. Angus Mackay, alias macnisch macuileam, Corporal in the Duke of Gordon's Fencibles, son to William Mackay in Clasneach, and ... Margaret Turner, John 10 Dec.

1781.

1. Hugh Mackay, alias macEan macdholicuileam, in Iveran of Eribol and ... Isobel Mackay, alias ninachin mac dholicachinskerray, Ann 4 Jan.
2. John Mackay, alias maculeam, tenant in Fraesgil, and ... Janet Munro, Angus 5 Jan.
3. Robert Mackay, alias macrory revach (Aultnaceilach) soldier, in the Duke of Gordon's Fencibles, and ... Mary ... Donald: 7 Jan.
4. Donald White, tenant in Ballamhulich, and ... Janet Gordon, John 23 Jan.
5. James Mackay, alias macEanmacdonhil Bowman, in Balnaceil, and ... Janet Mackay, Barbara 26 Jan.
6. Hugh Mackenzie, tenant and merchant in Eribol, and ... Ann ... William 3 Mar.
7. Hugh Mackay, alias machustain maculeam macrory, tenant and taner in Hunleam, and ... Ephie Mackay, Ann 4 Mar.
8. William Munro, tenant in Durin, and ... Barbara Mackintosh, James 1 April
9. Donald Mackay, alias macneil macEan mhicdholeicein, in Mercan, and ... Katharine ..., Bessie 5 May
10. Jean Fraser in Crosble, widow of John Sutherland, weaver and tenant in Crosble, John 8 May
11. Mr. John Thomson, minister of Durness, and ... Christian Mackenzie, [born 17th May], Ann Helen 26 May
12. John Campbell roy alias macdonhil macalister macnish, servant in Balnaceil, and ... Catharine Mackay, alias Miller, Donald 29 May
13. William Mackay, alias macdholicustian macdholigilbert, tenant in Mussel, and ... Mary Mackay, John 9 June
14. James Mackenzie, alias macrobmacEan mackenich, tenant in Hunleam, and ... Ann Munro, Elisabeth 10 June
15. Angus Mackay, alias macnischbhin, tenant in Eribol, and ... Barbara Mackay, Donald 13 June
16. John Mackay, alias MacEan maculeam macneil, tenant in Uaibeg, and ... Isobel Down, alias nin Rob Dhuin, alias Calder, alias Eckel, Janet 15 June
17. Angus Mackay, alias machustain macrory miller in Uaighbeg, and ... Eupham MacLeod, alias nin Dholicormaid, Eupham 23 June
18. Robert Mackay, alias macrobmacrob, at Dundornigill in Strathmure, and ... Barbara Morison, Angus 26 June
19. Hector Mackay, alias macneilicory, tenant in Islandhall, and ... Margaret Sutherland [blank] 27 June
20. Hugh Ross, alias MacEanmicoun, tenant in Borley, and ... Jean Manson, William 13 July
21. John Morison, alias machustian macachinroy, servant and little tenant in Croisble, and ... Ann Sutherland, Murdoch 18 July
22. Murdoch Morison, alias More, weaver and servant in Balnaceil, and ... Catharine Mackay, alias Ninustian maclye, Elisabeth 26 July
23. William Morison, alias machustian macachinroy, a little tenant and weaver in Cnocbreac, and ... Mary Munro, Christian 26 July
24. James Mackay, alias Macdonnil, alias Ecel, tailor and little tenant in Achuhrasait, and ... Ephiie ... "John 27 Aug.
25. Elisabeth Grange, alias Campbell, young widow of William Mackay, alias macnishroy, late in Ceoldale, William 27 Aug.
27. Donald Ross, tenant in Uabibe, and ... Mary Mackay, Donald 21 Sept.
28. John Mackay, alias MacEunicustian in Phaolin, and ... Mary Macdonald, Marion 30 Sept.
30. George Mackay, alias macdholisticustian, tenant in Hunleam, and ... Margaret Mackay, Katharine 16 Oct.
31. Donald Mackay, alias maculeam macneil, tenant in the Mains of Eribol, and ... Janet Mackay, alias nin Dholinish, John 29 Oct.
32. Donald Sutherland, alias macEanmacnish, tenant in Fraesgill, and ... Isobel Mackay, John 19 Dec.
33. Donald Mackay, alias macnish macEan, tenant in Dalnaheire, and ... Janet Mackenzie, Eupham 21 Dec.
34. Angus Gunn, weaver in Rispin, and ... Joanna MacLeod, Hugh 30 Dec.

1782.

1. Alexander Campbell, miller in Craigmhulhin, and ... Christian Sinclair, Lucie 2 Jan.
2. Murdoch Munro, tenant in Durin, and ... Catharine Campbell, Hugh 8 Jan.
3. Hugh Campbell, alias Grange, tenant in Sartigrim, and ... Margaret Mackay, Marion 15 Jan.
4. Robert Mackay, alias MacEanmacullemacneil, tenant in Uabibe, and ... Janet Murray, Barbara 10 Feb.
5. George Munro, tenant in Islanchoarie, and ... Janet White, Lucie 14 Feb.
6. John Mackay, alias Macachinmacdholskerray, tenant in AUCHINLOCHIE, and ... BARBARA MACKAY, ANN 17 Feb.
7. Donald Sutherland, tenant in Durin, and ... Isobel Macpherson, Ann 28 Feb.
8. Kenneth Campbell, alias Grange, herd in Grudie, and ... Janet Campbell, Robert 17 Mar.
9. Donald Mackay, alias macrobmacemish in Arnoboll, and ... Elisabeth Mackintosh, alias nin hustianmacnish, Mary 30 Mar.
10. Donald MacLeod, alias macnisbhair, tenent in Hope, and ... Ann MacKay, alias Dalrymple, alias nain macnachindhconil, Hugh 1 April
11. Kenneth MacLeod, smith in Eribol, and ... Catharine Macdonald, Catharine 20 April
12. Lieut. Donald MacKay, tacksman of Eribol, and ... Bessy MacKay, James 22 April
13. Angus MacLeod, alias macuileammachustian, tenent in Balamhulich, and ... Mary Campbell, Iye 28 April
14. George Morison, alias macdholictory, tenent in Aultan, and ... Marion Sutherland, Hugh 6 May
15. Patrick Dunn, alias Brown, tenent in Grudie, and ... Janet MacKay, nain Neil, Janet 6 May
16. Donald Mackintosh, alias macuileammacneilicein, a single servant in Achumore, and Janet MacLeod, a single woman in Durin, John 2 June
17. Murdoch Sutherland, tenent in Eribol, and ... Christian Macdonald, Bessie 15 June
18. Robert Miller, alias macEanmacuileammillermackay, tenent in Buaillebhig in Keoldale, and ... Margaret MacKay, Robert 22 June
19. Angus Sutherland, shepherd in Geodhachreave, and ... Christian Fraser, Ann 23 June
20. Angus MacKay, alias roy, a little tenent in Balamhulich, and ... Isobel Mackenzie, Marion 11 July
21. John MacKay, alias macnishicalister, tenent in Luib-ban, Strathmore, and ... Jackey MacKay, alias nain Enmacenish, George 22 July
22. Donald MacKay, alias macneilmacneaimhichdhonilcileam in Islandeir of Strathmore, and ... Margaret MacKay, alias Gow, John 22 July
23. Hugh Mackenzie, alias maceannacemcnicich, and ... Ann Mackenzie, alias nain Robmaceanicrob in Eribol, Ann 22 July
24. John Morison, alias macuileammachustian, in Islandhall, and ... Catharine MacKay, alias nain Dholicustian, Mary 4 Aug.
25. John MacKay, alias macuileam machustian, tenent in Mussel, and ... Christian Fraser, Donald 18 Aug.
27. John Whyte, tenent in Keoldale, and ... Ann Fraser, Barbara 17 Sept.
28. Roderic Morison, alias macuileammacrory, shepherd in Cerruach, near Cape Wrath, and Mary Mackay, alias macalister macinlaroy, George 22 Sept.
29. John Macpherson, tenent in Achumore, ... Margaret MacLeod, Mary 6 Oct.
30. Hugh MacKay in Nocbroac, and ... Barbara Morison, George 19 Nov.
31. William MacKay, alias macnishmacdholictustian, in Portchamill, late soldier in the North Fencible Regiment, and ... Isobel Mackay, George 22 Nov.
32. Donald Aberach in Inveran Eribol, and ... Janet MacKay, Joan 23 Nov.
33. John MacKay, alias Macuileam, in Fraesgil, and ... Janet Munro, William 4 Dec.
34. Murdoch Munro, tenent in Durin, and ... Catharine Campbell, Alexander 16 Dec.

1783.
1. John Mackaiskill, soldier N. F.1, and ... Margaret Morison in Balamhulich, Janet 3 Jan.

1 North Fencibles.
2. Donald Mackay, alias macEanmbhicalisterroy, soldier in the N. F., and ... Mary Down in Unibeg, Janet 14 Jan.
4. John Bain, tenant in Balamhulich, and ... Vear, alias Eury Miller, Sibella 21 Feb.
5. William Mackay, alias MacRery, a little tenant in the Mains of Eribol, and ... Janet Anderson, John 1 Mar.
6. James Mackay, alias Eckel, tailor in Achucharasait, and ... Eupham Mackay, Donald 1 Mar.
7. John Sutherland in Achucharasait and ... Eupham Mackintosh, alias Bain, Barbara 1 Mar.
8. Alexander Mackenzie in Hunleam and ... Mary Sutherland, Donald 2 Mar.
9. Robert Mackay, alias machustianmacrob in Dalnaheru, Strathmore, and ... Catharine Mackay, alias nin mhorachie Dhuin, Eric 2 Mar.
10. Donald Mackay, alias Macnish, tailor in Hope, and ... Vear, alias Eury Mackay, George 2 Mar.
11. James Mackenzie in Braegisgil and ... Christian Mackay, Kenneth 2 Mar.
12. Donald Sutherland, late in Crosble, and now a soldier in one of the Independent Companies, and Ann Morison, alias nin Hustianmacchinroy in Crosble [n.b.l.w]. Jean 19 Mar.
13. John Bain in Balamhulich and Mary Mackay, alias roy [n.b.l.w], Neil 27 Mar.
15. Richard Campbell, alias Denoon, herdsman in Balnaceil, and ... Elizabeth Mackay, Barbara 8 April
16. John Campbell, tenant in Crosple, and ... Catharine Mackay, William 11 May
17. Donald Mackay, alias maceorishmacean, late soldier in the N. P. in Island of Chorie, and ... Margaret Munro, John 24 May
18. Angus Gunn, weaver in Rispond, and ... Joanna MacLeod, Catharine 4 June
19. John MacLeod, alias Bayne, tenant in Achunahainat, and ... Ann Mackenzie, alias nin Hustianmacnish, Barbara 6 June
20. Donald Campbell, alias macrobrange, tenant in Island Choarie, and ... Ann Mackay, alias nin Dhonil-maculeamroy, Donald 21 June
21. William Mackay, alias Macdholicustian, tenant in Mussel, and ... Mary Mackay, alias nin Nishmacenicalister, George 22 June
22. Hector Mackay, alias macneiligcroy, tenant in Islandhall, and ... Margaret Sutherland, alias nin Sainach, Catharine 20 July
23. Kenneth MacLeod, smith in Eribol, and ... Catharine Macdonald, Charles 27 July
24. Hugh Mackay, alias maceanmaceanmacdholicein, tenant in Eribol, and ... Mary Mackay, James 27 July
25. Donald MacLeod, alias Ceannich, shoemaker in Aultnaceil, Strathmore, and ... Janet Mackenzie, Iye 28 July
26. George Mackay, alias machustianmachustian, in Hunleam, and ... Mary Mackay, alias nin Mhorachie, John 28 Aug.
27. James Mackay, alias Macachinmacdholicainskerray, Chelsea pensioner in Eribol, and ... Elizabeth Glass, Hector 8 Sept.
28. Angus Mackay, alias machustianmacrorymillar, tenent in Uaibeg, and ... Eupham MacLeod, alias nin Dholi-cormaid, Margaret

29. William Munro, tenent in Durin, and ... Barbara Mackintosh, Christian and Margaret

30. Murdoch Morison, alias Maculeammacneil in Island choarie, and ... Elizabeth Mackay nin Heorishmacean, Hugh

31. Donald Mackay, alias macnishmacean, tenent in Mussel, and ... Janet Mackenzie, alias nin Hussianmacnish, Angus

32. Hugh Mackay, alias macdholicustian, late soldier in the N. F. in Portchamil, and ... Mary Ferguson, Margaret

33. Adam Ross, alias Stinnet, tenent in Achins, and ... Mary Clarke, John

34. John Mackenzie, alias maceanmhiceanicemish, tenent in Badamheoir, and ... Isobel Mackenzie, alias nin Robmacenicemish, Catharine

35. John Mackay, alias maculeam macnish, tenent in Fraesgil, and ... Janet Munro, alias nin Nish macdholicachin [no name inserted].

36. John ..., alias macdonilbhain, tenent in Fraesgil, and ... Marion Sutherland, alias nin Ean macnish, Janet

37. John Mackay, alias maceanmaculeammacneil, tenent in Uaibeg, and ... Isobel Donn, alias nin Rob. Dhuin, Poet, Robert

1784.

1. Donald Mackay, alias mac Neilmhicrory, tenent in Durin, and ... Janet MacLeod, alias nin Hussian machustian, Ann

2. George Munro, tenent in Island Choarie, and ... Janet White, Andrew

3. Hugh Mackay, tenent in Balamhulich, and ... Isobel Mackay, Barbara

4. George Morison, tenent in Plaid, Strathmore, and ... Ann MacEver, George

5. Thomas MacCulloch, in Ceannabinn, and ... Margaret MacKay, Ann Innes

6. John Sutherland, weaver in Balmaceil, and ... Harriot MacLeod, Roderick

7. James Mackay, alias maceanconil, tenent in Islandreir, Strathmore, and ... Janet Mackay, Isobel

8. Donald Mackay, alias Maceanviceanicoliciuleam, late soldier in the N. F., in Islandrier, Strathmore, and ... Jean Macpherson, whom he married when in said Regiment, John

9. John Macpherson, tenent in Achumore, and ... Margaret Macleod, Margaret

10. James Mackenzie, tenent in Hunleam, and ... Ann Munro, Hugh

11. Kenneth Grange, alias Campbell, tenent in Durin, and ... Janet Campbell, Lucie

12. John Macdonald, herdman from Sky, at Balmaceil, and ... Eric MacVee, Christian

13. Donald Mackay, alias machustianmacneil, tenent in Eribol, and ... Janet Mackay, alias nin Dholicnish, Hugh

14. James Mackay, alias macrobmacemish, tenent in Luibbhain in Strathmore, and ... Elisabeth Mackay, John

15. Donald Mackay, alias macneiliceinmacdholicin, late tenent in Islandrier, Strathmore, now in Phaolin, and ... Margaret Gow, Catharine
16. Robert Mackay, alias Macrory repoch, shoemaker in Aughtimailich, Strathmore, and . . . Mary, John
17. John Mackay, alias machustianmacenicenich, tenent in Phaolin, and . . . Mary Macdonald, Christian
18. Robert Macpherson, tenent in Islandrier, and . . . Janet, John Bayn, his daughter, Barbara
19. John Mackay, alias macnelicin, a single man, in Poula, and Marion Mackay, alias nin Dhonilroy, late in Shinins (not born in lawful marriage), Grissel
20. John Morison, alias machustian macacinroy, a little tenent in Crosple, and Ann Sutherland, Flora
21. Angus Mackay, alias roy, in Balamullich, and . . . Isobel Mackenzie, William
22. Donald Ross, tenent in Aibeg, and . . . Mary Mackay, alias nin Uileam, William
23. Donald Reid, servant, lately in Cnocbrec, and . . . Florence Morison, alias nin Iye Gauloch, George
24. Donald Down, alias Calder, Murdoch Down's son, and Janet Mackay, alias nin alister, living in Dalnaheru, Barbara
25. George Bayn, alias macenbhainmackay, in Achucharasait, and . . . Catharine Gow, alias Mackay, Christian
26. Alexander Mackenzie, tenent in Hunleam, and . . . Mary Sutherland, John
27. Murdoch Mackay, miller, in Badlehabhish, and . . . Ann Mackay, Hugh
29. Hugh Morrison, alias macuileamachusian, tenent in Ceannabinn, and . . . Mary MacCulloch, Fairly
30. Angus Campbell, tenent in Balamullich, late soldier, now pensioner, and . . . Margaret MacLeod, John
31. Robert Campbell, alias Macarlish, in Keoldale, and . . . Catharine Campbell, Barbara
32. Robert Mackay, alias miller, alias macenmaculeammill, tenent in Keoldale, and . . . Margaret Morison (Morison is a marginal correction), Barbara
33. George Mackay, alias macuileamachusian, tenent in Strathbeg, and . . . Ann Mackay, alias nin Dholicustian, Barbara
34. John Mackenzie, alias machustianmcuish mhicenicenich, tenent in Mussel, and . . . Barbara MacLeod, alias Bayn, Mary
35. George Ross, alias macenicoun, tenent in Braegisgil, and . . . Marion Mackenzie, alias nin Dholicustian, William
36. John Munro, alias macnish, tenent in Inverhope, and . . . Jean, Barbara
37. Donald Whyte, tenent in Balamullich, and . . . Janet Gordon, Donald
38. Hugh Murray, sailor in Rispond, and . . . Christian Down, James
40. Patrick Dunn, alias Brown, tenent in Grudie, and . . . Janet Mackay, alias nin Neilicenich, Fairly
41. Mr. James Anderson, tacksman of Keoldale, and . . . Fairley Gordon (born 27th Nov.), Charles
42. Mr. John Thomson, minister of Durness, and . . . Christian Mackenzie (born 11th Dec.), Mackay
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44. John Mackintosh, junior post and little tenent in Durin, and ... Isobel Murray, George 30 Dec.

1785.

1. Kenneth MacLeod, herdman in Farout, and ... Margaret Cameron from the Isle of Sky, William 5 Jan.

2. John Morison, alias Macuileamnacubustian, tenent in Islandhall, and ... Catharine Mackay, alias nın Dholcüstian, Catharine 17 Jan.

3. Angus Gunn, weaver in Rispond, and ... Joanna MacLeod, Angus 18 Jan.


5. Donald MacLeod, alias Ceannich, shoemaker in Dalnaderu Strathmore, and ... Ann Mackenzie, Marion 18 Feb.

6. Donn. Mackay, alias Maczeanicalisterroy, tenent in Uaibeg, and ... Mary Down, alias nın Rob Duin, George 28 Feb.

7. John Whyte, tenent in Keldale, and ... Ann Fraser, Ann 1 Mar.

8. Robert Morison, tenent in Cnocbreac, and ... Sarah Mackay, alias nın Dholcachinconachy, Donald 11 Mar.

9. John Sutherland, alias Mackenzie, tenent in Durin, and ... Isobel Macpherson, Catharine 19 Mar.

10. John Sutherland, weaver in Balamulich, and ... Henrietta MacLeod, Rachel 25 Mar.

11. John Bain, tenent and mason in Balamulich, and ... Eury Miller, Christian 18 April

12. William Morison, alias machstianmacacinroy, tenent in Achuchairn, and ... Mary Munro, James 8 May

13. Donald Munro, alias macmorachie, tenent in Eribol, and ... Christian MacKintosh, Mary 12 May

14. Donald Aberach, alias Mackay, weaver in Inveran of Eribol, and ... Janet Mackay, Bessie 12 May

15. John Mackay, alias macuileam, tenent in Mussel, and ... Christian Fraser, Ann 13 May

16. John Campbell macdholicalistericinish, tenent in Crosple, and ... Catharine Mackay, James 26 July

17. Donald Sutherland, alias maceanmacnashicomash, tenent in Fraesgil, and ... Isobel Mackay, alias nın Robmacemish, Angus 14 Aug.

18. John Sutherland, tenent in Achucharasaig, and ... Eupham Mackintosh, alias Bain, Marion 15 Aug.

19. Murdoch Munro, tenant in Durin, and ... Catharine Campbell, Andrew and William 16 Aug.

20. James Mackay, alias macchinmacdholichainskerray, Chelsea pensioner in Inveran of Eribol, and ... Elisabeth Glass, Isobel 10 Sept.

21. Angus Mackintosh, tenent in Fraesgil, and ... Ann Munro, Neil 11 Sept.

22. John Mackay, alias macnishicein, tenent in Aultnacealich, Strathmore, and ... Jackey Mackay, John 11 Sept.

23. Robert Mackay, alias macroryrebhach, shoemaker in Aultnacealich, Strathmore, and ... Mary Mackay, Isobel 11 Sept.

24. George MacLeod from Edrachylish, gone into the Army, and Christian Mackay, alias nın Rory rebhach [n.b.l.w.]; George 11 Sept.

25. John Maculioch, weaver in Uaibeg, and ... Catharine Mackay, John 18 Sept.
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26. William Mackay, alias Oig, tenent in Eribol, and ... Barbara Mackay, Donald 8 Oct.
27. Angus Mackay, alias Bain, tenent in Eribol, and ... Barbara Mackay, Murdoch 8 Oct.
29. John MacLeod, alias Bain, tenent in Achunahanait, and ... Ann Mackenzie, Barbara 7 Nov.
30. Hugh Mackay, alias macdholicustian, tenent in Islandhall, and ... Mary Ferguson from Greenock, John 19 Nov.
31. George Mackay, alias macdholicustian, in Hunleam, and ... Margaret Mackay, John 22 Nov.
32. Murdoch Sutherland, tenent in Eribol, and ... Christian Macdonald, Donald 27 Nov.
33. Robert Munro, alias macalister, tenent in Achucharasait, a married man, and Ann Sutherland, a single woman, both in Eribol, James 27 Nov.
34. Murdoch Morison, alias macuileammacneil, from Eddrachylish, tenent in Island Choarie, and ... Christian Mackay, Donald 28 Nov.
35. Hector Mackay, alias macneilmacenicolicuileam in Portchamil, and ... Abigail Mackenzie, alias nin Eanmacarlishbolg, Charles 28 Nov.
36. John Campbell, alias Grange, Chelsea pensioner in Keoldale, and ... Christian Mackay, alias nin Eanmaculeam miller, James 17 Dec.
37. Angus Mackay Down Macrobmacrob, pensioner, also lately come from America, and Ann ..., presently at Mercan, Robert 24 Dec.

1786.

1. Kenneth MacLeod, smith in Eribol, and ... Catharine Macdonald, Isobel 9 Jan.
2. Thomas Maculloch, tenent in Island Choarie, and ... Margaret Mackay, Barbara 9 Jan.
3. John Gunn, alias Bain from Torrisdale, in the parish of Tongue at Fraesgil, and ... Marion Sutherland, alias nin Eanmacnishmacomash, Margaret 15 Jan.
4. Donal Campbell, alias Macalister, herdman in Balnaceil, and ... Margaret Bethune, both from the Isle of Sky, John 17 Jan.
5. William Mackay, alias macdholicustianmacdholicGilbert, tenent in Mussel, and ... Mary Mackay, alias nin Nishmacalister, George 4 Mar.
6. Donald Mackay, alias macnishbhain, tenent in Hope, and ... Ann Dalrymple, alias nin nishmaceaniconil, Mary 4 Mar.
7. Donald Mackay, alias macnishicenicalster, tenent in Mussel, and ... Janet Mackenzie, alias nin hustian macnishiceniceinch, Eury, i.e. Vear 4 Mar.
8. John Mackay, alias macneciuileammacneil, tenent in Uaibeg, and ... Isobel Down, daughter of Robert Down, Poet, John and Isobel (Isobel Down died two or three hours after the twins were born) 11 Mar.
9. George Campbell, alias Macdholgrashich, late soldier in Crosple, and ... Isobel Mackay, alias nin Alister, John 14 Mar.
10. Angus Mackay, alias machustian macrorymhiler in Uaibeg, and ... Eupham MacLeod, alias nin Dholcormaid, John 23 Mar.
11. Robert Morison, tenant in Cnocbreac, and... Sarah, commonly called Sally Mackay, alias nin Dholicachin, George.
12. Angus Gunn, weaver in Saingo, and... Joanna MacLeod, James.
13. Hugh Gunn, tenant and boatman in Rispond, and... Barbara Mackintosh, Neil.
14. Hugh Mackay, alias macachinmacdholicachin, tenant in Achucharasait, and... Barbara Morison Donald.
15. Robert Macpherson, a little tenant in Strathmore, and... Janet Calder, alias nin macuilambhain, Neil.
16. Hugh Mackay, alias macnishicenicalister, soldier, late in the N. F., now a little tenant in Islandreir, Strathmore and... Janet Mackay, alias macemishmaculiam, George.
17. Mr. James Anderson, tacksman of Keoldale, and... Fairly Gordon (born 20th May), Thomas.
18. Angus Macpherson, tenant in Islanhall, and... Margaret Sutherland, Hugh.
19. Hugh Mackay, alias macuilammachustian, tenant in Lettermore, parish of Tongue, and... Mary Clarke, James.
20. Robert Mackenzie, alias... in Eribol, and... MacLeod, Henrietta (Eric).
21. Hugh Morison, alias macuilammachustian, tenant in Ceanabinn, and... Mary Maculloch, Margaret and Georgina.
22. Murdoch Munro, tenant in Durin, and... Catharine Campbelt, Iye.
23. James Mackay, alias Macdholicustian alias Eiel, a small tenant in Auchucharasait, and... Eupham... Donald.
24. George Mackay, alias macuilammachustian, tenant in Strathbeg, and... Ann Mackay, alias nin Dholicalister, William.
25. Kenneth Campbell, alias Grange, alias manchimshaceorish, residerter in Crowspe, and... Janet Campbell, alias nin Robmacalister, Angus.
26. William Munro, tenant in Durin, and... Barbara Mackintosh, Jean.
27. George Mackay, alias machustianmacenicustian, tenant in Hunleam, and... Mary Mackay, alias nin Mhorachie, Eupham.
28. John MacKenzie, alias machustianenicenich, tenant in Mussel, and... Barbara MacLeod, alias nin Nishbain, Eupham.
29. Alexander Morison, alias macdonilroy in Arnoboll, and... Marion Mackay, alias nin Hustian macnish, Grizel.
30. William MacLeod, alias macnishmacuilammachustian in Balamhulich, and... Christian Mackay, alias nin Eanmacdholicery, Ann.
31. Angus Campbell, late soldier in America, tenant in Balamhulich, and... Margaret MacLeod, Alexander.
32. Roderick Morison, alias macuilammacrory, Shepherd at Cerruac, Cape Wrath, and... Mary Mackay, Mary.
33. James Mackay, alias macenconil, tenant in Shinins, and Janet Mackay, alias nin Dholicorishskerray, Bessie.
34. James MacKenzie, tenant in Hunleam, and... Ann Munro, George.
35. John Macpherson, tenant in Achumore, and... Margaret MacLeod, Fairlie.
36. John Mackay, alias macuilam machustian, tenent in Phaolin, and ... Christian Fraser, William 4 Dec.
37. Ewan MacDonald, Boveman in Balnaeceil, and ... Flora MacLeod, both from Sky, Catharine 8 Dec.
38. John MacDonald, alias Bain, Boveman in Balnaeceil, and ... Henrietta, alias Eric MacVee, both from the Isle of Sky, Neil 14 Dec.

1787.

1. John Ross, wright at Cnocbreac, and ... Catharine Mackay, William 6 Jan.
2. Kenneth MacLeod, tenent in Durin, and ... Margaret Cameron, Donald 14 Jan.
3. James Mackay, alias Macdholicuilam oig, tenent in Hunleam, and ... Ann Mackay, Donald 16 Jan.
4. Alexander Mackenzie, alias maceniceimmich, tenent in Hunleam, and ... Mary Sutherland, Hugh 16 Jan.
5. Hugh Mackay, alias macenicoliciein, tenent in Phaolin, and ... Isobel Mackay, Hector 17 Jan.
6. George Ross, tenent in Braegisgil, and ... Marion Mackenzie, Donald 21 Jan.
7. John Campbell, alias Grange, Chelsea pensioner, tenent in Sartigrim, and ... Christian Mackay, alias nin Eanmacuilam, miller, Barbara and Catharine 27 Jan.
8. Peter Brown, alias Dunn (from Peterhead), tenent in Grudie, and ... Ann Mackay, alias nin Neil, Peter 20 Feb.
10. Alexander Campbell, miller in Craighemhulin, and ... Christian Sinclair, Eupham 1 Mar.
12. Kenneth Mackenzie, alias Oig, tenent in Sartigrim, and ... Christian Mackay, alias nin Eanmacdhonil, John 30 Mar.
13. Hugh Mackay, alias macdholicemish, tenent in Batnahachlash, Strathmore, and ... Isobel Mackay, alias nin Dhonil, William Scobie 5 April
14. John Sutherland, weaver in Balamhulich from Thurso, and ... Henrietta MacLeod, born in Durness, John 18 April
15. John Mackay, alias machustianmacenicustian, tenent in Islandrei, Strathmore, and ... Mary MacDonald, Donald 23 April
16. Ann Gunn, on the Melsen side, an unmarried woman, Mary 22 April
(Delated George Mackay, alias macneilicustian, late in Arnboll who went off before the child was born.)
17. Donald Calder, alias macmorachie Down, tenent in Inverhope, and ... Janet Mackay, alias nin Alister, John 23 April
18. John Morison, tenent in Islandhall, and ... Catharine Mackay, George 25 April
19. Donald Mackay, alias macenicalisterroy, tenent in Uaibeg, and ... Mary Down, alias nin Rob Duin, Isobel 18 May
20. Hugh Mackay, alias maculammachustian, tenent in Letterlyall, and ... Mary Clarke, George 13 June
21. Kenneth MacLeod, smith in Eribol, and ... Catharine MacDonald, Betty 16 June
22. Hector Morison, alias macdholicachin, tenent in Aultcoiresfaisceil, and ... Janet Morison, from Eddrachylish, Mary 1 July
23. Hugh Mackay, alias macachindholicachinskerray, tenent in Achucharasait, and ... Barbara Morison, ... 19 July
24. William Gourdach, Chelsea pensioner in Crosple, and... Janet Urquhart, alias Bain, Christian
25. Robert Miller, alias Mackay, alias Maceanmacuilammiller, tenent in Ceoldale, and... Mary Mackay, James
26. John Mackenzie, alias maceanmhiceanieannich, tenent in Dalnaheru, Strathmore, and... Isobel Mackenzie, Robert
27. Mr. James Anderson, tacksman of Keoldale, and... Fairly Gordon, John
28. Donald Ross, tenent in Uaibeg, from the parish of Dornoch, and... Mary Mackay, Ann
29. John Mackaiskill, tenent in Balnahulich, and... Margaret Morison, alias nin Achinnamacshicachinroy, Hector
30. John White, tenent in Keoldale, and... Ann Fraser, Bessy
31. Donald Campbell, alias macrobgrangich, tenent in Island Choorie, and... Ann Mackay, alias nin Dhole-
32. Donald Munro, alias maclehorachiemacdholicorachie, tenent in Eribol, and... Christian Mackintosh, Murdoch
33. William Mackay, alias macdholicustianmacGilbert, tenent in Mussel, and... Mary Mackay, Catharine
34. Mr. Roderick MacLeod, from Sky, tacksman of Balnaceil, and... Mrs. Flora Bethune (born 3rd), William
35. John Bain, tenent and mason in Balnahulich, and... Eury Miller, Jean
36. John Mackay, alias macachinicolicachinskerray, tenent in Achnlochie, and... Barbara mackay, alias nin Dhole... tenent in Straan Skerray, Alexander
37. Neil Mackay, alias machustinmacneil, tenent in Arnoboll, and... Elisabeth Mackay, Robert
38. Robert Mackenzie, alias Robinaceniceinch, tenent in Eribol, and... Isobel MacLeod, Angus
39. Alexander Dingwall, a single man in Craigiemhulin, and... Mary Sutherland, in Crosple, a single woman [n.b.l.w.], Alexander
40. Angus Morison macdhoniliroy, tenent in Dalnadun, Straths-
41. William Campbell, alias macarlishicicalister, a single lad in Keoldale at present, and Margaret Sinclair, a single woman from Caithness, presently in Crosple [n.b.l.w.], Robert
42. Robert Morison, tenent in Cnocbrec, and... Sarah, alias Sallie Mackay, Donald
43. Donald Aberach, alias Mackay, weaver in Eribol, and... Janet Mackay,...
44. Roderick Morison, alias macuilammacrory, a herdman in Cerruc, and... Mary Mackay, William
45. Alexander Pope, from Sutherland, tenent in Durin, and... Ann Mackay, alias nin neilmacemish, James

1788.
1. Thomas MacCulloch, tenent in Island Choorie, and... Margaret Mackay, alias nin Eanmacalister, Fairly Reay
2. John Campbell, alias macdholicalisterinch, tenent in Crosple, and... Catharine Mackay, alias nin Enmhillier, Fairly
3. George Mackay, alias macuilammachustian, tenent in Strathbeg, and... Ann Mackay, Donald
15. James Mackay, alias macdholiculamoig, tenent in Hunleam, and . . . Ann Mackay, alias nín Eanmacdholiccorish, John 26 April
16. Hugh Mackay, alias macdholicustian, tenent in Islandhall, and . . . Mary Ferguson, Ann 30 April
17. John Sutherland, tenent in Islandreir, Strathmore, and . . . Eupham Mackintosh, alias Bain, Margaret 25 May
18. Mary . . . Buigh, in Hunleam, John (Delated Donald Mackay, pensioner, formerly guilty of fornication with her and three or four more at the same time. Donald, who is now married, denies this charge strenuously.) 25 May
20. John Mackay, alias macdholicustian, tenent in Portchamil, and . . . Mary Campbell, William 3 June
22. George Gourdach, alias Mackay, tenent in Fraesgil, lately from Stranmelness, and . . . Ann Mackay, Catharine 17 June
25. Angus Macpherson, tenent in Islandhall, and . . . Margaret Sutherland, Isobel 16 July
26. John Mackenzie, alias machustianmacnishceniceinich, tenent in Mussel, Strathmore, and . . . Barbara MacLeod, Hugh 21 July
30. Donald Mackay macnishicein, tenent in Mussel, and ... Janet Mackenzie, Mary 23 Aug.
31. Hugh Murray, Carpenter and tailor in Rispond, and ... Christian Down, Janet 15 Sept.
32. Murdoch MacLeod, tenent in Ceoldale, alias macnishbhairn, and ... Barbara Mackay, alias nin Neilicemish, William 26 Sept.
33. Angus Mackay, alias machustianmacorymphiller, in Uaibeg, and ... Eupham MacLeod nin Dhonilicenciormaid, Barbara 28 Sept.
34. Murdoch Munro, tenent in Saingobeg, and ... Catharine Campbell, alias nin Dhonilmacicalister, Donald 29 Sept.
35. John Campbell, alias Grange, Chelsea pensioner and tenent in Sartigrim, and ... Christian Mackay, alias nin Eanmhill, John 12 Sept.
36. Hugh Morison, tenent in Ceannabin, and ... Margaret MacCulloch, James 19 Oct.
37. Murdoch Mackay, miller in Batlamish, and ... Ann Morison, George 28 Oct.
38. Kenneth Campbell, alias Grange, tenent in Clashneach, and ... Janet Campbell, alias nin robmacicalister, James 2 Nov.
39. Donald MacLeod, alias macnishbhairn from Durness, tenent and dry stone mason in Hope, and ... Ann Dalrymple, alias nin Nishiceiniconil, John and Janet 2 Nov.
40. John Mackay, alias macachinichdoilskerray, tenent in Auchunlochie, and ... Barbara Mackay, Barbara 8 Nov.
41. William Calder, Charity Schoolmaster at Cambusindun, Achucharasait, and ... Grizel Ross, Barbara 29 Nov.
42. Donald MacLeod, tenent in Hope, and ... Jean Rose, John 30 Nov.
43. Hugh Mackay, alias macnishicein, tenent in Islandreir, Strathmore, and ... Janet Mackay, alias nin Ean macenich, Barbara 30 Nov.
44. George Sutherland, tenent in Fraesgil, and ... Margaret Campbell, John 9 Dec.

1789.
1. William Forbes Boveman in Balnaceil, and ... Joan Mackay, Jean 17 Jan.
2. Hugh Mackay, alias machustianmachustian, tenent in Hunleam, and ... Barbara Mackay, alias nin Nish from Melness, John 28 Jan.
3. John Munro, weaver in Hunleam, and ... Catharine Mackay, Eupham 28 Jan.
4. Donald Munro, alias macmorachieicolicorachie, tenent and miler in Eribol, and ... Christian Mackintosh, John 28 Jan.
5. Donald Mackenzie, alias macenacenicheinich, tenent in Cnocbain, Eribol, and ... Catharine MacDonald, alias nin Nish, Barbara 28 Jan.
6. Angus Mackay in Batamheoir from Autlinrinnie parish of Eaddrachylshie, and ... Ann Mackenzie, alias nin Eanicemish, Iye 1 30 Jan.
7. Angus MacLeod, smith, son to John MacLeod, smith in Balinloch, and ... Catharine Mackay, alias nin Rob from Farr, Charles 8 Feb.
8. George Mackay, alias macdholicustian, tenent in Hunleam, and ... Margaret Mackay, alias nin Dholicachin, Barbara 3 Mar.
9. Donald Mackay, alias machustianmacneil, tenent in Eribol, and ... Janet Mackay, alias nin Dholicnish, Catharine 3 Mar.

1 Iye or Aodh.
11. Peter Dunn, alias Brown, tenant in Acharn, and ... Ann Mackay, alias nin Neilmacemish, Margaret 6 April
12. Kenneth MacLeod, smith in Eribol, and ... Catharine MacDonald, John 19 April
13. John Mackay, alias maculamachustian, tenant in Phaolin, and ... Christian Fraser, ... 19 April
14. John Mackay, alias maceanichainhilder, tenant in Geodhachreave, and ... Barbara Sutherland, Jay 3 May
15. John Morison, herdman in Glasbhine, and ... Isobel Mackay, Ann 5 May
16. Robert Mackenzie, alias macenicrub, tenant in Eribol, and ... Isobel Mackintosh, John 5 June
17. Hector Morison, alias macdholicachin, tenant in Aultcoirefraesgil, and ... Janet Morison from Eddrichylish, Margaret 14 June
18. Donald Mackay, alias macenicalister, tenant in Uaibeg, and ... Mary Donn, Elizabeth 15 June
19. Alexander Mackenzie, tenant in Hunleam, and ... Mary Sutherland, James 16 June
20. Angus Mackay, alias macEanbhain, tenant in Eribol, and ... Barbara Mackay, Margaret 23 June
21. James Anderson, Esquire, tacksman of Ceoldale, and ... Mistress Fairly Gordon, Alexie 30 June
22. Robert Macpherson, a little tenant in Pliaid, Strathmore, and ... Janet Calder, nin Eanmaculambhan, Alexander 11 July
23. John Sutherland from Thuargo, weaver in Balamhulich, and ... Henrietta MacLeod, nin Nishmacean, Janet and Isobel 14 July
24. Hugh Mackay, alias macachimachodicachinskerray, tenant in Achucharasait, and ... Barbara Morison, Alexander 3 Aug.
25. Angus Munro, tenant in Saingo, and ... Mina Morison, Peter and Donald 11 Aug.
26. John Mackenzie, alias machustianmacnich, tenant in Mussel, and ... Barbara Macleod, alias Bain, Year, alias Eury 23 Aug.
27. William Sutherland, alias Mackenzie, tenant in Ceoldale, and ... Christian Campbell, alias nin Robgrashich, James 26 Aug.
28. John Mackaiskill, tenant in Balamhulich, and ... Margaret Morison, Margaret 1 Sept.
29. John Mackay, alias macenicalisterroy, a single man in Uaibeg, and Margaret Sinclair (unmarried), in Balnaceil, George 7 Oct.
30. Hugh Mackay, alias machustianmacnicustian, tenant in Mussel, and ... Margaret Sutherland, alias nin Rob macEver from Rians parish of Tongue, Robert 19 Oct.
31. Murdoch Mackay, alias macnismacean in Dlanae burnt 19 Oct.
32. Alexander Pope, tenant in Keoldale, and ... Catharine Mackay, Alexie 20 Oct.
33. Kenneth Mackenzie, alias maculamoig, tenant in Grudie, and ... Christian Mackay, James 21 Oct.
34. Hugh Mackay, alias macenicalisterroy, tenant in Uaibeg, and ... Isobel Dingwall, originally from the parish of Clyne, Christian 28 Oct.
35. Donald Mackintosh, alias macneilbhan, sailor in Rispond, and ... Catherine Gunn from Achulynish, Eddrachyleish, Donald 10 Nov.
36. Angus Campbell, alias macdholicalister, tenant in Balamhulich, and ... Margaret MacLeod, alias nin Eanmacnish, Isobel 12 Nov.
37. Hugh Mackay, alias macenicoliccin, tenant in Phaolin, and ... Isobel Mackay, alias nin Achinmacdholicachinnskerray, Barbara 18 Nov. 223
38. Donald Calder, alias macmhorachiedhuin, tenant in ... Strathmore, and ... Janet Mackay, alias nin Alister, Isobel 29 Nov. 229
39. Hector Mackay, alias macneilmacenicolicuilam, in Island Choarie, and ... Annabella Mackenzie, Barbara 29 Nov. 229
40. Robert Morison, tenant in Cnocbreac, and ... Sarah, commonly called Sallie, Catharine 4 Dec. 231

1790.

2. Hector Mackintosh, alias macrory, tenant in Clashneach (lately dead), and ... Elisabeth Murray, Hector 2 Feb.
3. John Mackay, alias macdholicustian, Boveman in Balnaceil, and ... Mary Campbell, Flora 15 Feb.
4. James Mackay, alias macdholiculamog, tenant in Hunleam, and ... Ann Mackay, alias nin macdholicorish, Marion 20 Feb.
5. William Mackay, alias macneilicenicdholiculam, tenant in Achucharasait, and ... Christian Mackay, alias nin Ullammacrery, John 21 Feb.
6. George Mackay, alias macuilammachustian, tenant in Strathbeg, and ... Ann Mackay, alias nin Dholicalister, Bessie 23 Feb.
7. Robert Mackay, alias macenicuillamiller, tenant in Keoland, and ... Margaret Mackay, Hugh 8 Mar.
9. William Mackay, alias macdholicustian, alias Eceil, tenant in Mussel, and ... Mary Mackay, Mary 21 Mar.
10. Mr. Donald Forbes, tacksman of Ribigill, in the parish of Tongue, and ... Mrs. Christian MacLeod, Balnaceil, Daniel 22 Mar.
   (Said Daniel Forbes was born 18th March.)
11. John Sutherland, alias Mackenzie, tenant in Achunahainait, and ... Barbara Campbell, alias Grange, Ann 26 Mar.
12. John Mackay, alias machustianiceiniceinich, tenant in Islanddreir, Strathmore, and ... Mary M‘Donald, John 18 April
13. James Low, House carpenter from Orkney, at Geodhannahaireigh, and ... Ann Munro, daughter of Hugh Munro, once merchant in Thurso, and granddaughter of Mr. Murdoch Macdonald, late minister of Dun... 20 April
14. George Sutherland, alias macenicinishicomash, tenant in Freisgil, and ... Margaret Campbell, alias Grashach, John 24 April
15. Murdoch MacLeod, alias macnishbhain, in Keoldale, and ... Barbara Mackay, alias nin Neilicemish, Angus 7 May
16. Roderick MacEanicolicrery, shoemaker and tenant in Sartigrim, and ... Christian Campbell, alias Grange, Marion 9 May
17. John Macpherson, tenant in Achumore, and ... Margaret MacLeod, Eupham 9 May
18. James-Bethune, alias macuilammacpatric, originally from Kintail, in Seaforth's country, a single man in Balnaceil, and Margaret Campbell, alias nin Dholgrashich, tenant in Shinins, a single woman, William
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19. Donald Mackay, commonly Aberach, weaver in Eribol, and ... Janet Mackay, alias ninn Airnmacdholicachin, Hector 16 May
20. Angus Morison macdholnilroy, tenent at Dun Dorniceill, Strathmore, and ... Janet Morison, from Eddrachylish, Donald 16 May
21. Roderick Morison, alias macuilammacrory, herdman in Cerruac, near Cape Wrath, and ... Mary Mackay, Hugh 23 May
22. Donald Mackay, alias MacEanicalister, in Uaibeg, a married man, and Mary White, a single woman in Balamhulich [n.b.l.w.], Jane 7 June
23 John MacLeod, alias macnishbhein, tenent in Achnahainait, and ... Ann Mackenzie, Veor (Eury) 17 June
24. John Campbell, alias macdholicalistericinish, tenent in Crospile, just going to Islandhall, and ... Katharine Mackay, Charles 20 June
25. Angus MacKintosh, tenent in Freisgil, and ... Ann Munro, alias nin macdholicorachie, ... 1 July
26. John Campbell, alias Grange, Chelsea pensioner, and tenent in Sartigrim, and ... Christian Mackay, Flora 11 July
27. Mr. James Anderson, tacksman of Keoldale, and ... Mrs. Fairly Gordon, Joseph 3 July
28. Donald Mackay, alias macnishceinalister, tenent in Mussel, and ... Janet Mackenzie, alias nin Hustin macnish, George 20 July
30. Angus MacLeod, servant in Clashneath, and ... Margaret MacKintosh, alias ninn Achinmacruby, in the parish of Durness, said Angus came lately from Assynt, Margaret 10 Aug.
31. Thomas MacCulloch, servant in Farout, and ... Margaret Mackay, alias nin Eanmacalisther, Christian 28 Aug.
32. Angus Macpherson, tenent in Islandhall, and ... Margaret Sutherland, alias Na airiaich, Fairly 11 Sept.
33. Kenneth Mackay, alias Aberach from Melness, in Hope, and ... Isobel Calder, alias Ninhistianmacnicustian, Elisabeth 11 Sept.
34. Robert Mackay, alias macorryrebhach, shoemaker in Aultnacalie, Strathmore, and ... Mary ..., Barbara 11 Sept.
35. Hugh Mackay, alias macachinicolicachin, tenent in Achucharasait, Eribol, and ... Barbara Morison, Margaret 11 Sept.
36. James Mackay, alias macachinicolicachin, tenent in Inveran, Eribol, and ... Elisabeth (Betty Glass), Ann 11 Sept.
37. Mr. John Thomson, minister of Durness, and ... Christian Mackenzie (born 28 Sept.), Mary 6 Oct.
38. John Mackay, alias Macachin, tenent in Achunlochie, and ... Barbara Mackay, alias nin Dholicachinkerry's brovr, Marion 9 Oct.
39. James Munro, alias Macmorachieicolicorachy, weaver in Eribol, and ... Janet Mackay, alias nin Hustin, Donald 11 Oct.
40. Murdoch Morison, alias Macuilammacneil, tenent in Aultan, and ... Christian Mackay, Fairly 20 Oct.
41. Murdoch Munro, tenent in Saingobeg, and Katharine Campbell, George 24 Oct.
42. George Mackay, alias macEanicalustian, tenent in Freisgil, and ... Ann Mackay, both from the Melnesside, Janet 26 Oct.
43. George Mackay, rather Mackenzie, tenent in Crospile, and ... Jean Done, Angus 28 Oct.
44. George Campbell, alias macdholgrashich, tenent in Durini, and ... Isobel Mackay, Mary 6 Nov.
45. George Mackay, alias Baine, tenent in Achucharasait, and ... Katharine ... alias Gow, Margaret 10 Nov.
46. Angus Mackay, from Diroughmore, Eddrachlyish, tenent in Batanbeoir, and ... Ann Mackenzie, John 11 Nov.
47. Hugh Mackay, alias machustianmachustian, tenent in Hunleam, and ... Barbara Mackay, from Melness-side, Angus 12 Nov.
49. Donald Ross, tenent in Uaibeg, and ... Mary Mackay, Angus 27 Dec.
50. John MacLeod, tenent in Islandhall, and ... Mary Macpherson, Christian 30 Dec.

1791.
1. John Mackay, alias Maceniceinicachinmihil, tenent in Geodhachreabh, and ... Barbara Sutherland, Fairly 2 Jan.
2. John Sutherland, tenent in Achumore, and ... Barbara Mackenzie, Marion 8 Jan.
3. William Mackay, alias macenicuilambhain, taylor and tenent in Arnoboll, and ... Marianna Mackay, Hugh 21 Jan.
4. Donald Sutherland, tenent in Mercan, and ... Isobel Mackay, Barbara 21 Jan.
5. Robert Mackay, alias macnishiicein, tenent in Mussel, and ... Elisabeth Mackay, George 31 Jan.
7. Hugh Mackay, alias Macnishicein, tenent in Islandareir, Strathmore, and ... Janet Mackay, John 30 Jan.
8. Kenneth MacCulloch, tenent in Crosple, and ... Barbara Ross, Marion 16 Feb.
9. Angus MacLeod, smith in Ballinloch, and ... Catharine Mackay, Fairly 30 Mar.
10. Donald Calder, alias macmhorachiedhuin, tenent in ... Strathmore, and ... Janet Mackay, alias nin Alister, John 3 April
11. Donald Mackenzie, alias Macuilammacenoig, lately in Grudie, now in Achumore, and ... Isobel Mackintosh, Mary 22 April
12. John Morison, alias macuilammacrory, tenent in Glasbhine, and ... Isobel Mackay, Fairly 27 April
13. John Mackay, alias macuilammachustian, tenent in Phaolin, i.e., the head of Loch Eribol, and ... Christian Fraser, Katharine 22 May
14. John Sutherland, a little tenent in Islandareir, Strathmore, and ... Eupham Mackintosh, alias Bain, Hugh 22 May
15. John Macuilam, alias Mackay, tenent in Ardachu, parish of Tongue, now in Freisgil, and ... Margaret Munro, Jean 22 May
16. Donald Mackay, alias Maceanialisterroy, tenent in Uaibeg, and ... Mary Doun, alias Mackay, Hugh 29 May
17. Mr. Angus Macarthur, shipmaster from Greenock, at Rispin, and ... Flora Macalpine, Anderson 14 June
18. William Calder, Charity Schoolmaster in Eribol, and ... Grizel Ross, Hugh 17 June
19. John Munro, alias Macrobalister, weaver and tenent in Hunleam, and ... Katherine Mackay, alias nin Mhorachie, Robert 17 June
20. William Sutherland, tenant in Keoldale, and ... Christian Campbell, alias nin Robgrashich, George 4 July
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21. George Mackay, alias Aberach, in Portchanul, and . . . Margaret Innes, Jean 14 July
25. John Sutherland, weaver in Balamhulich, a married man, and Mary Mackay, alias Roy, an unmarried woman [n.b.l.w.], Mary 19 Sept.
28. Angus Mackay, alias machustianmacrory from Eddra-chylish originally, in Uaibeg with his father-in-law, and . . . Eupham MacLeod, Mary 18 Sept.
33. James Lowe, house carpenter, sometimes at Geodhnahairigh and elsewhere as he is employed, and . . . Ann Munro, Margaret (Peggy) 18 Oct.
34. William Mackay, alias macdholicalster, tenant in Freisgil, and . . . Isobel MacLeod, George 30 Oct.
35. Donald Munro, alias macnishiicolorachy, tenant in Freisgil, and . . . Christian Campbell, Janet 30 Oct.
37. Roderick Mackay, alias Maceanicolicrery, tenant and shoemaker in Saingo, and . . . Christian Campbell, alias Grange, Donald 5 Nov.
38. William Morison, tenant and boatman in Ceannabin, and . . . Elisabeth Mackay, alias nin Eachinmacdholicachin, Barbara 9 Nov.
40. Hugh Mackay, alias maceanicalisterroy, tenant in Uaibeg, and . . . Isobel Dingwall (originally from the parish of Clyne), John 13 Dec.

1792.

2. John Mackay, alias Macachinicolicacinshkerray, tenant in Achunlochie, and . . . Barbara Mackay, alias nin Dhol, Donald 27 Jan.
3. George Mackay, alias Mcdholicustian, tenant in Hunleam, and . . . Margaret Mackay, alias nin Dholicismichorachy, Isobel 27 Jan.
4. Hugh Mackay, alias machustiamacnicustian, tenent in Mussel, and ... Margaret Sutherland, alias rin Rohnmacibher (miller in Rians of Tongue), Hugh

5. Hugh Mackay, alias Macceaniceanicolicein, tenent in Phaolin, and ... Isobel Mackay, John

6. Robert Morison, tenent in Cnocbreac, and ... Sallie Mackay, Isobel

7. Alexander Morison, alias Macdonhilroy, tenent in Arnoboll, and ... Marion Mackintosh, alias nin Hustianicinish, Donald

8. John Mackenzie, alias Maceaneicineinich, tenent in Dalnherue, and ... Isobel Mackenzie, alias nin Rob, George

9. John Mackenzie, alias machustianmacnishicenicinich, tenent in Mussel, and ... Barbara MacLeod, alias nin Nishbhain, Alexandrina

10. Murdoch Mackay, alias maceanbhain, tenent in Islandareir, and ... Christian Mackintosh, alias nin Eanmacdholicein, Elisabeth

11. George Morison, alias macuillum, tenent and forester in Plaid, and ... Ann Sutherland, alias nin Rob maciver, Isobel

12. John Mackaiskill, tenent in Balamhulich, and ... Margaret Morison, alias nin Achinmacamashachinroy, Eupham

13. Mr. Angus Mackay, alias Macceanimishicuilam from Eddrachlysh, now Excise Officer in the south of Scotland, and ... Mrs. Jean Morison, Christian

14. Hector Mackay, alias macneiliceanicolicuilam in ... Strathmore, and ... Abigail Mackenzie, alias nin Eanmacarlish, Neil

15. Hugh Gunn, boatman in Rispond, and ... Barbara Mackintosh, Ann

16. Donald Mackintosh, alias Macneilbhain, sailor, who when on land lives commonly at Rispond, and ... Katharine Gunn (twins), James and Barbara

17. William Mackay, alias Macrery, a little tenent in Eribol, and ... Johanna Munro, Janet

18. John Mackay, alias madcholicustian, Boveman in Balnaceil, and ... Mary Campbell, Hugh

19. John MacDonald, alias Oag, herdman in Balnaceil, and ... Henrietta (Eric) MacVee, both from Sky, Isobel

20. Murdoch Munro, tenent in Saingeobeg, and ... Katherine Campbell, Kenneth

21. John Campbell, alias Grange, tenent and Chelsea pensioner in Sartigrin, and ... Christian Mackay, alias nin Eanmacuilammhuiler, Jay

22. Murdoch MacLeod, alias macnshibhain, tenent in Clashnach, and ... Barbara Mackay, Jean

23. John Mackay, alias macnishicenin, tenent in Aultnacalich, and ... Jackey Mackay, alias nin Eanmacnishicuilam, William

24. Angus Campbell, alias madcholicicalister, tenent in Balmainhlic, and ... Margaret Macleod, Fairly

25. Patrick Brims, shoemaker in Rispond, from Thurso, as also his wife Elisabeth Sutherland, William

26. Angus Morison, alias maddonhilroy, tenent at Dornadilla's Tower, Strathmore, and ... Janet Morison from Eddrachlysh, Angus

27. Robert Macpherson, tenent in Strathmore, and ... Janet Mackay, Barbara

28. Thomas MacCulloch, tenent and herdman in Farout, and ... Margaret Mackay, John
29. James Munro, alias macmhorachiecdholicorachy, weaver in Eribol, and ... Janet Mackay, alias Nahustian, Marion 25 Aug.
30. George Mackay, alias macuilammachustian, tenent in Strathbeg, and ... Ann Mackay, alias nin Dholicaster, William 25 Aug.
31. Donald Mackay, alias Aberach, weaver in Eribol, and ... Janet Mackay, Hector 27 Aug.
32. Angus Macpherson, tenent in Islandhall, and ... Margaret Sutherland, Hector 9 Sept.
33. John Campbell, alias Macdholicaster, tenent in Islandhall, and ... Catharine ..., Janet 9 Sept.
34. Robert Mackay, alias Maceanbhain, weaver in Balamhulich, and ... Margaret Mackay, alias nin Eanmhiler, Janet 12 Sept.
35. Robert Mackenzie, alias macceanicrob, tenent in Eribol, and ... Isobel Mackintosh, Donald 29 Sept.
36. William Mackay, alias macnelicolicein, tenent in Eribol, and ... Christian Mackay, alias nin Uilammadholicery, Neil 29 Sept.
37. William Mackay, alias maceniculambhain, tenent in Mussel, and ... Marion Mackay, alias nin Hustianmacneil, James 29 Sept.
38. Thomas MacCulloch, tenant in Farout, and Margaret Mackay, a single woman, alias nin Dholicye, George 5 Oct.
39. James Mackay, alias macdholicuilam, tenent in Hunlem, and ... Ann Mackay, Jean 4 Nov.
40. George Mackay, alias Mackenzie, i.e. Mackennichicenich, tenent in Crospel, and ... Jean Doun, Mary 15 Nov.
41. John Sutherland, weaver in Balamhulich, and ... Henrietta MacLeod, Flora Forbes 24 Dec.

1793

1. Hugh Mackay, alias macnishicalister, tenent in Islandareir, Strathmore, and ... Janet Mackay, daughter of John Mackay, alias Macemish, Angus 2 Jan.
2. Hugh Mackay, alias machustianmachustian, tenent in Hunleam, and ... Barbara Mackay, aliasnin Nish, Eupham 6 Jan.
3. Roderick Morison, alias macuiilammacrory, herdman in Cerruc, and ... Mary Mackay, Donald 21 Jan.
4. Donald MacLeod, alias macenicloid, tenent in Hope, and ... Jean Rose, James 8 Feb.
5. John Munro, alias macnichicolarchie, tenent in Freisgil, and ... Jean ..., Duncan 9 Feb.
6. Donald Morison (a young single man lately in Saingo, an apprentice to a cooper in Rispond), and Mary Mackintosh, alias nin Eanenicolicaster in Durin, Robert 22 Mar.
7. Murdoch Morison, alias Macuiilammacneil, tenent in Aultan, and ... Christian Mackay, alias nin Heorishmacean, Eric 7 Mar.
8. Donald Mackay, alias macnishicein, tenent in Mussel, and ... Janet Mackenzie, William 24 Mar.
9. John Sutherland, tenent in Islandreir, Strathmore, and ... Eupham Mackintosh, alias Bane, Donald 24 Mar.
10. Donald Forbes, Esquire of Ribigill and Balnaceil, and ... Christian MacLeod, Jean 28 Mar.
11. Donald Mackay, alias macnishicein, tenent in Mussel, and ... Janet Mackenzie, William 30 Mar.
12. James Mackay, alias Macachinicolicachin, Chelsea pensioner in Eribol, and ... Elisabeth Glass, Donald 8 April
13. John Mackay, alias Maceanichin, tenent and herdman in Geodhachreabhe, and ... Barbara Sutherland, alias nin Rorymacdlholroy, Marion 17 April
14. John Mackay, alias Machustianiceniciustian, tenent in Island- reir, and ... Mary Macdonald, Angus 28 April
15. Robert Mackay, alias Macnishiseic, tenent in Plaid, and ... Elisabeth Mackay, alias nin Robmacrobicob, Robert 28 April
16. John Mackay, alias Macachinicolicachinskerray, tenent in Achunlochie, and ... Barbara Mackay, alias nin Dholicachin (Straan Skerray), (twins), John and Dollie 28 April
17. John MacLeod, alias macnishbhain, tenent in Achucharasait, and ... Ann Mackenzie, Angus 11 May
18. George Mackay, alias Bane, tenent in do., and Katharine Gow, John 27 May
19. Angus Mackintosh, tenent in Freisgil, and ... Ann Munro, alias nin Nishicolicorachy, Donald 27 May
20. Kenneth Mackay, alias Aberach, tenent in Arnoboll, and ... Isabel Calder, Hugh 27 May
21. John Macleod, tenent in Islandhall, and ... Mary Mac- pherson, Isobel 12 June
22. John Morison, alias macuilammachustianichinroy, tenent in Achins of Cnocbreac, and ... Christian Calder, alias Doun, Hugh 19 June
23. Alexander Pope, tenent in Keoldale, and ... Ann Mackay, Neil 23 June
24. Donald Ross, tenent in Uaibeg, and ... Mary Mackay, alias nin Uilam, Donald 1 July
25. William Mackay, alias Macrery, a little tenent in Errib, and ... Joanna Munro, James 21 July
26. James Lowe, house carpenter in Durin, and ... Ann Munro (grandchild of the late Mr. Murdoch Macdonald, minr. of Durness), Murdoch 9 Aug.
27. George Mackay, alias Macenicustian, tenent in Freisgil, and ... Ann Mackay (both from the Melnessside), ... 1 18 Aug.
28. John Sutherland, alias Macrory, tenent in Achumore, and ... Barbara Mackenzie, Roderick 9 Sept.
29. Hugh Campbell, alias Grange macomashgrashich, tenent in Crosble, and ... Margaret Glass, alias nin Neillbhain from Sky, Roderick 12 Sept.
30. John Munro, alias Macrobicalister, weaver in Hunleam, and ... Katharine Mackay, Hugh 21 Sept.
31. James Munro, alias macmhorachie, weaver in Errib, and ... Janet Mackay, Janet 22 Sept.
32. Hugh Mackay, alias macachinicolicachin, tenent in Achucharasait, and ... Barbara Morison, Barbara 23 Sept.
33. John Mackay, smith in Errib from Borgie, and ... Ann Calder, Christian 23 Sept.
34. John Mackay, alias madhchusistian, herdman in Balnaceil, and ... Mary Campbell, Alexander 6 Oct.
36. Murdoch Morison from Eddrachylish, fisher in Rispond, and ... William 23 Oct.
37. Kenneth MacCulloch, tenent in Crosble, and ... Barbara Ross, Hugh 27 Oct.
38. Donald Sutherland, herdman in Mercan, Strathmore, and ... Isabel Mackay, alias nin Robmacemish, George 3 Nov.
39. Hugh Mackay, alias Maceanichisterroy, servant and tenent in Balnaceil, and ... Isabel Dingwall, Hugh Forbes 10 Nov.

1 Name not inserted.
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40. John Sutherland, alias Mackenichbhig, tenent in Achunahunait, and ... Barbara Campbell, alias Grange, Angus 19 Nov.
41. George Mackay, alias Aberach, from the parish of Farr in Portchamil, and ... Margaret Inness, Margaret 23 Nov.
42. Donald Mackay, alias macneilceinmacdholicular, and ... Margaret Mackay, alias Gow, in Phaolin, Neil 24 Nov.
43. Donald Munro, alias macnischicorachy, tenent in Freisgil, and ... Margaret Campbell Grashich, Donald 24 Nov.
44. Murdoch Morison, alias macuilammacneil, tenent in Aultan, and ... Christian Mackay, alias nin Heorishmacean, ...  
45. John Morison, alias macuilammacrory, tenent in Glasbhin, and ... Isobel Mackay, William 30 Dec.

1794.

1. Angus Sutherland from Sutherland, tenent in Durin, and ... Mary Calder, alias Doun, nin Hustiandhuine, William 12 Jan.
2. Murdoch Macpherson, weaver in Saingo, and ... Janet MacLeod, alias nin Dholicoid, Hugh 20 Jan.
4. Robert Miller, alias maceanmuiler, originally Mackay, tenent in Keoldale, and ... Margaret Mackay, Robert 1 Feb.
5. William Morison, alias maceanmacuilammachustian, carpenter in Ceannabin, and ... Ann Mackay, Barbara 4 Feb.
7. Angus Mackay, tenent in Dalnaherue from Droughtmhoire, and ... Ann Mackenzie, Donald 9 Feb.
8. Kenneth MacLeod, a little tenent and fisher in Saingobeg, and ... Ann Morison, John 14 Feb.
9. William Mackintosh, alias inachustiannmacuilm, in Eribol, and ... Flora Munro, alias nin Robmacalister, Donald 1 Mar.
10. William Sutherland, alias Mackenzie, tenent in Keoldale, and ... Christian Campbell, alias nin Robgrashich, Kenneth 13 Mar.
11. James Mackay, alias Macuilammacpatric, in Uaibeg, serving in Balsceil, and ... Isobel Calder, alias Doun, Isobel 19 Mar.
12. Angus Munro, tenent in Saingo, and ... Williamina Morison, Kenneth 20 Mar.
14. Alexander Mackaiskill, weaver in Balambahlich, and ... Christian Campbell, Angus 23 April
15. Murdo. Mackay, alias macnischiceticaler, tenent in Badnahchlash, and ... Ann Morison, Angus 27 April
16. George Mackay, alias Macdholicustian, tenent in Hunleam, and ... Margaret Mackay, alias nin Dholicachin, Marion 27 April
17. Roderick Mackay, alias Macenicolicrery, tenent and shoemaker in Keoldale, and ... Christian Grange, alias Campbell, Mary Anne 10 April (? May)
18. John Calder, alias Machustiaincicustian, tenent in Arnoboll, and ... Flora Mackenzie, alias nin Hustiandmacrob, Ann 16 May
19. Murdo. MacLeod, alias Bane, tenant in Clashneach, and ... Barbara Mackay, alias nin Neilmacemish, Neil 29 May
20. William Morison, alias macullammachustian, tenant and boatman in Ceannabin, and ... Elisabeth (alias Betty) Mackay, alias nin Achinmacdholicachinskerray, Maryanne 29 May
21. Angus MacLeod, smith in Ballinloch, and ... Katharine Mackay, Ann
22. Robert Mackay, alias Bane macenbhain, weaver in Balmhallich, and ... Margaret Mackay, alias nin Einnmacuilamnmuiler, John 8 June
23. Hugh MacLeod, alias macdholicloid, fisher and boatman in Islandhall, and ... Marion Mackay, alias nin Achinmacdholicineil, Christian 11 June
24. Hugh Mackay, alias Machustianicenustian, tenant in the Height of Strathmore near Plaid, and ... Margaret Sutherland, Donald 15 June
25. Angus Morison, alias Macdhonilroy at Dornadilla's Tower (Strathmore), and ... Janet Morison from Eddrachillis, Eric 15 June
26. Mr. John Thomson, minister of Durness, and ... Christian Mackenzie, Elisabeth Fairly 17 June
27. Murdo Munro, a little tenant in Saingo, and ... Katharine Campbell, Isobel 13 Aug.
28. John Campbell, alias Grange, Chelsea pensioner and tenant in Sartigrim, and ... Christian Mackay, alias Miller, Maryanne 17 Aug.
29. Angus Mackay, alias machustianmacrory, tenant in Uaibeg, and ... Eupham MacLeod, alias nin Dholmacormaid, Hugh 30 Aug.
30. Angus Mackay, miller in BadleHAVish, and ... Barbara Manson, Katharine 16 Sept.
31. The Rev. Mr. John Robertson, Missionary Minister of Westmoine, and ... Mrs. Christian Mackay, Katharine 16 Sept.
32. Thomas MacCulloch, herdman in Farout, and ... Margaret Mackay, James 11 Oct.
33. Donald MACKINTOSH, alias Bane, sailor in Rispond, and ... Katharine Gunn, Ann 11 Oct.
34. John Mackay (from Borgie, Tongue), smith in Eribol, and ... Ann Calder, John 11 Oct.
35. Hugh Gunn, boatman in Rispond, and ... Barbara Mackintosh, Barbara 22 Oct.
37. Angus Macpherson, tenant in Islandhall, and ... Margaret Sutherland, Andrew 11 Dec.

West Moine Mission Baptisms.

1. Alexander Morison Arnoboll and his wife Marion M'Intosh had a child baptised John 26 Aug.
2. Murdoch Mackay Bain and ... Barbara M'Intosh in Elanryar (twins), John and Donald 28 Aug.
3. John Mackenzie and ... Barbara MacLeod in Mussel, Marion 7 Sept.
4. James Mackay Macrob and ... Isobel Mackay in Arnoboll, Donald Dec.
5. Donald Mackay Macneil and ... Janet Mackay in Eribol, Katharine 17 Dec.
6. James Munroe, weaver, and ... Janet Mackay in Eribol, Murdoch
7. William Mackay Macryrie and ... Deona Munro in Eribol, Ann

1795
1. Donald Forbes, Esquire, tacksman of Balmaceil, and ... Mrs. Christian MacLeod (born 9th), Duncan Robert Mackay
2. John Campbell, alias Macdholicalistermacnish, tenant in Islandhall, and ... Catharine Mackay Miller, Kenneth
3. Robert Mackay, alias Macnischicenicalister, tenant in Mussel, and ... Elisabeth Mackay, Angus
4. Murdoch Macpherson, weaver in Saingo, and ... Janet MacLeod, Hugh
5. Angus Campbell, alias Macdholicalister, tenant in Balamhulichbeg, soldier in the Mackay Fencibles, and ... Margaret MacLeod, Donald
6. Donald MacIntyre from Argyleshire, shepherd in Parbh, and ... Katharine Miller from Melness, both unmarried, Mary
7. Murdoch Morison, alias Macualammacneil, tenant in Auldan, and ... Christian Mackay, Joanna
8. Hugh Morison, soldier 8th Fencible Regiment, Grenadier Company, and ... Janet Mackay, alias nain Eanbhain in Balamhulich (Murdo More, alias Morison, sponsor), Hugh
9. Roderick Morison, alias macualammacory, tenant and herdman in Cerruac, and ... Mary Mackay, Barbara
10. John MacCulloch, weaver and tenant in Balamhulich and presently soldier in the Reay Fencibles, and ... Catharine Mackay, alias nian Robmacenicuilammacneil, Christian
11. Alexander Pope, tenant in Keoldale, and ... Ann Mackay, Hugh Forbes
12. John Sutherland, tenant in Islandhall, and ... Mary Macpherson, Hugh
13. George Mackay, alias Mackenzie, a little tenant in Crosble, and ... Jean Morison, alias Doun, Christian
14. William Morison, junr., alias macenmacualammachusian, carpenter in Ceannabin, and ... Ann Mackay, Katharine
15. John Mackay, alias Macdholicustian, a little tenant in Sartgirim, and ... Mary Campbell, Margaret
16. Kenneth MacLeod, a little tenant in Saingobeg, presently private in the Reay Fencible Highlanders, and ... Ann Morison, alias nian Eanmacucilammachusian, Mary Ann
17. Donald Ross, alias Machstuanmacenicoun, in Achuchoran, and ... Ann Dunn, William
18. James Lowe, house carpenter from Orkney in Durin, and ... Ann Munro, daughter of Hugh Munro, merchant in Thurso, and Margaret MacDonald of Mr. MacDonald, minister, Ann
19. Hugh MacLeod, a little tenant in Saingobeg, presently private in the R. F., and ... Marion Mackay, Hugh
20. John Sutherland, farmer in Achumore, and ... Barbara Mackenzie, William

1 R. F., Reay Fencibles.
21. Donald Campbell, alias Macarlishicicalister, soldier in R. F., and ... Margaret Campbell in Durin, Donald 8 Dec.
22. Angus Sutherland, tenant in Durin, and ... Mary Calder, alias Doun, Christian 8 Dec.
23. Robert Mackay, alias Bain, private in R. F., and ... Margaret Mackay, alias nín Eoinmhuiler in Balamhuich, Vear, alias Eury 8 Dec.
(The woman is commonly called Ann nín Iye.)

West Moine Mission Baptisms.
1. Kenneth Mackay, shoemaker in Arnoboll, and ... Isobel Calder, John 1 Mar.
2. Hugh Mackay and ... Barbara Mackay in Hunleam, Barbara 5 April
3. George Mackay Bain and ... Katharine Mackay in Achugharasaidhe, James 6 April
4. John Mackay and ... Ann Mackay in Erbol (twins), Barbara and Eury 13 April
5. William Mackay macneil, and ... Christian Mackay in Achugharasaidhe, William 13 April
6. Hugh Mackenzie and ... Effy Mackenzie in Badavoir, Barbara 9 May
7. Donald Mackay Macnishicein and ... Janet Mackenzie in Mussel, John 20 May
8. John Mackay Machustian and ... Mary MacDonald in Ellanryar, Angus 20 May
9. William Calder Bain and ... Marion Mackay in Mussel, Katherine 20 May
10. William M'Intosh and ... Flora Munro in Erbol, Janet 1 June
11. John Mackay macnishicein and ... Johanna MacKay in Auldnacaillich, Janet 28 June
12. Hugh Mackay Macnishicein and ... Janet Mackay in Erbol, John 5 July
13. John Mackay and ... Bessie Mackenzie in Strathbeg, Elisabeth 11 July
14. Donald Mackay and ... Katharine MacDonald in Erbol, Angus 12 Aug.
15. John Mackay and ... Barbara Mackay in Achnulochie, Ann 14 Sept.
16. Hector Mackay and ... Janet M'Intosh in Badnahachlish, John 6 Dec.
17. Donald Mackay machustian and ... Mary Munro in Erbol, Barbara 23 Dec.
18. James Mackay and ... Ann Mackay in Hunleam, Margaret 24 Dec.

1796
1. Kenneth MacCulloch, little tenant in Crosple, and ... Barbara Ross, John 29 Jan.
2. George Sutherland, alias Macrory, soldier in R. F., and ... Elisabeth Grant in Gechoreve, Parph. William 20 Feb.
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4. Robert Morison, a little farmer in Cnocbreac, and ... Sallie Mackay, Margaret 18 Mar.
5. David Onson from Caithness, grieve at Balnaceil, and ... Mary Mackaikill, Roderick 23 Mar.
6. Donald Morison, alias Macuilammaccharin, tenent in Cnocbreac, and ... Margaret Mackay, Barbara 4 April
7. John MacLeod, alias macnishbhan, farmer in Achunahanait, and ... Ann Mackenzie, Wilhelmina 4 April
8. Murdoch MacLeod, alias macnishbhan, subtenant in Clash, and ... Barbara Mackay (twins), Janet and Joanna 9 April
9. Hugh Campbell, alias Macomashgrange, tenent in Crosbie, and ... Margaret Gilles from Sky, Angus 3 May
10. John Mackay, alias Maceanicamchinnhuiler, herdman in Geodhachreave, and ... Barbara Sutherland (twins), Roderick and Hector 22 May
11. John Morison, alias macuilammacory, herdman in Glasbhine, and ... Isobel Mackay, John 23 May
12. John Campbell, alias Grange, Chelsea pensioner, tenent in Sartrigim, and ... Christian Mackay, alias miller, Roderick 26 June
13. Angus MacLeod, smith in Balinloch, and ... Katharine Mackay, alias nin Rob, Isobel 30 June
14. Wemyss Munro, a young lad in Saingo, and Isobel Mackay, a single woman, Margaret 26 July
15. Charles Clarke and Mary Mackay, alias nin Dholicalister, Clashneach [n.b.l.w.], Donald 12 Aug.
16. Angus Mackay, alias machustainmacory, in Uaibeg, and ... Euphan MacLeod, Roderick 11 Aug.
17. Donald Ross, farmer in Uaibeg, and ... Mary Mackay, Isobel 23 Sept.
18. George White, taylor in Keoldale, and ... Caroline Campbell, Wilhelmina 5 Nov.
19. John Mackaikill in Balamhulich, soldier in R. F., and ... Margaret Morison, alias nin Achin, Hector 8 Nov.
20. John Sutherland, alias Mackenzie, farmer in Achunahainait, and ... Barbara Campbell, Hugh 9 Nov.
21. Hugh Mackay, alias Macenicalister, grieve in Keoldale, and ... Isobel Dingwall, Donald 8 Dec.
22. Thomas MacCulloch, herdman in Farout, and ... Margaret Mackay, Christian 23 Dec.
23. Mr. James Simpson from Aberdeenshire, schoolmaster of Durness, and ... Martha Maitland (born 19th), Duncina Forbes 31 Dec.

West Moine Mission Baptisms.
1. George Morison and ... Ann M'lvar in Bliaid, Robert 11 April
2. Angus Mackay and ... Ann Mackenzie in Dalmaharith, Janet 12 Aug.
3. John Munro and ... Catharine Mackay in hunleam, Ann 10 Sept.
4. Murdoch Mackay, Mussel, and ... Ann Morison, ... 10 Sept.
5. John Mackay, blacksmith, and ... Ann Calder in Eribol, Barbara 4 Nov.
6. George Mackay, merchant, and ... Margaret Mackay in Hunleam (twins), Hugh and Mary 4 Nov.
7. Angus Mackay, miller, and ... Barbara Manson in ..., Christian 22 Nov.
8. Donald Mackay Macrob and ... MacLeod in Hope, Elisabeth 2 Dec.

1797.
1. William Morison, alias Macuilammachustin in Ceannabin, and ... Elizabeth (Betty) Mackay, Heckie 5 Jan.
3. Mr. Donald Mackay, Borley, and Mrs. Margaret MacDermat, Minnie 17 Feb.
5. William Sutherland Mackenzie in Keoldale, and ... Christian Campbell grange, Katharine 26 Feb.
6. Roderick Morison, alias Macuilammacrory, herdman in Cerruac, and ... Mary Mackay, William 12 Mar.
7. John Mackay, alias Macdholicustian, in Sartigrim, and ... Mary ... Marion 12 Mar.
8. James Falconer, weaver and soldier in the Caithness Fencibles, and ... Mary Morison [born in this parish, but the man is from Thurso], James 6 May
9. Kenneth MacCulloch, a little farmer in Crosple, and ... Barbara Ross, Roderick 18 May
10. Donald Mackintosh, alias Bain, at Rispond, mate of the ... Fairly of Rispond,” and ... Katharine Gunn, Hugh 23 May
11. John Campbell, alias Macdholicalister in Islandhall, and ... Catharine Mackay, Robert 30 June
12. Hugh Gunn in Lochsuan, and ... Barbara Mackintosh, Mary 31 July
13. Donald Mackay, alias Machustianicolicustian, in Auldean, and ... Mary Munro, John 7 Aug.
15. Hector Morison, alias Macdhonil, herdman at Cerruac, and ... Janet Morison, Donald 17 Sept.
16. Donald Ross, herdman in Achuchorain, and ... Ann Dunn, James 19 Sept.
17. John Mackay, alias Macdholicustian, in Sartigrim, and ... Mary Campbell, Erick 20 Sept.
18. Roderick Mackay, alias Maceanmacdholicery, shoemaker and little farmer in Keoldale, and ... Christian Campbell, alias Grange, John 4 Oct.
20. David Swanson, grieve at Balnaceil, from Caithness, and ... Christian Campbell, Christian 13 Dec.
22. John Morison alias macuilammacrory, herdman in Glasbhine, and ... Isobel Mackay, originally from the estate of Strathy, Barbara 27 Dec.

1798.
1. John Mackay, alias Macachin, in Ashir and Barbara Mackay daughter of John Mackay, alias Bain, in Balamhulich [n.b.i.w.,] Katharine 5 Jan.
2. George Mackay, alias Mackenzie, in Crosple, and ... Jean Doun, alias Morison, Flora 15 Jan.
3. John Sutherland, farmer in Achumore, and ... Barbara Mackenzie, William 21 Jan.
4. Robert Morison, farmer in Cnoochreac and ... Sarah, commonly Sallie, Mary Ann 6 Feb.
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6. Angus Campbell, alias Macdholicalister, in Balamhulich, and ... Margaret MacLeod, dau. of John MacLeod, smith, Katharine 14 Feb.
7. Alexander Mackay, alias Macceanicalister, Uaibeg, presently in R. F. in Ireland, and ... Helen Mackay in Uaibeg, Alexandre (Alexie) 15 Mar.
8. Murdo MacLeod, alias Bain, tenant in Clashneach, and ... Barbara Mackay, alias nin Nellicemish, William 29 Mar.
9. William Morison, alias MacEanmacuilammachustian, boat carpenter and tenant in Islandhall, and ... Ann Mackay, Donald 6 April
10. Donald Mackay in Borly, and ... Mrs. Margaret MacDermat, Duncan 6 April
11. Donald Levack, a single lad from Caithness in Cnocbrec, and Mary Mackenzie, a single woman from Assynt in Crooble, William 6 April
12. Angus Mackay, alias machustianmacroy, in Uaibeg, from Eddrachilis 21 years ago, and ... Eupham MacLeod, Erick 4 June
13. John MacLeod, alias Bain, farmer in Achunahainat, and ... Ann Mackenzie, Angus 17 June
14. John Morison, Smerian, from Lewis, sailor aboard of the "Fairly of Rispond," and Isobel Murray, Hugh 2 July
15. Angus Sutherland, little farmer in Durin, and ... Mary Morison, Alexandrine 10 July
16. Angus MacLeod from Edrachylis, sailor on the "Fairly," and ... Bessie Morison, dau. of Hugh Morison in Ceannabin, and Mary MacCulloch, Kenneth 18 July
17. Angus MacLeod, smith in Balnloch, and ... Katharine Mackay, Barbara ... 17 Oct.
18. John MacLeod, farmer and boatman in Ceannabin, and ... Mary Macpherson, Christian 17 Oct.
19. James Low, carpenter in Durin, and ... Ann Munro, Jean 28 Dec.

1799.

1. Hugh Campbell, alias Grange, herdmam in Crosple, and ... Margaret Isles, John 11 Jan.
2. George White, taylor in Keoldale, and ... Caroline Camp- bell, George Mackay 23 Jan.
3. David Swanson, Grieve at Balnacel, and ... Christian Campbell, Jean 29 Jan.
4. Charles Mackintosh, sailor on the "Fairly," and ... Katharine MacDonald, George 4 Feb.
5. Angus Munro, farmer in Saingo, presently in R. F. in Ireland, and ... Mina Morison, Angus 13 Feb.
6. John Mackay, alias macomashicachinmhuiler, herdmam in Geochreve, and ... Barbara Sutherland, John 13 Feb.
7. Richard Mackay, weaver in Uaibeg, and ... Katharine Macpherson, Helen 14 Mar.
8. Thomas MacCulloch, Achins of Cnocbrec, and ... Margaret Mackay, Donald 4 May
9. Donald Mackay, alias machustianmacuilammachustian, presently in the Cromarty Rangers, and ... Mary Munro, Donald 22 May
10. James Anderson, Esquire, Rispond, and Mrs. Barbara Gordon, Georgina Mackay 8 June
11. (Hugh Mackay, son to Mr. Hugh Mackay and Mrs. Mary Clarke, Clasneach, was born in August 1799) Note in margin.
12. Sergt. Hugh Mackay, alias Machustiamacenicustian, at Strathanore, and ... Ann Sutherland, dau. of Robert Sutherland, miller in Rians parish of Tongue, Isobel ... 28 July
13. Hugh Mackay, alias Macenicalisterroy, farmer and Volunteer in Sartigrim, and ... Isobel Dingwall, Alexander ... 30 July
14. John Morison, alias Macmorachie, piper in Balcaineil, and ... Katharine Mackenzie, Jean ... 1 Aug.
15. William Morison, alias Macualammachustian, farmer in Saingo, and ... Elisabeth Mackay, William ... 13 Aug.
16. Kenneth MacCulloch, little farmer in Crosple, and ... Barbara Ross, Joanna ... 14 Aug.
17. Hugh Mackay from Aultinrinie and Hugh Macenceineich's dau., his wife in Cul Dhonilroy, Strathmore, Janet ... 1 Sept.
18. John Mackay, alias Macdholicolicustian, in Sartigrim, and Mary ... from Strathmelson, Donald ... 4 Sept.
19. John Mackay, alias Macdholicustian, wright and farmer in Sartigrim, and ... Mary Campbell, Donald ... 4 Oct.
20. Neil Mackay, alias Macnishbhhain in Portchamil, and ... Isobel Calder, alias Egal, Angus ... 5 Oct.
21. George Mackay, alias Macrobmacoryrebhach, Aultnacealich, Strathmore, and ... Isobel Mackay, Mary ... 6 Oct.
22. Donald Mackay in Borly, and ... Margaret MacDermat, Colin Campbell ... 22 Oct.
23. Angus Mackay from the Heights of Eddrachylis in Dalna- ... 3 Nov.
24. Robert Mackenzie, alias Macenceineich, in Eribol, and ... Elisabeth MacLeod, Angus ... 1 Dec.
25. Donald Mackay, alias macrobmaceMnish, in Hope, and ... MacLeod from Lettermore, Elisabeth ... 1 Dec.

1800.

1. John Mackay, alias Macachinicolicachinskerray in Achunlochie, and ... Barbara Mackay, alias Macdholicachin, Hector ... 18 Jan.
2. Andrew Mackay, soldier in R. F. in Ireland, from the parish of Reay, and Margaret Sutherland in Crosple, Johanna ... 27 Jan.
3. Capt. Donald Forbes, Esquire, Ribigill and Balnaceil, and ... Mrs. Christian MacLeod (born 20th), Hugh ... 29 Jan.
4. Angus Campbell, alias Maceorish, piper, Grenadier Company R. F., and ... Barbara Campbell in Balamhulich, Angus ... 29 Jan.
5. Corporal Donald Mackay, R. F. Achunahanait, and ... Katharine MacLeod, Wilhelmina ... 6 Feb.
6. Alexander Mackay, herdmam in Farout, and ... Marion MacDonald (certified from Lairg), Hugh ... 7 Feb.
7. John Campbell, alias Macdholicisternish, in Durin, and ... Katharine Mackay-Miller, Christian ... 7 Feb.
8. George Mackay, alias Mackenzie, little farmer in Crosple, and ... Jean Morison, alias Donn, Kenneth ... 22 Feb.
9. Alexander Mackay, alias Maceenicalister, Uaibeg, presently in R. F., and ... Helen Mackay, Katharine ... 28 Feb.
10. Mr. John Clarke, tacksman of Keoldale, and ... Mrs. Johanna Falconer (born 22nd Feb.), David Ross ... 5 Mar.
11. Donald Ross, alias Machustiamameanicoun, in Achuchoran, and ... Ann Dunn, Hugh ... 5 Mar.
12. Hugh Mackenzie, alias Maceaniceineich, in Badamheoir, and ... Eupham Mackay, Angus ... 30 Mar.
13. Murdo MacLeod, alias Bain, in Clashnearach, and ... Barbara Mackay, Johanna ... 2 Mar.
14. Francis Frenc, shepherd in Ceannabin, and ... Christian Macmillan, Colin 5 May
15. John Morison, alias Maculammacrory, herdman in Glasbhine, and ... Isobel Mackay, John 7 May
16. Lucie MacLeod, a single woman in Balamhulich [n.b.l.w.], Johanna 20 June
   (Danie Morison confessed guilt with said Lucie).
17. Charles Mackintosh in Balnaceil and ... Katharine MacDonald, Hugh 8 July
18. John Sutherland, farmer in Achumore, and ... Barbara Mackay, Janet 19 July
20. Angus MacLeod, alias macneilcloid, in Clashneach and Janet Ross, Hughina 31 Oct.
21. Donald MacIntyre, shepherd, from Argyleshire, in Dale or Dall, north side of the river near Achumore, i.e. Parph, and ... Margaret Campbell, Marion, i.e. Mour 21 Nov.
22. David Onson in Balnaceil and ... Mary Mackaiscill Christian 1 Dec.
23. David Swanson, grieve in Balnaceil, and ... Christian Campbell, Katharine 1 Dec.

1801.

2. Hector Giles, out servant in Balnaceil, and ... Ann Mackenzie, both from Sky, Robert 11 Jan.
3. Angus Campbell, alias macdholicalister, weaver in Balamhulich, and ... Margaret MacLeod, Robert 11 Jan.
4. Kenneth MacLeod in Saingobeg, and ... Ann Morison, George 15 Feb.
5. Donald Ross, a single lad in Keoldale, and Katharine Miller in Mehnass, parish of Tongue, previously guilty [n.b.l.w.], Elisabeth 3 Mar.
6. John Morison from Stornua, sailor in Rispond, and ... Isobel Murray, Charles 26 Mar.
7. Robert Murray, a very young single lad in Saingo, and Barbara Mackintosh, an unmarried woman also in Saingo [n.b.l.w.], Hugh 9 Aprile
8. James Anderson, Esquire, Senior, Rispond, and ... Mrs. Barbara Gordon (born 25th April), Caroline 6 May
9. Mr. Donald Mackay, tacksman of Borley, and ... Mrs. Margaret Macdermad, Isobel 1 June
10. John Mackay, alias Maceanicachin, herdman in Geochreave, and ... Barbara Sutherland, alias nin Rory, George 21 June
11. John MacLeod in Ceannabin and ... Mary Macpherson, Donald 27 July
12. Richard Mackay, weaver in Uaibeg, and ... Katharine Macpherson, George 12 Sept.
13. Angus MacLeod, smith in Balinloch, and ... Katharine Mackay, Robert 19 Sept.
15. Hugh Gunn, little tenent, fisher and kelper in Lochsuan, and ... Barbara Mackintosh, Donald 12 Nov.

1802.

1. George White, taylor in Keoldale, and ... Caroline Campbell, George 5 Jan.
2. Lieut. Hugh Mackay, Volunteer, Clashneach, and ... Mary Clarke, Hugh 13 Feb.
3. Thomas MacCulloch in Balamhulich, and ... Margaret Mackay, Donald 22 Feb.
4. Mr. John Clarke, tacksman of Keoldale, and ... Mrs. Joanna Falconer, Alexander Falconer 10 Mar.
5. George Mackay, alias Aberach, in Portchamil, and ... Margaret Innes (born 6th Feb.), John 15 Mar.
6. Mr. John MacDonald, Schoolmaster of Durness, and ... Janet MacLeod, James Mackay 25 Mar.
7. Robert Mackay in Freasgil and ... Janet Mackay, Donald 6 April
8. John Mackay, alias Machustianmacnish, in Dalnaheru, and ... Barbara MacLeod, Wilhelmina 11 April
9. Sergt. Hugh Mackay, alias Machustianenicustian, Strathmore, and ... Ann Sutherland, George 12 April
10. Hugh Mackenzie, alias Mackenziecinich, in Badamheoir, and ... Eupham Mackay, George 2 April
11. Angus MacLeod, alias macneilmacnish, in Aultcoirheasgil, and ... Janet Ross, John 15 April
12. Hugh Mackay in Sartigrim and ... Isobel Dingwall, Christian 26 May
13. John Henderson, drainer in Balnaceil (from Long formacus), and ... dau. of Adam Robertson, Shepherd, Shinins, Isobel 1 June
14. John Sutherland, alias Macrory, farmer in Achumore, and ... Barbara Mackenzie, Donald Mackay 13 June
15. Donald Mackay, alias Macrobmacemish, in Hope, and ... ... MacLeod, Robert 21 June
16. Thomas MacCulloch in Balamhulich and Margaret Mackay, alias Dolicye, guilty of a relapse [n.b.l.w.], Janet 26 June
17. Janet MacLeod, single woman in Balamhulich, had a child baptized three years and six weeks old, Isobel 12 July
   The reason of Janet MacLeod's child not being baptized sooner was her delating David Swanson, a married man, who denied, and afterwards George Mackay, alias Bain, son of John Bain, Balamhulich, who was drowned in Ireland when in the R.F.
18. William Morison, farmer in Cnocbreac, and ... Hughina Morison, Katharine 20 July
19. John M'Intyre, Society Schoolmaster at Cambusanduin, and ... Katharine MacNaughten (born 7th July), Barbara 20 July
20. Lieut. Donald Mackay, Tacksman of Clashneach, and ... Sybella Thomson, Alexander 23 July
21. William Morison, Carpenter in Ceannaboin, and ... Ann Mackay, Hughina 30 July
22. George Orr, late grasier in Kilivine, originally from the Lothians, presently shepherd at Braesgil, and ... Katharine Fledger (!), William 4 Aug.
23. Angus Calder, alias Macullamachustianicolgilbert, weaver, Strathmore, and ... Katharine Mackintosh, alias nin Eoinmacdholicein, Mary 4 Aug.

1 Mary in pencil.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>James Mackay, alias macdholiciulamoig, in Hunleam, and ...</td>
<td>Ann Mackay, Jean MacLeod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>Abigail Mackay, alias nín Macarlishoig, a widow in Strathmore, her husband being drowned spring last, Hector</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>John Mackay, alias Macdholicustian, farmer in Sartigrim, and ...</td>
<td>Mary Campbell, Christian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>John Mackay, alias Machustian, R. F. from Melness, and ...</td>
<td>Mary Sutherland, Crosble, Katharine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>John Mackay, Achinlochy, and ...</td>
<td>Barbara Mackay, James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>James Anderson, Esquire, senior, late in Rispond now in Badnabey, Eddrachylys, and ...</td>
<td>Mrs. Barbara Gordon (born 28 Oct.), Rupart</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Baptized by the Rev. John Mackenzie, Presentee to Eddrachylys, attested by John Thomson, minr. of Durness.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>Kenneth Mackay in Hunleam, Donald</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>John Campbell, alias Macdholicalister, farmer in Durin, and ...</td>
<td>Katharine Mackay, alias Miller, Donald</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1803.

1. David Swanson, grieve in Balnaceil, and ... Christian Campbell, Dolly | 18 Jan. |
2. George Jack, grieve with Mr. Dunlop in Balnaceil, and ... Christian Logan, both from Lothians, Christian | 26 Jan. |
4. George Mackay, alias Mackenzie, little farmer in Crosple, and ... Jean Morison, alias Doun, Donald | 11 Mar. |
5. Richard Mackay, weaver in Uaibeg, and ... Katharine Macpherson, John | 25 April |
6. Donald M’Intyre from Argyleshire, Shepherd Doll, and ... Margaret Campbell, William | 29 April |
7. Robert Mackay, alias Maceanicolicachin, Sergt., in Breadalbne Fencibles, and ... Janet Munro, in Saingomore, Johanna | 6 May |
8. Hugh MacLeod, late R. F., in Saingobeg, and ... Marion Mackay, Margaret | 4 June |
9. Murdoch MacLeod, alias Macnishbhain, little farmer in Claishneach, and ... Barbara Mackay, Jean | 15 June |
10. Duncan Macnaughtan, shepherd in Glasbhinn, Braes of Durness, and ... Christian M’Intyre, Flora | 21 June |
11. Angus MacLeod, little tenent in Aultcoirefheasgil, and ... Janet Ross, Marion (Mary Ann) | 23 June |
12. Donald Morison, alias Macuilammacachin, in Islandhall, and ... Margaret Mackay, Ann | 27 June |
13. Sergt. Hugh Morison, late Caithness Fencibles, in Balamullich, and ... Janet Mackay, Jean | 25 July |
14. John Campbell, a single lad, Claishneach, and Eric Mackenzie (unmarried), [n.b.l.w.], John | 1 Aug. |
15. Donald Mackay, alias Macuilam, late R. F., in Achunahainait, and ... Katharine MacLeod, Dolly | 5 Aug. |
16. John MacLeod, alias Macuilammachustian, in Balamullich, and ... Barbara Campbell, Mackay | 5 Aug. |
17. John Mackay, alias Oag, late R. F., in Eribol, and ... Katharine Mackay from Tongue, Mary | 26 Aug. |
18. James Mackay, alias Macuilammacpatric, late R. F., and ... Isobel Mackay in Uaibeg, John | 27 Aug. |
25. Andrew Mackay from Caithness, late R. F., shoemaker in Saingo, and . . . Margaret Sutherland, Mackay Thomson 24 Sept.
30. John MacIntosh, alias Macaneincalister, in Durin, and . . . Mary MacLeod, Murdoch 5 Dec.

West Moine Mission Baptisms.
3. Robert Mackay, Fraschill, and . . . Eliz. Mackenzie, Donald 4 April
4. Donald Henderson, shepherd, Mussel, and . . . Duncan 9 May
5. John Calder in Arnoboll, and . . . Flory Mackenzie, Isobel 25 May
7. George Morison in Aghughrasaid, and . . . Barbara Calder, John 10 June
8. James Mackay in Inveran and . . . Betty Glass, Hugh 11 June
9. Hugh Mackay in Elanraoir and . . . Janet Mackay, Donald 23 June
10. William M'Intosh in Eribol and . . . Flory Munro, Hugh 1 July
11. Donald Mackay in Portchamil and . . . Isobel Calder, John 24 July

1804.
5. Hugh Mackay, alias Macenialaristerroy, little farmer in Saingomore, and . . Isobel Dingwall, Christian Mackenzie 23 April
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6. Sergt. Alexander Mackay, alias Macuilammacakrish, 2nd Batt. Sutherland volunteers, and ... Barbara Morison, John 23 April
7. George White, taylor in Keoldale, and ... Caroline Campbell, daur. of Donald Campbell, alias Grange, Dollie Mackay 24 April
8. John MacLeod, parochial schoolmaster, and ... Janet MacLeod, Ann Mackay 1 May
9. John Campbell, tacksman of Clasneach, and ... Mrs. Barbara Morison, Donald Mackay 3 May
10. John MacLeod, little farmer and fisher in Ceannabin, and ... Mary Macpherson, Andrew 10 May
11. Lieut. Hugh Mackay, tacksman of Clasneach, and ... Mrs. Mary Clarke, Margaret 25 May
12. George M’Intosh, alias macachinmacrorry, a single lad, and volunteer in Ceoldale, and Ann M’Intosh, alias nin Eanmaceanicalester, a single woman in Durin, daur. of John M’Intosh, post [n.b.!?], Ann 11 June
13. Alexander Morison, alias macuil lam macrorry, volunteer, late in Cerruc, now in Ardaloch, and ... Lucie Mackay, daur. of John Mackay and Isobel Doun, George 30 June
14. George MacLeod, alias manishmacuilammachustain in Balamhulich, and ... Ann Sutherland, William 25 July
15. Kenneth Sutherland, volunteer, son of Kenneth Sutherland, alias Macennich, in Buailbhig, near Ballachaitich, and ... Early Dunn, Mary 1 Sept.
16. John Mackay, alias Machunt, from Melnessside, in Crosple, and ... Mary Sutherland, Robert 13 Sept.
17. John Mackay, alias Macdholicustain, farmer in Saingobeg, and ... Mary ... Isobel 2 Oct.
18. John MacLeod, alias Macnishmacustain, late R. F. now volunteer, Balamhulich, and ... Barbara Campbell, Angus 8 Oct.
19. John M’Intosh, volunteer in Achumore, and ... Caroline Mackay, Betty 9 Oct.
20. Robert Campbell, alias Macarlishicicalister, and Janet, Betty Banton from Glasgow or thereabout, Janet 30 Nov.
21. John Mackay, alias Macdholicustain, farmer in Cnocabrec, and ... Mary Campbell, Donald 26 Dec.

West Moine Mission Baptisms.

1. Donald Watt in Eribol and ... Henney Mackay, Neil 24 Feb.
2. John Mackay, alias macnish (?), and ... Ann Mackay, Janet 20 April
3. John Mackay, smith, Eribol, and ... Ann Calder, Sophia 22 April
4. John Mackay, tailor, Faol’lin, and ... , Barbara 22 April
5. Angus Rose in Hope and ... , John 17 June
6. Alexr. Calder, Lubvan, and ... , Angus 22 June
7. Hugh Mackay, Elenraoir, and ... , Donald 22 June
8. Donald Henderson, shepherd in Mussel, ... , Mary 22 June
9. John M’Intyre, schoolmaster, Eribol, and ... , Donald 8 July
10. John Mackay,1 Dalnaheive, and ... , Angus 11 July
11. Hugh Calder in Badaveoir and ... , Isobel 24 July
12. George Mackay, Aultnaabranah Strathbeg, and ... , Margaret 24 July
14. Donald Calder (illegitimate), ... 13 Sept.
15. John Mackay Oag, ... James 13 Sept.
16. Angus Mackay, miller, Badilhavish, and ... , Johanna 15 Oct.
17. Donald Mackay, weaver, Faolín, and ... , Hugh 28 Nov.

1 Macensie in General Register,
1805.

2. Lieut. Swanson, Lythemore, parish of Thurso, and Janet Mackaiskill, Balamhulich, both unmarried, Barbara 22 Jan.
3. Angus Campbell, alias Maceorishgrashich, piper, Balamhulich, and ... Barbara Campbell, Iye 19 Mar.
4. Richard Mackay, weaver in Uaibeg, and ... Katharine Macpherson, Christian 13 Mar.
5. David Swanson, grieve at Balnaceil, and ... Christian Campbell, Margaret 8 May
6. John M'Intosh, alias Maceanalistermacnish, little farmer in Ceannabin, and ... Mary MacLeod, Christian 17 May
7. Lucie MacLeod, an unmarried woman in Saingobeg, formerly guilty with Donald or Danie Morison, a single lad in Ceannabin, had by a sponsor, Ann 17 May
   She persists delating Edward Morison, brother to said Danie, which would be the Heinous Crime of Incest (sic), but Edward denies the charge, though frequently exhorted to confess and tell the truth. The 14th or 15th inst. Edward enlisted in the army of Defence).
8. George Campbell, alias macdholgrensich, volunteer late R. F., in Durin, and ... Ann Mackintosh, alias nin Uilammacneilicein, William 22 May
9. John Cleugh, shepherd (certified by Rev. Robert Gunn, Latheron), in Auldandearg, and ... Sarah Gray, John 5 June
10. John Mackay in Sartigrim, shepherd from Strathy, and ... Margaret Mackay, Margaret 21 June
11. Hugh MacLeod, little tenant in Saingobeg, and ... Marion Mackay, Katharine 22 June
12. Donald Mackay, farmer in Achunahanait, and ... Catherine MacLeod, Catherine 22 June
13. Donald Campbell, alias Macarlishicalister, little farmer in Saingomore, and ... Margaret Campbell, Catherine 10 July
14. Alexander Munro, tailor, presently in Islandhall, and ... Katharine Morison, Donald 17 Aug.
16. Donald M'Intyre, shepherd in Doll-Parph, and ... Margaret Campbell, Mary Cameron 17 Sept.
17. John Campbell, alias Machustiangrashich, in Durin, and ... Christian Campbell, alias Grange, Margaret 18 Sept.
18. Lieut. Donald Mackay, tacksman of Torly, and ... Sybella Thomson, Thomson Christiana 16 Oct.
20. John M'Intosh, volunteer, and ... Caroline Mackay in Achumore, Eupham 30 Oct.
21. Alexander Bethune, white fisher in Keoldale, and ... Barbara Mackay, Catharine 4 Nov.
22. Robert Murray in Saingomore and ... Catherine Morison from Stornua, Ann 13 Nov.
23. Alexander MacDonald in Ceoldale and ... Mary Oman, both from Caithness, Isobel 23 Nov.
24. John Morison from Stornua, sailor in Rispin, and ... Isobel Murray, Normand 23 Nov.
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27. Angus MacLeod, alias Macdonilbhan, weaver in Achunnahanait, and . . . Marion Mackay, Mackay Donald 21 Dec.

West Moine Mission Baptisms.
1. Donald Mackay Macrob in Hope and . . ., Katharine 26 Jan.
8. Robert Mackay in Fraskill, and . . ., Isobel 7 June
9. James MacLeod in Hope, and . . ., Neil 14 June
10. William Mackay Macrairie, and . . ., Donald 8 July
11. Hugh Mackay in Mussell, and . . ., Donald 11 July
14. James Munro, and . . . Mary Munro, Donald Mackay 24 Oct.
15. Donald Mackay Bain, pensioner, Hunleam, Johan 1 Nov.
16. Angus Rose, Hope, and . . ., Katharine 8 Nov.

1806.
1. Andrew Mackay, shoemaker in Saingo from Caithness, and . . . Margaret Sutherland, William 8 Jan.
2. Hugh Mackay, shepherd in Glasbhinn, and . . . Christian Mackay, both from Strathhalladale, Donald 27 Jan.
4. Donald Morison, alias Macuilammacchin, farmer in Islandhall, and . . . Margaret Mackay, Margaret 2 Feb.
6. Kenneth Sutherland, alias Macdholicenich, in Durin, and . . . Margaret Mackay, Doll 6 Mar.
7. William Morison, alias macuilammacrory, a young man in Doll-Parph, and Ann M'Intosh, alias nin Uilam-macneil in Doll [n.b.l.w.], Donald 21 Mar.
10. Thomas Garry (from Halkirk) in Balamhulich and . . . Mary MacLeod, Elisabeth (Betty) 29 Mar.
11. John Clarke, Esq., tacksman of Keoldale, and . . . Mrs. Johanna Falconer (born 10th April), Eric Mackay 18 April
12. Mr. John MacDonald, schoolmaster, and . . . Janet MacLeod (born 17th April), Elisabeth (Betty) 19 April
13. Robert Mackay, alias Bain, little farmer in Leinnin, and . . . Margaret Mackay-Miller, Elspat 8 May

1 Wife's name not entered,
15. Donald Sutherland, alias Macrory, in Durin, and ... Catharine Morison, Hector 19 May  
16. Alexander Mackay, alias Maceanicalister, in Uaibeg, and ... Helen Mackay, Mary Ann Fullerton, i.e., Minie 9 July  
17. George Macleod, alias Macnishmacuilam, little farmer in Balamhulich, and ... Ann Sutherland, Donald 10 July  
18. Hugh Gunn in Loch Suian and ... Barbara M'Intosh, Neil 20 July  
19. George White Taylor in Ceoldale and ... Caroline Campbell, alias inn Dholgrashich, Christian 20 July  
20. Drill-Sergt. Alexander Mackay, Volunteer in Saingo, and ... Barbara Morison, Robert 25 July  
21. Donald Watt from Caithness in Erbol and ... Henrietta Mackay, Alexander 10 July  
22. Donald Morison in Ceannabin and ... Catharine Sutherland, alias Mackenzie, John 28 Aug.  
23. John Macleod, alias Macnishmacuilamachustian, little tenant in Leinnin, and ... Barbara Campbell, Robert 28 Sept.  
24. James Mackay, alias Macuilammacpatric, tenant in Uaibeg, and ... Isobel Mackay, Donald 14 Oct.  
25. Hugh Campbell, alias Macmashgrashich, herd in Crosdale, and ... Barbara Mackay, alias Bain, George 1 Nov.  
26. Mr. Hugh Mackay, Clasneach, and ... Mrs. Mary Clarke, Dolfie Mackay 7 Nov.  
27. Thomas Mather, shepherd in Balmaclell, and ... Janet Crawford, both from Northumberland, Edward 12 Nov.  
28. Angus Campbell, piper, alias Maceorish-grashich in Balamhulich, and ... Barbara Campbell, Catharine 14 Nov.  
29. Angus MacLeod, herdman in Aultcoirefheasgil, and ... Janet Ross, William 17 Nov.  

West Moine Mission Baptisms.  
1. Hugh Mackay, Elanraoir, and ... George 1 Jan.  
2. Angus Mackay (Macrob), Arnoboll, and ... Janet 7 Jan.  
3. James Mackay, Braiskill, and ... Donald 7 Jan.  
4. John Munro, Hunleam, and ... Donald 12 Jan.  
5. Hugh Calder, Badamheoir, and ... Mary 29 Jan.  
6. John Calder, Arnoboll, and ... (dau.), Hughy 31 Jan.  
7. Hugh Mackenzie, Erbol, and ... Donald 1 April  
8. Hector Mackay, Strathmore, and ... Ephiie 27 April  
9. John Mackay, alias Bain, Culachnill, and ... (dau.), Hughy 22 Sept.  

1807.  
1. George Campbell, alias Macdhonilgreshich, little farmer in Durin, late R. F., and ... Ann Mackintosh, Donald 2 Jan.  
2. David Swanson, Grieve in Balnaceil, and ... Christian Campbell, Johanna 8 Jan.  
3. Alexander Munro, taylor in Lochsuan, and ... Catherine Morison, John 13 Jan.  
4. John Mackintosh, alias Macdholicuillammacneil, tenant in Achumore, and ... Caroline Mackay, Marion 30 Jan.  
5. William Mackay, alias macenicuilam, a single lad, shepherd from Sandwood and Ashir, and Mary Sutherland in Durin [n.b.l.w.], Charles 3 Feb.
6. Hugh Mackay, alias macenicalister, little farmer in Saingo-
more, and ... Isobel Dingwall, Jean Macleod 13 Feb.
7. John Mackay, alias Macenicachin, in Aultan, and ... 
Barbara Sutherland, Hugh 14 Mar.
8. John Mackay, alias Macdholicustian, little farmer in Cnoc-
breac, and ... Mary Campbell, Mackay Donald 21 Mar.
9. Alexander Mackay, alias Macdholicalister in Freasgil, and ... 
10. William Morison, alias Maceniculammachustian, Carpenter in 
Ceannabin, and ..., ... Mackay (twins), John and Betty 13 April
11. Richard Mackay, weaver in Uaibeg, and ... Catharine 
Macpherson, Andrew 16 April
12. John Mackintosh, alias Maceanichenalistercinish, in Ris-
pond, and ... Mary MacLeod, Isobel 25 May
13. John Mackay, smith in Eribol, and ... Ann Calder, 
Jacobina 24 June
14. John Mackay, Achunlochie, and ... Barbara Mackay, Janet 
24 June
15. Kenneth Mackay, Aberach, and ... 24 June
16. Donald Campbell, alias Macarlishicalister in Saingo, and 
... Margaret Campbell nin Aoidh, Alexie 28 June
17. Donald Mackay, alias Macdholiculnicustian, in Portchamil, 
now going to Caithness, and ... Isobel Calder = Egal, 
Neil 5 July
18. John Mackay, alias Oag, Shepherd from Strathy, late in 
Sartigrim, now in Achumore, and ... Margaret Forbes, 
Hughina 7 July
19. James Black, Shepherd in Shinnins, and ... Jean Turner, 
both from Northumberland (born 16th June), Adam 16 July 
(After name Adam, Mr. Thomson's writes "Hic nihil deest."
20. Angus MacLeod, alias Bain, weaver in Achunanahait, and 
... Marion Mackay, Donald 27 July
21. James Mackay, alias Macdholniculamoig, in Hunleam, and 
... Ann Mackay, Isobel 12 Aug.
22. John Campbell, farmer in Borley, and ... Barbara Morison, 
Catharine 31 Aug.
23. Donald MacLeod, private in the Royal Army of Defence in 
Clashneach, and ... Catherine Mackay, Marion 9 Sept.
24. Donald M'Intyre, shepherd in Doll, and ... Margaret 
Campbell, Dugald 15 Sept.
25. Alexander Bethune, white fisher in Aultan, and ... Barbara 
Mackay, John 5 Oct.
26. Angus Sutherland, a single lad lately in Balamhulich, now 
in Saingo, and Christian Morison in Durin, unmarried, 
(Roderick), written over John 6 Oct.
27. William Campbell, alias Maceanicolicalister, in Saingomore, 
and ... Rachael Sutherland, Anderson Campbell 17 Oct.
28. Donald Ross, a single lad in Islanhall, and Margaret Morison, 
a single woman there [n.b.l.w], James 16 Nov.
29. Hugh Morison in Leinnin and ... Janet Mackay, alias 
Bain (twins), Hugh and Eury 17 Nov.
30. Hugh Mackay, Portchamil, and ... Barbara Sutherland, 
the man from Eddrachylis, the woman from Kintail, James 28 Dec.
31. Hugh Mackay, alias Maceanicnishicalister, in Mussel, and 
... Janet Mackay, Katharine 28 Dec.

West Moine Mission Baptisms.
1. Hugh Mackay, Blahad, and ... Hugh 6 Jan.
1Tongue,
5. James Munro, Ledglass, and . . ., John 25 May
6. John Mackenzie, Dal-Dun, John 30 May
7. Donald Mackay, alias Macrob, in Hope, Donald 30 May

1808.
1. Donald Mackay, alias Macdholicailain, in Ceannabin, and . . ., Catharine MacLeod, George 15 Jan.
5. Hugh Mackay, shepherd in Borly, and . . ., Christian Mackay, both from Strathhalladale or Strathy, Hugh 11 Mar.
7. John Mackay, alias Macuilamchustiancigilbert, from Dalinduin, now in Phaolin, and . . ., Catharine Mackay, Dolcineil, Isobel 29 Mar.
8. John Clarke, Esquire, Keoldale, and . . Mrs. Johanna Falconer (born 5th April), Margaret 13 April
9. Kenneth Sutherland, alias Macdholcinich, in the Dyke of Durin, and . . ., Margaret Mackay, Neil 3 May
10. Angus Campbell, alias Macomashgrainsich, shoemaker, Achunahainat, and . . ., Janet MacLeod, John 4 May
11. Robert Mackay, alias Maceanbhain, in Leinnin, and . . ., Margaret Mackay-Miller, Isobel 17 May
12. Donald Morison, alias Macuilammacachin, in Islandhall, and . . ., Margaret Mackay, William 22 May
13. Alexander Dingwall, farmer in Knockbreac, and . . ., Christian Mackay, Hugh 7 June
15. John Morison, sailor, originally from Lewes, and . . ., Isobel Murray in Rispont, Mary 18 Aug.
17. Hugh Mackay, alias Macachinbhain, pensioner, and . . ., Christian Sutherland, Hector 9 Nov.
18. George Campbell, alias Macdholgraisich, volunteer, Durin, and . . ., Ann Mackintosh, Isobel 24 Nov.

West Moine Mission Baptisms.
5. George MacLeod, soldier, Strathmore, Donald 17 Mar.
6. Donald Calder, alias Eagle, at Achgharasaid, Hugh 7 April
7. James Mackay, Breskil, Angus 7 April
8. Donald Calder, alias Bain, Polla, Donald 9 April
9. Angus Calder, alias Taylor, at Dalinduin, Hector 12 May
11. Hugh Calder, Badvoir, Johanna 12 May
12. James Mackay, mercht. in Eribol, Euphemia 14 May
13. John Mackay, smith at Eribol, Henrietta Amelia, 28 May
14. James Mackay, private in Ross-shire Militia, Isobel (Isobell Mitchell, Faolin, the mother being Sponsor.) 30 Oct.
15. Robert Mackay, Freskill ... Janet Mackay, William 1 3 July
17. Robert MacDonald, Freskill, Kenneth 10 Nov.
18. William M'Intosh, Knock, Hugh 27 Nov.

1809.

1. John Mackay, alias Macdholicustian, in Knocbreac, and ... Mary Campbell, Ann 7 Jan.
2. George MacLeod, alias Macnishmaculiam, in Balamulich and ... Ann Sutherland, Catharine 10 Jan.
3. John Mackay, alias Macdhonilicustian, in Saingobeg, and ... Mary ... George 10 Jan.
5. Hugh Campbell, alias Macmashgransich, in Crosple, and ... Barbara Mackay, Thomas 31 Jan.
7. Angus MacLeod, little tenent in Aultcoirefraisgil, and ... Janet Ross, Alexander 11 Mar.
8. Mr. James Mackinnon, cooper in Rispond, and ... Elizabeth Ormiston (born 11th Feb.), James 21 Mar.
9. Mr. John Munro, society schoolmaster at Ceannabin, and ... Jean Mackay, Marjory 31 Mar.
10. William Mackay, shepherd in Shegera, and Mary Mackintosh in Rispond, both guilty of a relapse in fornication, George 1 May
11. John Mackay, alias maceorishoig, from Strathy, shepherd in Achumore, and ... Mary Forbes, George 14 May
12. Thomas Mathers, shepherd in Balnaceill, and ... Janet Crawford, John 25 May
13. David Ross, shepherd in Achumore, and ... Mary Crimmon, Isobel 12 June
14. Hugh Mackay, tacksman of Clashneach, and ... Mary Clarke, Barbara 4 Aug.
15. William Mackenzie Oag, shepherd in Glasbhfiniochdarach, and ... Elisabeth Ross from Tain, James 15 Aug.
16. Richard Mackay, weaver in Durin, and ... Catharine Macpherson, Hugh 18 Oct.
17. James Mackay, alias Macuilammacphatic, in Saingomore and ... Isobel Mackay, Mary 11 Nov.
18. Alexander Bethune, little farmer in Aultan, and ... Barbara Mackay, alias Miller, William 9 Nov.
19. Angus MacLeod, alias Macdholicinshbhan, weaver in Cnocbreac, and ... Marion Mackay, William 13 Dec.
20. James Black, shepherd, presently in Balamulich, and ... Jean Turner (born 2nd Dec.), Agnes 28 Dec.
21. Robert White, late shepherd at Falleside, in the parish of Tongue, and Marion Mackay, his servant maid, Betty 30 Dec.

(The man came from the South, the woman was brought up in Major Forbes's family, Ribigill. She must satisfy discipline in the parish of Tongue.)

1 From Mr. Findlater's list for 1808-9.
West Moine Mission Baptisms.

2. Robert Mackay, alias M'Shemash, at Hope, Elizabeth 23 Jan.
3. John Mackay, alias MacHeorish, Hunleam, and Barbara Mackay, Braeskil [n.b.l.w.], Hugh 30 Jan.
4. Angus Mackay, Elanrear, John 5 Feb.
5. Murdo Mackay, alias Bain, Hector 7 May
6. John Mackay, Aultnakelich, Donald 11 June
7. John Mackay Og, Faolin, Jemima 13 June
8. John M'Intyre, schoolmaster, Eribol, Alexander Mackay 15 July
9. William Mackenzie, shepherd, Aultnakelich, Catherine 18 July
10. John Mackay, alias Macneil, Culnuit, Eribol, Willina 20 July
12. Angus Mackay, miller, Badilihavish, John Jean 4 Sept.

1810.

1. Donald Sutherland, alias Macrory, little farmer in Durin, and . . . Catharine Morison, Barbara 31 Jan.
2. Donald Mackay, alias Macuilammacduholicuilam, in Saining-more, and . . . Rachel Sutherland, Catharine 6 Feb.
3. Isobel Mackay, alias Nin Huistamacuilammachustian, in Strathbeg, and Donald Mackay, pensioner, lame of an arm, now on Dr. Henderson's farm. The child a year old . . . [n.b.l.w.] . . .
6. William Mackay in Evac,1 Strathhalladale, Parish of Reay, and Mary Mackay, alias Nin William Macarmacy, in Eribol [n.b.l.w.], John 10 Mar.
10. George Whyte, tailor in Glean-naharie, between Achunanamar and Achumore, and . . . Caroline Campbell (twins), Hector and Ann 13 April
11. Angus Campbell, alias machomashgrashich, piper, Balamhulich, and . . . Barbara Campbell, George 18 May
13. John Clarke, Esqr., tacksman of Keoldale, and . . . Mrs. Johanna Falconer (born 16th May), Mary Mackintosh 30 May
14. Donald White, weaver in Clashneach, and . . . Ann Ross, Donald Ross 5 June
15. Alexander Morison, little tenant in Ceannabin, and . . . Lucie Mackay, Roderick 18 June
16. John MacCallum, foxhunter, several years in this parish, now in Achurisgill, and . . . Ann MacCallum (Ann Sponsor), Donald 23 June
17. Donald Mackay, alias Egal, Achugharside, Westmoine, and . . . Isobel Mackay, John 20 July

1 Hevaig.
18. John Macdermaid, shepherd in Doll, from Perthshire, and ... Martha Macleay, Alexander 29 July
19. Alexander Dingwall, a little mechanic and farmer in Cnocbreac, and ... Christian Mackay, Alexander 26 Sept.
21. Donald Campbell, alias Macarlishmacalister, in Durin, and ... Margaret Campbell, Elisabeth 14 Oct.
22. Robert Murray, Saignogbeg, and ... Catharine Morison, Hugh 19 Oct.
23. Robert Campbell, out-pensioner of Chelsea Hospital, and ... Janet Banton (from Glasgow or thereabout), in Durin, Janet 18 Nov.
24. Kenneth Sutherland, alias Macdholicennich, in Durin, and ... Margaret Mackay, Donald 26 Nov.
25. Duncan Ross in Achumore and ... Lucie Campbell, John 11 Dec.

West Moine Mission Baptisms.

3. John Calder, private 78th Regt., and ... Catherine Mackay, Faolin—Father being Sponsor, Mary 26 Feb.
5. Donald Mackay, alias Macrob, Hope, Alexr. 12 Mar.
6. Hector Mackay, Faolin, John 24 June
7. Donald Calder, alias Eagle, Achgharasaid, John — July

1811.

1. Angus Campbell, alias Macomash, shoemaker in Balamhulich, and ... Janet MacLeod, Daniel 4 Feb.
2. Donald MacIntyre, and ... Margaret Campbell, Ann 14 Feb.
3. Donald Campbell, alias Macenicolicalister, little tenant in Saignomore, and ... Eupham Mackay, Eupham 19 Feb.
4. Angus MacLeod, alias Bain, weaver and little tenant in Clashneach, and ... Marion Mackay, Eupham 23 Feb.
5. George MacLeod in Balamhulich, and ... Ann Sutherland, alias nin Dholicennich, Isobel 19 Mar.
6. Hugh Macpherson, weaver in Durin, and Lucie Mackay from the parish of Farr, certified by Rev. Mr. Dingwall, Margaret 28 Mar.
7. William Ross in Islandhall and ... Barbara Mackay, Marion 2 May
8. Alexander Munro, Lochsian, and ... Catharine Morison, Ann 2 May
9. Angus MacLeod in Achumore and ... Janet Ross, Kenneth 21 May
10. William Campbell, alias Maceniconil, piper and little tenant in Saignomore, and ... Rachel Sutherland, Roderick 29 May
11. William Mackenzie, alias Ogg, shepherd at Aultain-Deig, and ... Betty Ross (baptized by Mr. Findlater 1), John 19 Aug.
12. Hugh Campbell, Shepherd, Sartigrim, and ... Mary Mackay, Hughina 24 Aug.
13. John Mackay, alias M'Oilichuistian, Durin, and ... Mary Campbell, Alexr. 16 Sept.

1 The register after this date is in Rev. William Findlater’s writing.
14. Richard Mackay, weaving in Durin, and ... Catherine Macpherson, John Thomson 3 Nov.
15. Mr. Donald Mackay, Clashneach, and ... Mrs. Sibla Thomson, Hector Christina 4 Nov.
16. Thomas Mather, shepherd at Balamhulich, and ... Janet Crawford, James 5 Nov.
17. David Swanson, tenant in Cnocbre, and ... Christian Campbell, Alexander 3 Dec.
18. Mr. John Clarke, tacksman of Keoldale, and ... Mrs. Johanna Falconer (Baptized by Rev. John Mackenzie, Eddrachilis), Hughina 4 Dec.
19. Kenneth Sutherland, tenant, Durin, and ... Margaret Mackay, Donald 12 Dec.
20. Ewan MacMilian, foxhunter to Mr. Dunlop, and Ann Sutherland, alias ninn Daibhi at Balamhulich (n.b.l.w.), Mary 30 Dec.

West Moine Mission Baptisms.

1. John Mackay, alias Macrauric, Aultnakeilich, Donald 1 Jan.
2. Angus Calder, Dalinduim, John 1 Jan.
4. Angus Rose, Hope, Donald 12 Feb.
6. William M'Intosh, Knock, Johnah or Deonah 21 Feb.
8. William Mackenzie, soldier in Ross-shire Militia, and ... Margt. Mackenzie at Elanrear (the mother's father being sponsor), William 16 June
9. John Mackay, Smith, Eribol, and ... Ann Calder, Johanna Thomson 16 June
10. William Calder, alias Bain, Polla, and ... Barbara Mackay, Johanna Thomson 9 July
11. John and Ann Mackay, Culnuilt, Barbara 25 July
12. James and Ann Mackay, Hunleam, Margaret 1 Aug.
13. James and Catherine Mackay, Breskil, Margaret 1 Aug.
14. John Mackay, alias Oag, Faolin, and ... Catherine Mackay (twins), Barbara and Margaret 16 Aug.
15. James MacLeod, Hope, and ... Flora Mackay, Catherine 22 Aug.
16. John M'Intyre, Schoolmaster, and ... Catherine Naughton, Catherine 24 Aug.
17. George MacLeod, pensioner, Strathmore, Roderick 5 Sept.
19. Hector Mackay, alias Oag, weaver in Eribol, and ... Catherine Mackay, James 20 Nov.
21. Robert Mackay, alias M'Sheumais, and ... Mary Mackay, Achnarasaid, Jacobina or Semag, 28 Nov.
22. George Orr, Shepherd, Breskil, and ... Catherine Fletcher, Christian 25 Dec.

1812.

1. John Mackay M'Innisichuistian, Saingomore, and ... Ann Murray, Mary 10 Jan.
2. John MacDonald, alias Ogg, servant in Balmakeil, and ... Johanna Mackay, Christian Macleod 11 Jan.
3. Adam Johnstone, shepherd, Crospill, and ... Jean 17 Feb.
4. Alex. Bethune, Aultan, and ... Barbara Mackay, Margaret 17 Feb.
5. Angus Sutherland, Saingomore, and ... Barbara Mackay, John Thomson Sutherland 4 April
6. John Munro, Society Schoolmaster, Ceannabin, and ... Jean Mackay, Hector 4 April
7. Donald Ross, Islandhoan, Donald 6 April
8. Donald Mackay, Ceannabin, and ... Cathe. M'Leod, Hughina 5 May
9. Robt. Gordon, Shepherd, Cearvaig, and ... Ann Kelly, ... 17 May
10. Charles MacLeod, smith in Durin, John 31 May
11. John Morrison, alias Smerigan, Rispond, and ... Isobel Murray, Donald 9 June
12. Angus Campbell, piper, Durin, and ... Barbara Campbell, Betty 28 June
13. Alexr. Morrison, Ceannabin, and ... Lucie Mackay, Hugh 5 July
14. James Morrison, Islandhoan, and Isobell Stirling from ... [n.b.l.r], Alexr. 7 July
Note.—Hugh Mackay and John Munro, elders, are cautioners that they will serve the Church.
15. William Ross, weaver in Saignomore, and ... Effie Campbell, Christy 9 July
16. Hugh Mackay, outpensioner, Chelsea Hospital, residing at Rimichie, and ... Christy Sutherland, the mother coming to Durness and was sponsor, John 29 July
17. John MacLeod, tenant, Lerin, and ... Barbara Campbell, William 8 Sept.
18. Thomas Garrie, tenant, Balamhulich, and ... Mary MacLeod, Janet 10 Sept.
20. George Campbell, alias Gresach, Durin, and ... Ann M'Intosh, Mary 22 Oct.
21. Donald M'Intyre, Shepherd and Innkeeper, Knockbreac, and ... Mary Campbell, Christian 29 Oct.
22. Donald Sutherland, alias MacRory, Durin, and ... Catherine Morrison, Mary 5 Nov.
23. Hugh Campbell, alias Macomash, Durin, and ... Barbara Mackay, alias Bain, Merran 5 Nov.

West Moine Mission Baptisms.
1. Alexr. Calder, Lubbin, and ... Effie Mackay, Murdoch 12 Feb.
2. Hugh Calder, Badvoir, and ... Marion Mackenzie, Effie 12 May
3. John Mackenzie, Elanrear, and ... Margt. Campbell, John Alexr. 14 May
4. David Mackay, herd at Blaid, and ... Marion MacLeod, Janet 14 May
5. William Mackay, Blaid, and ... Barbara Mackay, Hugh 26 Nov.
6. Angus Mackay, Arnoboll, and ... Elizabeth Mackenzie, Johanna 26 Nov.

1813.
2. Robert Miller, blind pensioner, Lerin, and ... Margt. Campbell, Catherine 29 Jan.
4. William Ross, Islandhoan, and ... Barbara Mackay, Alexr. 9 Mar.
5. George Mackintosh, farm servant, Balnakeil, and ... Mary Mackay, Hector 28 Mar.
6. Donald Campbell, tenant, Saignomore, and ... Eupham Mackay, Barbara 4 April
7. Rev. Mr. Findlater and Mrs. Findlater, Eric John Thomson 11 April
8. Alexr. Munro, tailor, Lochsuian, and ... Catherine Morrison (dau.), Ai
9. Duncan Ross, merchant, Achumore, and ... Lucie Campbell, Alexr.
10. Robert Murray, Saintingobeg, and ... Catherine Morrison, Donald
11. Donald Campbell, Macrob, Balnakeil, and Bessy Mackay
12. Donald MacKay, Ceanabin, and ... Kitty MacLeod, Donald Hugh
13. Hugh Campbell, shepherd, Sartigrin, and ... Mary Mackay, Georgina
14. Hugh Macpherson, tenant, Durin, and ... Lucy Mackay, John
15. Mr. John Clarke, Keoldale, and ... Mrs. Johanna Falconer, Alexandrina
   (Baptized by Rev. Hugh Mackenzie, Tongue.)
16. William Campbell, Sainingomore, and ... Rachel Sutherland, Katherine
17. Donald MacLeod, and ... Catherine Mackay, Kenneth
18. William Mackenzie Oag, shepd., Grudie, and ... Betty Ross, John
19. John MacDonald, mechanic, Saintingobeg, and ... Johanna Mackay, Hugh
20. James Black, shepd., Shinness, and ... Jean Turner, Mary
21. Angus MacLeod, Aultcoirefraisgil, and ... Merran Mackay, Hugh
22. George M’Leod, Balamhulich, and ... Ann Sutherland, Angus
23. Hugh Mackay, Clashneach, and ... Mary Clarke, William
24. Donald Campbell, alias MacHearlish, Durin, and ... Margt. Campbell, Charles
25. Angus Campbell, MacHomash, shoemaker, Durin, and ... Janet M’Leod, Deonah
26. Hugh Morrison, shepd., Balamhulich, a young lad, and Fairly MacKulloch, there [n.b.l.w.], Donald
27. Angus Campbell, piper, Balamhulich, and ... Barbara Campbell, John
28. Donald Mackay, Clashneach, and ... Mrs. Sybella Thomson, Daniel Forbes
29. John Mackay, MacOilichuistian, Saintingobeg, and ... Mary Mackay, Ann

West Moine Mission Baptisms.
1. Hector Mackay, Badnahaclash, and ... Janet M’Intosh, Barbara 15 Mar.
2. Hugh Mackay, boatman, Portchamil, George 17 April
3. Kenneth Mackay, Hunleam, and ... Barbara Mackay, Adam 21 April
4. Donald Morrison, Inveran, and ... Isobell Mackay, James 21 April
5. Hector Mackay, Faolin, and ... Margt. Campbell, Ketty 21 April
6. Donald Mackay Macrob, Hope, and ... Janet MacLeod, Jannet 17 May
7. Donald M’Intosh, Hope, and Elizh. Mackay [n.b.l.w.], Alexr. 17 May
8. Hugh Mackay, Hunleam, and ... Effie Mackay, Hugh 13 June
9. Angus Munro, Fraeskill, and ... Marion Munro, James 13 June
10. John Mackay Roy, Knock, and ... Elizabeth Mackay, Neil 13 June
11. Robert Mackay, Achgharasaid, and ... Mary Mackay, Barbara 
12. Angus Rose, Hope, and ... Katharine Sutherland, Isabella 
13. Donald Morrison, a young lad from Strathmore, and Marion Mackay, Hunlean, who were married the same day, Margaret 
14. Hector Mackay, Oag, Erribol, and ... Catherine Mackay, George 
15. Donald Munro, Carnmore, and ... Catherine Mackay, Hugh 
16. James Mackay MacRerie, Essandu, and ... Christian Mackay, Deonan 

1814.

1. Angus Sutherland, Saingo, and ... Barbara Mackay, Isabella 
2. James Mackay, post, Saingo, Merran 
3. James Mackinnon, Rispund, and ... Elizth. Ormiston, Helen 
4. Thomas Mathers, shepherd, Balamhulich, and ... Janet Crawford, Margaret 
5. George Sutherland, merchant, Clashneach, and ... Jean M'Leod, Donald Hugh 
6. Kenneth Mackenzie, alias Sutherland Macoilicoinich, Durin, and ... Hugh 
7. John Mackay, Sen., Saingomore, and ... Ann Murray, Edward 
8. Donald Ross, Islandhoan, Merran 
9. Alexr. Morrison, Ceannabin, and ... Lucy Mackay, Mary 
10. Richard Mackay, weaver, Durin, and ... Catherine Macpherson, Helen 
11. Alexander Bethune, fisher, Aultan, and ... Barbara Mackay, Ann 
12. William Ross, Saingomore, and ... Effy Campbell, Dol 
13. John Morrison, alias Smerigan, Rispund, Margaret 
14. Angus Mackay, servant, Chocbreac, Donald 
15. Robert Dunlop, Est, Balnakeil, and Lisy Mackay, alias nin Donuil [n.b.1w.], Donald 
16. Donald M'Intyre, and ... Mary Campbell, Knockbreack, Duncan 
17. George Mackay, Macdhdonil, and ... Margt. Mackay, Achmore, Donald 
18. George M'Intosh, servant, Balnakeil, Barbara 
19. John Mackay Miller, Durin, and ... Mary Campbell, Hugh 
20. George Mackenzie, Badamheoir, and ... Barbara Mackenzie, Effie 
21. Angus Mackay, Arnoboll, and ... Elizabeth Mackenzie, Hughina 
22. Angus M'Leod, shepd., Achmore, and ... Janet Ross, Angus 

West Moine Mission Baptisms.

1. William Mackay, Knock, and ... Barbara Mackenzie, Donald 
2. James MacLeod, Hope, and ... Flora Mackay, Ann 
3. John Mackay, alias Oag, Faolin, John 
4. William Mackay, Calder, alias Bain, Polla, Neil 

West Moine Mission Baptisms.
5. John Mackenzie, Erribol, and ... Bessy Mackay, William 1 May
6. James Mackay, shoemaker, Mains [Eribol], Mackay Scobie 1 May
7. Angus Calder, Dalinduin, Effie 2 May
8. George Orr, shepherd, Breskill, James 3 May
9. Angus Mackay, Dalinduin, Catherine 24 June
10. Donald Morison, taylor, Inveran, James 25 June
13. Davld Mackay, herd, Strathmore, and ... Margt. MacLeod, Alexr. 13 Oct.
14. Donald Morrison, Hunleam, and ... Merran Mackay, George 3 Nov.
15. John Mackay, Bain, Culnuilt, Marion 28 Nov.

MARRIAGES.

1765.
1. Donald M'Leod, Tongue, married Janet Mackay in Hope 23 Jan.
2. Neil Mackay in Hope ... ¹ Katharine Mackenzie in Inverhope 7 Feb.
3. John Mackay, alias Macuilam, in Fraesgil, ... Janet Mackay there 27 Feb.
4. Alexander Campbell, Craigmhulin, ... Mary Fraser there 18 June
5. John White in Achunahanat ... Ann Fraser there 20 June
6. William Mackay, alias Oag, from Farr, ... Barbara Mackay, alias Macdholicachinskerray in Islandchoarie 7 Nov.
7. Neil Mackay, alias Macenish, Clashneach, ... Christian Campbell 18 Nov.
8. John Miller in Balamhulich ... Katharine Miller in Keoldale 19 Nov

1766.
1. John Mackintosh in Balamhulich ... Isobel Murray in Shinins 10 Jan.
2. Iye Grange in Durin ... Margaret Campbell, Durin 17 Jan.
3. Donald Morison in Strathmore, ... Barbara Morison in Islandchoarie 23 Jan.
4. Alexander Williamson in Scoury ... Barbara Morison in Strathmore 5 Nov.
5. Donald Grange in Keoldale ... Ann Mackay in Clashneach 20 Nov.
6. John Morison in Islandhall ... Katharine Mackay in Portchamil 17 Dec.
7. Hugh Mackay in Hope ... Isobel Mackay in Torrintarf, Tongue 18 Dec.

1767.
1. Neil Machustianmacneil, alias Mackay, in Arnoboll ... Elisabeth Mackay in Batalahamish 9 Mar.
2. William Calder, alias Francach, in Hunleam ... Janet Mackay, alias nin Alister, in Erriboll 4 May
3. John Mackay, sergeant, ... Elisabeth Mackay, widow in Hope 5 May
4. John Munro in Fraesgil ... Elisabeth nin Nish in Braegisgil ¹, ... married, 1 Dec.
Parish Register of Durness. (1764-1814.)

1768.
1. Neil Morison in Clashneach ... Barbara Munro from Eddras. 29 Aug.
2. James Mackenzie in Islandhall ... Christian Mackay 20 Oct.
4. Angus Morison in Erriboll ... Elisabeth Mackay there 29 Oct.
5. John Mackay, alias Macuilammacneil, in Uaibeg, ... Isobel Mackay, alias nin Huitian Macneil, in Arnoboll 1 Nov.
6. Donald MacLeod in Clashneach ... Barbara Campbell in Keoldale 23 Nov.

1769.
1. Donald Mackay, alias Macuilamachustian, in Strathbeg ... Isobel MacLeod, alias nin Dholicormait, in Uaibeg 10 Jan.
2. Lewis Thomson ... Effie Cormack, both in Durness 5 May
3. Neil MacLeod in Grudie ... Janet nin Nishvicorish in Naultan 20 June
4. William Morison, Crosple, ... Barbara Mackintosh, Balmahulich 4 Aug.
5. William Fraser, Balmahulich, ... Elisabeth Roy in Clashneach 29 Aug.
8. William Mackay, alias Macdholicuilamroy, in Clashneach ... Epie MacLeod, alias Bain, there 8 Nov.

1770.
1. Donald White, alias Macdholicomash, in Balmahulich ... Janet Gordon 9 Jan.
3. Kenneth Sutherland in Durin ... Barbara MacLeod in Borley 23 Mar.
4. George MacLeod in Achumore ... Isobel Mackay in Clashneach 10 April
5. Robert Mackay, alias Maceanvicuilammacneil in, Uaibeg, ... Marion Clarke in Cnocbreac 13 June
6. Hector Macneilmacrory in Islandhall ... Margaret Sutherland 21 June
7. John Macpherson, Achumore, ... Margt. MacLeod in Durin 5 July
8. Alexander Mackay, alias Dhu, in Erriboll ... Margaret Mackenzie there 17 Oct.
9. William Gordon, taylor, ... Mary Fraser in Erriboll 22 Oct.
11. Hugh Morison in Ceannabin ... Mary MacCulloch, there 29 Nov.

1771.
1. James Mackay, alias Macenmhicdhonil, in Inveran at Erriboll ... Janet Mackay, alias nin Dholiceorish, in Sartigrim 31 Jan.
3. Donald Sutherland from Melness in the parish of Kintail ... Isobel Mackay, alias nin Robmacemish, in Batlahavish 26 Mar.
4. Iye Grange in Durin . . . Elisabeth Mackenzie, servt. 4 April
5. Donald Abbarach from Armadale, parish of Farr . . . Janet
   nín Achinmac dholicachinskerry in Islandchoary 9 April
6. John Mackay, nín Maculammacnail, in Uaibeg . . . Isobel
   Calder, nín Rob Down, in Balnaceil 28 May
7. John Ceannich in Batlahavish . . . Catharine Dolicalister in
   Hunlean 3 June

1772.
1. Angus Sutherland in Erriboll . . . Elisabeth Ekel there 7 Jan.
2. Robert Munro, surgeon . . . Miss Jeanie Munro, Rispond 11 Jan.
3. John Morison, Craigiemhulinn . . . Ann Sutherland from
   Caithness 8 June
4. Donald Sutherland, servt . . . Isobel Macpherson, servt. in
   Saingo 19 June

1773.
1. William Mackay, nín Macnishmhidcholicustian, in Westmone
   . . . Isobel Mackay in Portchanil 1 Jan.
2. John Mackay, nín Macalistermhidcholicachin, in Erriboll
   . . . Elisabeth Mackay, nín Enmacemish in Balnacéil 24 Feb.
3. George Mackenzie in Batanheoir . . . Mary Mackintosh in
   Arnoboll 15 June
4. William Morison in Nuibeg . . . Christian Mackay in Geochræve
   22 June
5. Donald Bayn in Hope . . . Catharine nín Rory in Hope 7 July
6. Hector Morison in Sartgrim . . . Barbara Fraser, Achunahainat
   6 Sept.
   24 Nov.
8. Donald Macneilvicrory in Durin . . . Margt. MacLeod, Durin
   14 Dec.

1774.
1. Hugh Machustianmacuilammacrocory in Hunleam . . . Ephie
   Mackay, nín Mhorachy Machustian 28 Feb.
2. Robert Mackay in Batlahavish . . . Isobel Munro in Achun-
   lochie 7 Oct.
3. John MacLeod, Achunahainat . . . Barbara Campbell in
   Keoldale 17 Nov.
4. George Mackay, sergeant . . . Christian Mackay in Clashneach
   24 Nov.

1775.
1. George MacLeod, piper . . . Catharine Mackay in Ceanloch-
   bhirovie 1 Feb.
2. James Mackay in Batlahavish . . . Elisabeth Mackay, widow,
   Islandachoran 10 Feb.
4. John Mackay in Erriboll . . . Barbara Mackay in Hope 12 April
5. Angus Bayn in Erriboll . . . Mary Mackay in Hunleam 12 April
6. Donald MacLeod . . . Catherine MacLeod in Balamhulich
   7 June
7. Murdoch Morison in Scoury . . . Christian MacLeod in Nubeg
   14 June
8. Hugh Mackay, nín Macenicnicdholiculam, in Shinnins
   . . . Isobel Mackay, nín Achinmacdholicachinskerry, in Erriboll
   4 Aug.
9. Hugh Mackenzie, nín Macennackenich, merchant in Dan
   naheri . . . Ann Mackenzie, nín Robmacenicnic, in Erriboll
   21 Oct.
10. William Mackay, alias Gourdach, in Crospe ... Janet Bain, Balnaceil

1776.
1. William Morison from Eddrachylis ... Christian nin Uillamacory, alias Morison, in Cerruag 12 June
2. George Mackay Aberach, alias Macdholicachin, in Oldshore ... Christian Sutherland in Clashneach 13 Dec.
3. George Morison in Scoury ... Marion Sutherland in Clashneach 13 Dec.

1777.
2. Angus Mackay, alias Macnishiichin, in Dalehamand, parish of Tongue, ... Ephie Douglas, alias Gow, in Erriboll 19 Feb.
3. Patrick Brown, from Peterhead, in Keoldale ... Janet Mackay, alias nin Neil, in Keoldale 4 Mar.
4. John Mackay, alias Macnishiichenister, in Mussel ... Jackie Mackay, alias nin Enicemishmacuilam, in Altunaceilich 8 April
5. Donald Mackay, alias Macenicalister, in Balnaceil ... Mary Down in Balnaceil 29 April
6. Angus Mackay, alias Machustianmacrymiller, from Scoury ... Ephie MacLeod, alias nin Dholicustianmacormaid, in Uibeg 17 June
7. Donald Mackay, alias Macneilicenicolicuilam, in Mercan ... Catharine Mackay, alias nin Macenicneil, in Hope 15 July
8. Angus Gunn, weaver in Saingo, ... Johanna MacLeod, alias nin Nishmacen, in Cnockbreac 17 July
9. Robert Mackay, alias Macenmacuilammacneil, in Uibeg ... Janet Murray in Cnockbreac 18 July
10. Roderick Morison, alias Maculilmacmacroy, in Cerruack ... Mary Mackay, alias nin Enicalistermacuillamroy, in Sartigrim 27 Nov.
11. George Mackay, alias Macdholicustian, in Portchamill ... Margaret Mackay, alias nin Dholicachinmacdhonachy in Hunleam 17 Dec

1778.
1. George Munre, tenent, Islandchoarie, ... Janet White Achinahainat 11 Mar.
2. Donald Mackay, alias Macrobmacemish, in Batlamhish ... Elisabeth Mackintosh, alias nin Hustian Macnishiencenil, in Arnoboll 14 April
3. John Mackay, alias Machustianmacenicustian, in Philen ... Mary MacDonald, alias nin Nishmacmhorachie, in Erriboll 18 May
4. William Mackay, alias Roy, from Kintail, in Hope ... Isobel Mackay, alias nin Nishmacuilammacroy, in Hope 3 June
5. Murdoch Munro in Durin ... Catharine Campbell, Balamhulich 22 June
6. Donald Ross, late cook at Balnaceil ... Mary Mackay, alias nin Uillam Macnish, at Clashneach 3 July
8. Hugh Campbell, alias Grange, tenent in Sartigrim, ... Margaret Mackay, alias nin Enmacdholicery, in Borley 5 Nov.
9. Angus Mackay, alias Machustianmacenicustian, in Phaolin ... Catharine Mackay, alias nin Uilanstrathy, Erriboll 10 Dec.
10. Adam Ross in Keoldale ... Mary Clarke there 10 Dec.
11. James Mackay, alias Machustianmacneil, a very young man in Arnoboll ... Mary Mackay, alias Dalrymple, alias Ecel, alias Calder, alias nin Nishmaceniconil, in Hope 23 Dec.

1779.
1. William Mackay, alias Macnishroy, servt. in Balnaceil ... Elisabeth Campbell, alias Grange, in Ceoldale 12 Jan.
2. John Mackay, alias Macuilammachustin, a young lad in Strathbeg ... Christian Fraser in Erriboll 18 Jan.
3. Donald MacLeod, junr., alias Macnishbhan, in Achunan. hanait ... Ann Mackay, alias nin Nishmaceniconil, in Hope 12 Jan.
4. Donald MacLeod, alias Ceannich, shoemaker in Aultnaca. cealich ... Janet Mackenzie in Dalnaheru 12 April
5. Lieut. John Scobie, junr., of the Sutherland Fencibles, to Miss Jean Strachan, late of Jamaica 24 June
7. Donald Mackay, alias Macnishicenicalister, in Mussel ... Janet Mackenzie, alias nin Hustianmaceniceniceinich, at Dalnaherve 19 Oct.
8. Angus Mackay, alias Roy, little tenent in Cnocnacrinmain, Mains of Balnaceil, and keeper of the Dykes ... Isobel Mackenzie, Durin 22 Dec.

1780.
1. Hector Mackintosh, alias Macrory, tenent in Durin ... Elisabeth Murray, alias nin Eoin M'Intyre 4 Feb.
2. John Mackay, alias Macuilammachnish, in Fraesgil ... Janet Munro, alias nin Nishmacdholmoricach, in Fraesgil 23 Feb.
3. Robert Macpherson, a young tenent in Islandreir ... Janet Calder, alias nin Eoin Bhain, Aultnacealich 22 Mar.
4. Donald Morison ... Jean Morison, daughter of Hugh Morison, Sandwood 6 April
5. Donald Reid in Balnaceil ... Florence Morison, nin Iye Gauloch, in Cnochbreac 24 July
6. John Campbell roy, alias Macdholmhicalstericnish, in Crosble, serving in Balnaceil ... Catherine Mackay, alias nin Eanmacuilammiller, in Balamhulich 29 Aug.
7. Robert Munro, residerent ... Barbara Mackay, alias nin Neilicrory 20 Nov.
8. Alexander Campbell, alias Macdholicalister, in Balamhulich, soldier in Duke of Gordon's Fencibles ... Barbara MacLeod, alias nin Nishbhain in Achunahananait 8 Dec.

1781.
1. George Mackay, alias Machustianmacenmachustin, in Phaolin ... Mary Mackay, alias nin Mhorachie Macn. nish, in Hunleam 5 Jan.
2. George Morison, alias Macuilam, in Strathmore ... Ann Mackay, in Rians of Tongue 19 Jan.
3. Murdoch Morison in Sandwood...Christian Mackay, alias in Heorishmacean, tenent and shepherd in Geodhach-reave, Parph
4. John Mackaiskill in Balamhulich...Margaret Morison, alias nín Achinmacamashicachinroy
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Margaret.
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.
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Christian.
Isobel.
14.
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26.
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4.
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8.
66.
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Hugh Mackay, alias Macachinmacdholicachinskerray, in Inveran-Erriboll...Barbara Morison in Cnocbreac
Alexander Mackay, alias Maceanmhicenich, in Erriboll...Mary Sutherland, alias nín Dholicen, in Hnuleam
John Mackenzie, alias Maceaniceanich, in Batambeoir...Isobel Mackenzie, alias nín Robmacenich, in Batlahabhish
George Mackay, alias Macenbhain, soldier in N. F...Catharine Mackay, alias Gow
John Sutherland in Hnuleam...Eupham Mackintosh, alias Bain, in Achiharasait
Angus Mackintosh, soldier N. F...Ann Munro in Freasgill
Neil Mackay, alias Machustinmacrory in Oldshorebeg...Janet Mackay, alias Bain in Crosple
Donald Mackay, alias Macneilmacnenmacholicuilam, in Dalnaheru...Margaret Mackay, alias Gow, in Errbol

Donald Calder in Mussel...Janet Mackay, alias nín Alister, in Luibain
John Mackenzie, alias Machustainmacnish, in Mussel, late N. F...Barbara MacLeod, alias nín Nishbhain, in Achunahanait
Kenneth Mackenzie, alias Oag, in Sartigrim...Christian Mackay there
John MacCuiloch, weaver at Ceannabin and late N. F...Catharine Mackay, alias nín Robmacuilamneil, in Uaibeg
Kenneth MacLeod in Durin...Marion Cameron in Balnaceil from Sky
John Sutherland, alias Mackenzie, a faithful servant in Keoldale...Barbara Campbell, widow in Achunahanait
Angus Campbell, alias Macdholmhllicalister, late soldier in America...Margaret MacLeod, alias nín Eannachnish MacLeod, in Ballinloch
Robert Campbell, alias Macarlishmhicalister, in Saingo...Catharine Campbell, alias Grange, in Keoldale
George Campbell, alias Macdholgrashich, late soldier in Keoldale...Isobel Mackay, alias nín Alister, in Keoldale
Angus Mackay, alias Macdholicuilam, late N. F, now in Crosple...Elisabeth Morison in Achurisgil, Eddrachylish
John Corbet in Ceansailie, Eddrachylish...Marion Mackay, alias nín Dholiroy, herdman in Shinnins
John Morison, alias Macuilammacrory in Cerruacneeir, very near Cape Wrath...Isobel Mackay, stepdaur. of John Mackay, alias Maceanmacdonil, in Sartigrim, originally from Strathhalladale

John Mackay, alias Macachinbhain in Strathmore...Elisabeth MacLeod in Dalachreachdphuil in Eddrachylish (by Mr. Falconer)
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2. Mr. James Anderson, tacksman of Ceoldale... Miss Fairly Gordon

3. Angus Morison, alias Macrobmacnish, in Oldshore... Barbara Mackay, alias nin Dholicachin, in Lettermore at Clashneach

4. Hugh Mackay, alias Macnishmacean, late Grenadier N.F., now in Mussel... Janet Mackay, alias nin Eannmacenish, in Islandreir

5. Donald Munro, alias Macmhorachie in Erribol, late Sutherland Fencibles... Christian Mackintosh in Erriboll

6. Hector Mackenzie, son of George Mackenzie, tenant in Achutrain in Kintail... Margaret Mackenzie, alias nin Ean, in Erriboll

7. John Munro, alias Macalister, tenant in Mudale... Elisabeth Mackay in Islandreir

8. John Campbell, alias Grange, Chelsea pensioner in Keoldale... Christian Mackay, alias nin Eannhiler, in Balanmullich

9. William MacLeod in Balanmullich... Christian Mackay, alias nin Eannmacdholricery, in Achins of Cnocbreac

1785.

1. John Munro, Chelsea pensioner in Cnocbreac... Margaret Morison, alias nin Dholiceneil, also in Cnocbreac

2. Hugh Mackay, alias Maculeammachustian, in Lettermore, parish of Tongue... Mary Clarke, daur. of James Clarke, tacksman of Clashneach

3. Hugh Gunn in Rispond, late N.F., originally from Oldshores... Barbara Mackintosh, Neil Bayn's daur., in R-pn.

4. Angus Macpherson in Islandhall, a single young lad (!)... Margaret Sutherland, alias Mackenzie, widow of Hector Macneilircory, late in Islandhall

5. Alexander Morison, alias MacDhoilroy, Dalnauin in Strathmore... Marion Mackintosh (in Arnoboll), alias nin Hustian macnishiceniconil

6. John MacLeod, a young lad from Keanloch, parish of Tongue... Isobel Mackenzie in Erriboll

7. Hector Mackay, alias Macneiliceinolicuiom, a young lad in Poula... Abigail Mackenzie, alias nin Eannmacarlishoig, a little tenant in Portchamil

8. John Morison, Sergt. late N.F., in Ceanlochbhirobhie... Barbara Mackay in Borly

9. Alexander Mackenzie, alias MacLinnan, a young lad in Keoldale... Henrietta MacLean, also at Keoldale, originally from Caithness

1786.

1. James Mackay, alias Macdholicuilamoig, tenant in Hunleam... Ann Mackay, alias Maceanicorishskerray, in Borly

2. Hector Morison, alias MacDhonil, tenant in Aultcorifraisgil... Janet Morison, lately in Clashneach, both from Eddrachylish

3. William Calder, Charity Schoolmaster at Eriboll... Miss Grizel Ross at Eriboll

4. John Mackay, alias Macachhimhdicdholicachinskerray, tenant in Auchinlochie... Barbara Mackay, daughter of Donald Mackay, in Stra'ah Skerray, parish of Tongue (no date)

5. John Mackay, alias Macdholicustian, in Portchamil... Mary Campbell, in Craigiemhulin
1787.
2. David Sutherland in Farout . . . Janet Mackay, alias nin Mhorachie, in Saingo 8 Mar.
4. John Mackay, alias Macuilam, tenent in Frosceill . . . Margaret Munro in Durin 14 June

1788.
1. George Sutherland, tenent in Frosceill . . . Margaret Campbell, alias nin Heorishgrashich, in Balanbulich 1 Jan.
3. Hugh Mackay, alias Machustainmacuilammacrory, in Hunleam . . . Barbara Mackay, alias nin Nish, from Mleness 9 Jan.
14. Angus MacLeod, smith in Balinloch . . . Katharine Mackay, alias nin Rob, a tenent, near the manse of Farr 3 Dec.

1789.
1. James Low, House Carpenter, employed at Gheodhachreabhe . . . Ann Munro, daur. of Hugh Munro and [Margaret] MacDonald, daur. of Mr. MacDonald, late minister of Duness 5 Jan.
2. Mr. Donald Forbes of Ribigiel, Tongue ... Miss Christie MacLeod, dau. of Mr. Roderick MacLeod, tacksman of Balcnaviell, from the Isle of Sky 20 Jan.
3. Donald Munro, alias Macnishicolcorachie, taylor and tenent in Froisciell ... Christian Campbell, alias nin Dholic-rob, in Shinnins 27 Jan.
4. William Morison, alias Macuilammachustian, tenent in Ceannabiu ... Betty Mackay, alias nin Achnmacdholicachinskerray 30 June
5. William Forbes, Bowman in Balcnaviell ... Marion Gray at Clasheach 6 Nov.
6. James Munro, alias Machnhorachiemadholicorachie, weaver in Erriboll ... Janet Mackay, alias nin Hustian, from ... originally, but in Westmoine ten years preceding this date 20 Nov.
7. Robert Mackay, alias Macnishicein, tenent in Mussel ... Elisabeth Mackay, alias nin Robmacrobicrob from Melness 23 Nov.
8. John MacLeod, tenent in Islandhall ... Mary Macpherson in Saingoe 8 Dec.
9. Donald Morison, alias Macuilammacachin, in Keoldale ... Margaret Mackay, alias nin Dholicuilammachustian, in Uaibeg 23 Dec.

1790.

1. George Mackay Mackenzie, tenent in Crosple ... Jean Morison, alias nin Hustian Duin, in Cnocbreac 19 Jan.
2. Donald MacCulloch, seaman, Rispin ... Mary MacLeod, dau. of George MacLeod, carpenter and tenent in Ceanlochbhriobhie 26 Jan.
3. Alexander Mackaiskil, weaver in Balamhulich ... Christian Campbell, alias nin Robmacicalister, in Balamhulich 12 Feb.
5. Hugh Campbell, alias macomashgrashich, servant in Balcnaviell ... Margaret Gilles, alias Nic Neilbhaihm, from Sky 13 Mar.
6. Kenneth Mackay, alias Aberach in Hope, from Melnesssside ... Isobel Calder, alias nin Hustianmaceaincustinian, in Arnoboll 20 April
7. Donald Mackenzie, alias Macuilamoig, a single lad in Grudie ... Isobel Mackintosh, alias nin Heorish-macnish, in Achumore 21 April
8. Donald Morison, alias Machhustinmacneil, tenent in Giesgil, parish of Eddrachylsh ... Isobel Campbell, Craigmullen, dau. of Alexander Campbell, miller in Durness 5 July
9. Murdoch Mackay, alias Bane, tenent in Islandareir, Strath-omore ... Barbara Mackintosh, alias nin Eanmacdholiccein (from Heights of Eddrachilsh), in Strathmore 16 Nov.
10. Murdoch Macpherson, weaver in Saingoe ... Janet MacLeod, Islandhall 24 Dec.

1791.

1. William Mackay, alias MackReiry, tenent in the Heights of Erriboll ... Joanna Munro, alias nin Robmacalister, in Erriboll 24 Feb.
2. (Space left blank.)
3. Robert Mackay, alias Macenbhain, weaver in Balnahabhish... Margaret Mackay, alias nín Ean Macuilammhuiler, in Balnahabhish 27 Dec.

1792.
1. John Morison, alias Macuilammachustianmacachinroy, joiner in Durin... Christian Calder, alias Donn, widow of the late Hugh Murray, at Rispin 24 Feb.
2. Angus Sutherland, weaver and farmer in Strathmnelness, parish of Tongue... Isobel Mackay, dau. of Hugh Mackay, in Balnahabhish 5 Mar.
3. Murdo. Mackay, alias Macnishicenicalister, in Balnahabhish... Ann Morison from Eddrachylish, presently in Badnahabhish 11 June
4. William Mackay, alias Courdach, out pensioner of Chelsea College in Crosple... Jean Fraser, widow, in Crosple, of John Sutherland 11 Sept.
5. John Mackay, smith in Erriboll... Ann Calder, dau. of William Calder, charity schoolmaster, Achugarside 1 Nov.
6. Hector Gunn in Rhimbachie, parish of Eddrachylish... Mary Sutherland, dau. of Angus Sutherland in Durin 23 Nov.

1793.
1. Donald Mackay, alias Macuilammachustian, in Strathbeg... Mary Munro, alias nín Mhorachie, at Erribol 2 Jan.
2. Angus Sutherland, tenent in Durin... Mary Douin, alias Calder, dau. of the late Hugh Douin and Marion Mackenzie, his wife 5 Feb.
5. James Mackay, alias Macuilamaacpatric, servant in Balcaceill... Isobel Mackay, alias nín Eanmacuilameacneil, in Uaibeg 12 April
6. William Morison, alias Maceannmacuilammachustian, carpenter in Ceannabin... Ann Mackay, alias nín Hustianmacuilam, servant in Erriboll 2 May
7. Alexander Mackay, alias Macdholicalister, in Strannmnelness, parish of Tongue... Ann Morison, dau. of Hugh Morison in Ceannabin 3 May
8. Donald Mackay, alias Maceanmacuilamoig, Chelsea pensioner in Strathmnelness... Isobel Mackay, dau. of John Mackay, tacksman of Borley 7 May
9. Robert MacDonald, alias Mackeoirishmacneil, a young man from Strathmnelness... Catherine Macleod in Balnahabhish in Westmoine (the woman from Assynt) 27 June
11. Angus Mackay, alias Maceanie, miller and tenent in Badnahabhish, Westmoine... Barbara Manson in Keoldale, from the parish of Reay 16 Nov.
12. Hugh MacLeod, a young lad in Islandhall... Marion Mackay, alias nín Achinicneilicory, in Islandhall 19 Nov.

1794.
1. James Mackay, alias Macrobmacrob, a young man in Arnoboll... Isobel Mackay, dau. of John Mackay, Achulochie 28 Feb.
2. Hugh Mackenzie, alias Macemmacanenicenich, tenent in Badnheoir . . . Eupham Mackay, alias nin Nish-
macanecusalter, in Badnachlach 23 July
3. John Mackay from Strathnaver, in the service of Mr. 
Mackay, Erriboll . . . Ann Mackay, alias Oig, dau. 
of William Mackay, alias Oig, tenent in Erriboll 25 July
4. William Gunn, widower in Kinsalie, parish of Eddrachylis . . . Margaret Campbell, widow, dau. of George
Campbell, tenent in Balamhulich 29 July
6. Hugh Mackenzie in Badmheoir . . . Effie Mackay, 
Badnachlach 18 Aug.
7. Hugh Morison, alias Macmhorachienhoir, a young lad in 
Balanaceill, but lately soldier in the Rothesay and 
Caithness Fencibles . . . Janet Bain, dau. of John 
Mackay, tenent in Balamhulich, more commonly called 
John Bain 29 Sept.
8. Hector Mackay, Badnachlachl . . . Jean M’Intosh, 
Mussell. 29 Nov.
9. John MacLeod, a young man from Kylestroem, Eddrachylis, 
and certified . . . Katharine White in Keoldale 4 Dec.
10. Kenneth Mackay, alias Maculammaceorishmacneil, a young 
man in Saingoe . . . Barbara Morison, dau. of Hugh 
Morison, in Ceannabin 5 Dec.
12. Donald Ross, a single young man in Achuchoran . . . Ann 
Dunn in Achuchairn 31 Dec.

1795

1. George Sutherland, alias Mac Rorymaculamroy, a servant 
in Clashneach . . . Elisabeth Grant (her father from 
Loth in Sutherland) in Crospail 8 Jan.
2. Alexander Mackay, alias Macuilammacoreshmacneil, a 
single lad in Saingobeg . . . Barbara Morison, dau. 
of John Morison, alias maculammachustian, farmer in 
Islandhall 15 Jan.
3. Donald Mackay, widower in Hope . . . . . . . . . . MacLeod in 
Lettermore 10 Feb.
4. Donald Campbell, alias Macarlishmhcicalista, a young 
man in Durin . . . Margaret Campbell, alias nin Iye 
Grashich, in Durin 13 Feb.
5. Angus Campbell, alias Macerishgrashich, in Balam-
hulichbeg . . . soldier in the Mackay Fencibles . . . 
Barbara Campbell, alias nin Iye Grashich, in Durin 4 April
6. David Onson from Caithness, grieve at Balnaceill . . . 
Mary Mackaikiskil in Balnaceill 18 April
7. George Whyte, tailor in Keoldale . . . Caroline Campbell, 
alias nin Dholmacrobgrashich, in Shinnins, on the Braes 
of Duness 19 Dec.

1796

1. John Morison, sailor aboard the “Fairly of Rispond,” from 
Lewes . . . Isobel Murray, dau. of Hugh Murray, late 
Mate of the “Fairly” 12 Mar.

1797

1. John MacLeod, Chelsea pension in Crospail . . . Margaret 
Sutherland in Balamhulich 11 April
2. Angus MacLeod from Eddrachylsh, sailor aboard the
  "Fairly of Rispund" . . . Bessie Morison, daur. of
  Hugh Morison in Ceannabain

3. Alexander Dingwall, mason and wright from the parish of
  Clyne in Uaibeg . . . Christian Mackay, daur. of
  Robert Mackay, Uaibeg

4. David Swanson, grieve at Balmaceill, from Caithness . .
  Christian Campbell, daur. of Chas. Campbell, Durin

5. Charles Mackintosh, cooper and sailor aboard the "Fairly
  of Rispund" . . . Katharine MacDonald, daur. of John
  MacDonald, alias Og, at Balmaceill (from the Isle of
  Skye)

1798.

1. Duncan Ross, travelling merchant (certified by the Rev. Mr.
  Thomas Mackay Lairg) . . . Lucie Campbell, daur. of
  Alexander Campbell, miller in Diurness

2. Richard Mackay, weaver in Uaibeg . . . Katharine Mac-
  pherson, daur. to John Macpherson in Achumore, and
  Margaret MacLeod, his wife

3. Corporal Donald Mackay (son of William Mackay, late
  farmer in Achunahanait, and Eupham MacLeod, his
  relict), R. F. Highlanders . . . Katharine MacLeod,
  daur. of George MacLeod, piper in Ceanlochhirobhie

4. Neil Mackay, alias Macdholicneil, born in this parish, now
  private in the 1st Battalion of the Rothesay and Caith-
  ness Fencibles . . . Christian Macpherson, daur. of
  John Macpherson, farmer in Achumore

1799.

1. John MacLeod, alias macnishmaculammachustian, in
  Balamhulich, R. F. recruit . . . Barbara Campbell,
  alias nin Rob macicalister, in Balamhulich

2. John Campbell, alias Machustiangrashich, a young private
  R. F. in Durin . . . Christian Campbell, alias nin
  Heorishgrashich, in Balamhulich

3. Angus Mackay, alias Macnishicolustian, late private in the
  Rothesay and Caithness Fencibles, now enlisted in the
  Caithness Fencibles as a private . . . Barbara Morison,
  daur. of Hugh Morison, late in Ceannabain, and widow
  of Kenneth Mackay, killed by the Rebels in Ireland

4. George Morison, alias Macachinmacoshmacachinroy,
  private in the Caithness Highlanders . . . Barbara
  Calder, alias Egal, daur. of James Calder, alias Egal,
  tailor and little farmer in Achugaraside

5. Angus MacLeod, alias Macneilnicnishichoid, in Clashneach . .
  Janet Ross nin Hustian Macenicoun in Achu-
  choran

1800.

1. Donald MacIntyre, shepherd in Parph, from Argyleshire
  ten years . . . Margaret Campbell, daur. of Alexander
  Campbell, miller in Craigmhulin

2. Neil Dunn, a young lad, son of Peter Dunn, alias Brown, in
  Achuchairn . . . Marion Mackay, alias nin Rob-
  maceanmaculammacneil, in Achumore

3. Mr. John MacDonald, schoolmaster of Diurness . . . Janet
  MacLeod, widow of Murdo Macpherson in Sainingo

4. Mr. Hector Mackay, Kylestroam, in Parish of Eddrachylis
  . . . Miss Jean MacLeod in Balmaceill

    30 June

    1 July

    25 July

    30 Nov.

    2 Jan.

    29 Mar.

    11 Dec.

    18 Dec.

    5 Feb.

    3 May

    10 Sept.

    12 Sept.

    10 Dec.

    19 Feb.

    22 July

    12 Dec.
1801.

1. William Morison, son of George Morison, Forresters, Plaiad, Strathmore... Hughina Morison, a young girl in Cnocbreack  
2. Lieutenant Donald Mackay, alias Maceanicolicuilmigo, late in Strathmelness, in Clashneach... Miss Sybella Thomson, daur. of Mr. John Thomson, minr. of Durness and Mrs. Christian Mackenzie, his wife  
3. David Duncan, house carpenter in Balnackill, certified by the Rev... Selby, ord. minister of Longformacus, and George Sheriff, Session Clerk, 24th May 1801... Mary, daur. of George Mackay and Elisabeth Morison (see Register of Baptisms, p. 389)  

Note.—The Certificate to be kept between pages 338 and 339. Not there now, 1911.—Ed.

1802.

1. John Henderson, drainer, Balnaceill or Shinins (certified by the Rev... Selby, ord. minr. of Longformacus and George Sheriff, Session Clerk, 27th May 1801... Ann Robertson, daur. of Adam Robertson, shepherd in Shinins (from the Borders)  
(Same note as last.)  
2. William Morison from Collobol parish of Lairg, residing mostly in Saingomore since the beginning of winter last... Christian Munro, daur. of Andrew Munro, Saingo  
3. John Mackenzie, alias Machustianicenicich, late in Culdhonilroy... Janet Janet Campbell in Dalnahrue, both in Strathmore  
4. Donald Mackay, alias Macdholicolicustian, R. F., late in Sartigrim, single young man... Isobel Calder, daur. of James Egal and widow of Neil Bain, Portchamill  
5. George Campbell, alias Grange, late R. F... Ann Mackintosh, daur. of William Mackintosh, late in Durin  
6. Donald, alias Macrory, a single young man in Achumore, lately discharged with the other Reay Fencibles... Katharine Morison, daur. of Hector Morison, alias Macdonil, in Cerruc  
7. Donald Morison, late R.F. in Saingomore... Barbara Mackay in Frosceill  
8. Donald Mackay, weaver, Erriboll... Ann Mackay in Faolin  
9. John Mackay, tailor, Faolin... Elisabeth Mackay, Strathbeg  

1803.

1. Angus Campbell, alias Grange, shoemaker in Ballinloch... Janet MacLeod in Achunahanait  
2. Angus Campbell, tailor, late R. F... Isobel Campbell, both in Durin  
3. Robert Ross, blacksmith in Balnaceill, from Kilmuir easter and parish of Loggie in Ross-shire... Barbara Campbell [daur. of] Donald Campbell, Grange in Achunahanait  
4. John Mackintosh, alias Maceanicenicalistericnish, late R. F. in Durin... Mary MacLeod in Ceannabin  
5. Angus Rose in Hope... Katharine Sutherland there  
6. James MacLeod in Hope... Flory Mackay there
8. Angus MacLeod, weaver, late R. F. in Achunahanait . . Marion-Mary Ann Mackay, alias nis Robmaceannam-
ulammacneil, a young widow in Achumore 30 Mar.
9. Donald Mackay in Hope . . . Flory Mackay there 24 April
    Badavoir
11. Kenneth Sutherland, late R. F. Grenadier, Keoldale . . 19 June
    Fairly Dunn, Achuchairn
12. Alexander Calder in Strathmore . . . Effy Mackay, Badna-
    hachlash 30 June
13. Hugh Mackay in Cuil-doil-ruidh . . . Effy Mackay in 2 July
    Dalindown
14. Captain Mackay John Scobie in the East India Company 29 July
    service, Melness . . . Miss Barbara Mackay, daur. of
    Major Donald Mackay, Esquire, Erriboll
    Morison, Erriboll, niece of Major Donald Mackay, 1804.
    Erriboll
    . . . Mary Mackintosh

1804.
1. Alexander Munro, tailor, volunteer, Uaighcheabhie . . 6 July
    Katharine Morison, daur. of John Morison, Islandhall
2. Alexander Bethune (in the parish since Whitsunday, certi-
    fied from the parish of Kincardine) . . Barbara
    Mackay, alias nis Robmhiller, in Keoldale 6 Nov.
    Erriboll
    Katharine Morison in Rispond (from Lewes)
5. Donald Mackay, pensioner, Erriboll . . . Margaret Mackay,
    Huleam 20 Dec.
6. Robert Mackay . . . Mary Mackay, both in Hope 20 Dec.
7. William Campbell, alias Maceanicolalister, volunteer, a 
    young man in Durin . . Rachel Sutherland, a young
    woman in Balmulbhic 25 Dec.
8. Angus MacDonald from Melnesside . . . Dol Mackay, daur.
    to Angus Mackay, miller, Badilhavish 27 Dec.

1805.
    White, Keoldale
2. Kenneth Sutherland in Durin . . Margaret Mackay, Uai-
    beg 29 Mar.
3. Thomas Garry, late Knocbreack, from Caithness . . Mary 6 July
    MacLeod, alias nis Nishmacuilamachustian, in Bal-
    amulbhic
    of Defence . . . Ann Murray in Saingomore
5. Thomas MacLeod in Saingobeg, Enlisted in the Royal 17 Aug.
    Army of Defence . . . Catharine Mackay, Clashneach
    in Achunahanait

1806.
1. William Campbell, shepherd from New Cumnock, Shire of 1 Aug.
    Ayr . . . Margaret, commonly Minie Mackay, Uaigh-
    beg
2. Angus Mackay, alias Macdhonilicrob, Craigie, parish of Tongue, lately in Hope... Barbara Mackay, alias niss Macdhonilicrob in Uaighbeg, parish of Durness 26 Dec.

3. Donald Mackay, tailor, Ceannabinn... Isobel Mackay, Inveran 26 Dec.

1807.

1. Hector Mackay, Faolin... Mary Campbell, Portchamill 5 Jan.

2. James MacLeod, soldier... Bessey Mackay, Strathbegg... 30. 16

3. George MacLeod, soldier... Christian MacLeod in Strathmore 21 26

4. John Mackay from Scale, parish of Reay, here two years preceding Whitsunday last... Ann Mackay, alias Dolinciel 16 Mar.

5. John Mackay, alias MacuilamchustainanicolicGilbert, Dalindun... Catharine Mackay, alias nis Dolinciel, Phaolín 18 Aug.

6. John MacLeod in Hope... Elspet Mackay in Arnoboll, certified by Mr. William Findlater 3 Sept.

1808.

1. Donald White in Clashneach... Ann Ross in Saingo 27 Nov.

2. William Mackenzie (son to Hugh M., tenant at Bland), shepd. at Glendow... Margaret Mackay, daur. to John Mackay, alias Macuistean, Elder, Strathmore 28 July

3. Adam Johnston, shep., Mussal... C... Mackay, daur. of Hugh Mackay, Bowman, Mussal 28 July

4. Donald Campbell, alias Macdhonilgrashich, in Achunanahait... Bessie Mackay in Strathbegg, certified to be married 21 Dec.

1809.

1. Hugh Mackay, shepherd in Glashbhine, from parish of Laig... Janet Mackenzie, Skerracha 3 Feb.

2. Hugh Campbell, shepherd in Sartigrim... Margaret Mackay Achugaraside, Erriboll, married by Mr. W. Findlater 10 Feb.

3. James Dunn, Kiner, Lochlaxford... Barbara Mackay, daur. to George Mackay, Hunleam 24 April

4. John Robertson, shepherd from [ ] in Shinnins... Susanna Swanson, Balnaceill 22 Sept.

5. Kenneth Mackay, Abrach, shoemaker in Hunleam... Barbara Mackay, alias Nin Adam, dairymaid to Mrs. Mackay, Erriboll 15 Dec.

6. Robert Mackay, alias Miller, Chelsea pensioner, in Saingo... Margaret Campbell in Durin 30 Dec.

1810.

1. Hugh Macpherson, weaver in Durin... Lucie Mackay, from the Estate of Strathy, parish of Farr 16 Feb.


3. William Ross, son to George Ross, tenant at Hope... Barbara Mackay, daur. to John Mackay, alias M'Eachin, catechist, Achinlochie 15 June

4. Alexander Morrison, son to John Morrison, tenant at... Ashirbeg... Barbara Mackay, daur. to Donald Mackay, alias M'Eoin, Faolin 28 Nov.

5. Donald Mackay, son to George Mackay, Strathbegg... Ann Gunn, Lochsuian 21 Dec.

1 Manson is given in the Register of Baptisms for 1810. See No. 7.
1811.
1. David Mackay, Herd at Blaid ... Marion MacLeod, daur. to Donald MacLeod, alias Ceanich, tenant at Crannich, Strathmore 28 Feb.
2. William Ross, weaver, Saingomore ... Eupham Campbell in Craigiemhulin 20 Mar.
4. William Mackay (brother to David above) ... Barbara Mackay, step daur. to Robert Mackay, alias M'Ruarie, tenant and miller at Crannich 16 Aug.
5. Angus Sutherland, a young man in his father's house in Saingomore ... Barbara Mackay, daur. of Robert Mackay, Saingo 25 Dec.
6. George M'Intosh, alias More, serv't. to Mr. Dunlop at Balna-keil ... Mary Mackay N'tic Huistean IcRuarie in Saingomore 27 Dec.

1812.
1. Hugh Gunn, Skinnid, parish of Tongue ... Mary MacLeod in Hope 3 Jan.
2. Donald Munro, Leadglass ... Catherine Mackay, daur. to Donald Mackay, alias Macneil, Carnmore 10 Jan.
3. Angus Munro, Herd, Fraskill ... Marion Munro, daur. to James Munro, weaver, Erribol 17 Feb.
5. William Morrison, alias MacRuarie, shepd., Dal-parf ... Fairly Macpherson, Clashnach at Portchamil 27 Mar.
7. John Mackay, alias Gresich, near Ribigil, parish of Tongue ... Henny Mackenzie, daur. to James Mackenzie, tenant at Arnoboll 3 Apr.
8. Angus Sutherland, Hope ... from parish of Tongue 17 Apr.
9. William Wilson, shepd., Balna-keil ... Jean Mackay, daur. to George Mackay, Abrach, Portchamil ... May
10. John Kelly, an old man, a widower, from the Heights of Assynt ... Mackay, Achumore 30 June
11. George Mackenzie, Arnoboll ... Barbara Mackenzie, Badmheoir 3 July
12. Sergt. George Mackay, Arnoboll, 78th Regt. ... Catherine Mackay, Badhilavish 25 July
13. Hugh Mackay, wright in Hunleam ... Effy Mackay, Hunleam 14 Aug.
14. John Mackenzie, Balmenach, Erriboll ... Betty Mackay, daur. to Kenneth Mackay, Hunleam 20 Nov.
15. James Mackay, M'Rerie, Essandu ... Christian Mackay, Faolin 20 Nov.
16. William Mackay, Dalnaherve ... Barbara Mackay, Knock 27 Nov.

1813.
1. George Sutherland, merchant, Clashnach ... Jean MacLeod at Ceanlochbirvie (by Rev. H. Mackenzie, Tongue) 2 Mar.
2. Robert Mac... Eddrachilis... Miss Betsy Thomson, Balnakeil
3. George Mackay, shep., parish of Tongue... Grace Morrison, Strathmore (married in Tongue) 28 May
4. Alexander Morrison, widower, Strathmore... Mary Mackenzie, servt., Erriboll 15 June
5. Donald Morrison, Strathmore... Marion Mackay, Hunleam (Baptized their child same day.)
7. Angus Mackay Mackenzie, farm servant, Knockbreack... Effy Macpherson, Durin 24 Dec.

1814.
1. Donald Mackay, Macdholicneil, Faolin... Vere Mackay, Blardu 29 Jan.
2. William Mackay, tenant at Badnahachlais... Ann Mackay, his cousin 22 Feb.
3. Robert Macrob Mackay, Arnuble... Janet MacLeod, a widow from Farr (married at Farr by Mr. Dingwall) 29 Mar.
4. Hugh Mackay, Dalnahirve... Catherine Calder, Strathmore (married by Mr. Mackenzie, Tongue) 15 April
5. George Mackay, Macdhonil, servt., Borley... Margaret Morrison, alias Nin Eachin, Clashneach 31 Dec.

1 Mackay is written over Morrison.